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ABSTRACT

The monitoring of vegetation resources is of vital importance for Southern 
African countries because of the dominance of agriculture in the economy. The use of 
remote sensing techniques in a national or local planning context is particularly 
adapted to the Southern African conditions because large areas can be covered 
regularly with minimal requirements for field based infrastructure. Furthermore, 
relatively low-cost receiving stations have been installed in the meteorological 
departments and other local institutions, which makes satellite data available in real
time. Real-time acquisition is essential for the operational monitoring of vegetation 
development and remote sensing plays a significant role in three main areas:

• Inventory or mapping of cover types

• Monitoring of vegetation conditions relative to the norm

• Estimates of biomass

In this research operational techniques were developed in each of these areas 
with the participation and involvement of users.

Remote sensing and field survey techniques for inventory and mapping of cover 
types were adapted and developed from existing experience in the European context 
to match the requirements in Southern Africa. The need for an unbiased sample of 
field observations, for the calibration of digital classification of satellite imagery was 
identified and methodology for its collection demonstrated. Methods developed for 
the inventory of crop types in Europe were successfully adapted to the African 
rangeland. The levels of classification accuracy achieved were similar to that 
obtained in the European context for a classification scheme of equivalent complexity.

A Vegetation Productivity Indicator (VPI) was developed for monitoring 
vegetation conditions based on real-time acquisition of NOAA HRPT imagery from a 
local receiving station and a historical Normalised Difference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI) archive. The VPI maps show departure from normal vegetation response 
using methodology similar to the analysis of extreme events in hydrology, in near 
real-time. The method was successfully implemented in Zambia to monitor maize 
production and in Namibia to monitor rangeland. The VPI was significantly 
correlated with rainfall. The technique was successfully transferred to the Department 
of Meteorological Services in Botswana where VPI maps are produced routinely and 
presented to the inter-ministerial drought committee for assessing rangeland 
conditions.

Methodology for rapid biomass assessment was developed using simple 
physiognomic plant parameters. Field Measurements were taken in four different 
cover types (grassland, steppe and shrub and tree savanna) and correlated with the 
NDVI derived from the satellite observations in Etosha National Park, Namibia in 
near real-time. The pooled regression relationship which was obtained was highly 
statistically significant. However, the regression model excluding the two savanna 
types exhibited a higher correlation suggesting that there might be a separate 
relationship between savanna biomass and NDVI. Biomass maps were produced
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Abstract ii

using the pooled relationship and their potential for operational targeting of areas 
suitable for prescribed burning was illustrated.

Although the methods and techniques in this work were developed using time 
series of NOAA-AVHRR and the NDVI, they can all be adapted to include data from 
new sensors systems and other vegetation indices as they become available. Methods 
demonstrated in this work can be integrated to form a suitable framework for a 
national vegetation resources monitoring system. This would assist Southern African 
governments in making decisions related to vegetation resources by providing sound 
and timely technical advice.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1 The importance of vegetation resources in Southern Africa

The monitoring of vegetation resources is crucial for southern African countries. 
Most of their economies are heavily dependent on the primary sector as a source of 
income. Although mining is the largest source of revenue in some Southern African 
countries, crop and livestock production often comes in second place. In addition, 
agriculture employs by far the largest proportion of the population (Moyo et al. 1993).

In general, the climate in Southern Africa is arid to semi-arid. This means that 
often, only a small part of the country is suitable for agriculture. For instance, only 
6% of Botswana is classified as land with arable potential (Moyo et al. 1993), which 
means that in most of the country, the only possible farming activity is extensive 
livestock production. Furthermore, rainfall variations are very high and crop (in the 
absence of irrigation) and rangeland vegetation growth is limited by rainfall 
availability. This has an effect on the agricultural production, which is illustrated in 
Figure 1, showing the maize production of Zambia. From one year to the next, maize 
production can vary by almost a factor of 2, which poses a serious problem in terms of 
food supply.
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Figure 1. Annual variation in maize production in Zambia (------- ) and average
production between the 1981-92 period (-------).

These variations are also observed for rangeland vegetation in terms of its 
annual net primary production. Because the animal population is not immediately 
adjusted to reflect these variations, a major concern in Southern Africa has been land 
degradation caused by overgrazing. According to the FAO report on the state of food 
and agriculture (FAO 1997), the main causes of soil degradation in Africa are 
overgrazing followed by arable fanning and deforestation. Scherr and Yadav (1997) 
add that nutrient depletion, salinisation and soil erosion are some factors induced from 
the above causes.
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Furthermore, Southern African countries face difficulties in keeping up with the 
rise in the needs for food supply generated by the continuous and rapid growth of the 
population. As a consequence, many countries have struggled to be self sufficient 
(FAO 1996). This has certainly been a major factor in the increased pressure on land 
which was witnessed during the past two decades. This has resulted in the 
degradation of land which poses serious threat to the sustainability of agriculture as it 
is implemented in most parts of Africa.

Nevertheless, Southern African countries still have some of the largest unspoilt 
natural areas in the world. With the increased concern about the environment, it is 
important to preserve these rich natural ecosystems. But it is also an opportunity for 
Southern African countries to diversify their economies through the development of 
tourism.

Therefore, it is vital for Southern African governments to try to create a balance 
between the sustainable development of agriculture and the preservation of natural 
ecosystems.

2 The need for vegetation monitoring: role of satellite remote sensing

The implementation of a suitable system for monitoring progress in achieving 
the balance between sustainable development and nature preservation is crucial if the 
impact of management strategies is to be measured. This can then contribute to the 
formulation of new management strategies. The conventional approach to the 
monitoring of natural resources is one that has been implemented over a number of 
years in the developed world and which is based on a network of governmental field 
offices located within each district. The lack of infrastructure and resources in most 
African countries has meant that the development of conventional monitoring systems 
is not sustainable. For example, in Botswana, the country is divided into agricultural 
districts with a field office for each district. Because of the country’s low population 
density, each agricultural district covers an area too large to be monitored regularly on 
the ground from the field office. Instead, an approach based on a limited amount of 
field observations combined with remotely sensed data is likely to provide an 
appropriate solution. Furthermore, today’s changes are very rapid and existing 
conventional systems in the developed world are now often questioned as to their 
ability to predict adverse situations.

The institutional context is also particularly important to ensure the 
sustainability of the vegetation monitoring system put in place. National 
meteorological departments usually have the combination of technical capabilities and 
institutional linkages at national levels. However, more detailed analysis is possible at 
sub-national level. This is normally the case in Southern African national parks, 
which have the requirement and a good level of technical abilities and resources to 
implement such a system.

Lambin et al. (1993) reviewed the various levels at which remotely sensed data 
can be used for monitoring agricultural production in the Sahel. However, some of 
their findings can be extended to environmental monitoring and to most parts of 
Africa. Their conclusions showed that remotely sensed data could be effectively used 
but that the following factors need to be addressed:

(i) the network of ground calibration sites needed to be increased

(ii) the telecommunication infrastructure should be improved
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(Hi) projects for the development of national or regional soil and topographic
mapping in digital format should be increased

(iv) greater co-operation between researchers should be encouraged

These observations are also valid for the development of a famine early warning 
system. Hutchinson (1991) outlined the basic requirements for a famine early 
warning system and identified the role of satellite-derived data.

Apart from traditional meteorological applications such as rainfall estimates, the 
estimation of cropped areas, the monitoring of vegetation conditions and the 
assessment of forage and crop yields were identified as possible areas of applications 
for remote sensing. This thesis presents the results of research aimed at the 
development of robust methods to fulfil some of these tasks with the use of remote 
sensing technology. The sections below will look in turn at the background and 
requirements for some of the areas of application of satellite-derived data identified 
by Hutchinson (1991), which form the main researchable objectives of this thesis.

2.1. Inventory o f natural resources: Land cover mapping

Before being able to monitor vegetation dynamics, it is important to know the 
initial conditions by carrying out a detailed inventory of land resources. This type of 
work requires many human and technical resources and consequently tends to be 
carried out every decade at best. High-resolution satellite imagery such as SPOT, 
Landsat or IRS normally provides the best compromise between spatial resolution and 
coverage. Aerial photography is usually too costly and lower resolution satellite 
imagery does not allow the accurate separation of cover types. Traditionally, the 
analysis of such imagery in Africa has been undertaken with very little input from 
field observations. Most of the time, the reasons put forward are the lack of access 
and the difficulty to locate features on the ground. As outlined in Taylor et al. (1997) 
and presented in the appendix, the value of a well designed survey is crucial as it will 
permit the accurate and unbiased measurement of the performance of satellite derived 
thematic maps and make reliable area estimates of cover types. The technique most 
widely employed is that of area frame sampling which has been used extensively in 
the USA (Cotter and Nealon 1987, Allen and Hanuschak 1988) and Europe (Taylor et 
al. 1997). Lambin et al. (1993) have expressed some concerns about the success of 
implementing area frame samples in Africa. However, they were specifically 
referring to the identification of crop types in farming systems where the small size of 
fields and mixed cropping practices does not allow the application of traditional area 
frame surveys. In cases where land cover mapping refers to the mapping of 
agricultural systems and natural vegetation, area frame sample surveys are still highly 
suited for the calibration and assessment of satellite derived classification. Taylor et 
al. (1997) present a synthesis of the results of the application of area frame sampling 
in the European Union under the MARS (Monitoring Agriculture with Remote 
Sensing) programme. The main objective of this part of the research was to test 
whether the MARS methods could be used in an African context. Chapter 2 of this 
thesis explores the application of the MARS methodology in two regions of Africa, 
Northern Nigeria and Etosha National Park in Namibia.

2.2. Early warning systems: measurement o f vegetation conditions

Once the various cover types over the area under scrutiny are known, it is 
possible to monitor their evolution through time. One major advance over the past
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decade in terms of the availability of remotely sensed data has been the development 
of global and continental scale satellite image archives. The main driving forces 
behind the increased use of such archives has been the study of global change and the 
implementation of satellite based early warning systems. The purpose of the archive 
in the case of the early warning systems is to have a reference data set which is 
compared with current imagery. This then allows an evaluation of the vegetation 
conditions. One of the first early warning systems was developed by FAO with the 
Global Information and Early Warning System (GIEWS) which started in 1973 
(Hutchinson 1991). Remotely sensed data is incorporated in GIEWS through the 
support of the Africa Real Time Environmental Monitoring Information System 
(ARTEMIS) which is in operation since 1988 (Hielkema and Snijders 1994). Most 
African countries now have such a system at their disposal, which is supported at 
various degrees by international aid organisations. The complexity of Remote 
Sensing derived products range from a purely qualitative use of the imagery to 
satellite based estimates of vegetation activities and/or rainfall.

Overall, vegetation based products are fairly rudimentary. Usually, they consist 
of an interpretation of the level of vegetation activity based on satellite derived 
vegetation index images. These products can be the result of the interpretation of a 
single image or the interpretation of an image resulting from the difference between a 
current vegetation index image and a previous one or a mean image for the time of 
year considered. To strengthen the usefulness of remote sensing in this field, there is 
a need to improve the robustness and reliability of these methods and also to make the 
satellite derived products more accessible to the users. Decision-makers will make 
better use of these outputs if they can be easily interpreted without requiring expertise 
in the field of remote sensing. Chapter 3 investigates a novel approach for the 
development of such products and assesses their reliability in an operational context.

2.3. Determining vegetation quantity

The assessment of crop yields or biomass quantity in general is a primary 
application of remote sensing for food security and environmental monitoring. 
Knowing crop yields combined with the knowledge of crop areas allows estimates of 
production to be made. This is of particular interest to decision-makers as the 
estimate is available several weeks before harvest and therefore it allows some time to 
take appropriate actions. However, most attempts to relate vegetation quantity or crop 
yields to satellite imagery have been of an experimental nature.

Most applications for biomass monitoring in Africa require the use of NOAA- 
AVHRR (National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration - Advanced Very 
High-Resolution Radiometer) imagery for reasons discussed in the next section. The 
calibration of the imagery in terms of vegetation quantity is most often achieved by 
making field measurements, which are then related to satellite observations using 
statistical methods. Because of the low resolution of AVHRR, 1.2km2 at nadir, site 
selection and sampling strategy within the site must be carefully defined to ensure that 
measurements are a true reflection of the whole site. The lack of planning in the 
calibration survey is one of the main reasons why many calibration exercises have not 
been fully successful. Despite these problems, many accounts of biomass calibration 
with NOAA-AVHRR have been reported in the literature (Prince and Astle 1986, 
Prince and Tucker 1986, Kennedy 1989, Diallo et al. 1991, Franklin and Hiemaux 
1991 and Prince 1991a). This is because of the wide range of potential operational 
applications it can provide. Measurements of biomass levels over wide areas can be
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used to produce fire risk maps. Areas with high risk can be targeted for controlled 
burning, thus preventing biomass to build up and larger fires to occur. Satellite 
derived biomass maps can also be used as an input to models for estimating carrying 
capacity for animals on ranges or natural reserves. These investigations demonstrated 
that AVHRR could be effectively calibrated with levels of green biomass. A step 
further towards operational application was made by Diallo et al. (1991) where 
NOAA-AVHRR imagery was combined with ground observations for around 30 sites 
throughout Senegal to produce biomass maps. The resultant maps are based on 
integrated NDVI, which means that they can only be produced when the growing 
season is completed. There is certainly a need to monitor biomass changes in real 
time and Chapter 6 describes how methods were developed to assess biomass rapidly 
in the field over suitable sites and how these observations were successfully related to 
contemporary AVHRR images.

In estimating crop yields, the situation is somewhat different. Again, many 
studies undertaken in Africa (Azzali 1991, Rasmussen 1992, Groten 1993 and Maselli 
et al. 1993) have shown that there is a relationship between crop yields and AVHRR, 
providing that the crops covered a significant area and that crop yields were strongly 
correlated with natural vegetation activity. This is because, in Africa, crops are 
mostly cultivated in small parcels amongst large areas of semi-natural vegetation. 
However, yield is only part of the equation and what decision-makers really want is 
an early estimate of the total production. If yield is known, this requires the 
estimation of crop areas which is difficult to achieve in real time because crop 
statistics are normally available only several months after harvest. Therefore, another 
option is to assess production directly. One such approach is investigated in Chapter 
3.

3 Data requirements

As described in the previous sections, the monitoring of vegetation using 
remotely sensed data can be performed at various levels from a purely qualitative 
assessment (e.g. greenness) to more quantitative methods (yield, area, biomass). This 
will have an impact on the type of imagery required for a specific application. A 
relevant way to classify satellite imagery is according to its resolution. Spatial 
resolution is the type of resolution which is most often used. High-resolution 
satellites such as SPOT, IRS or Landsat typically have spatial resolution between 6 
and 30m and are particularly adapted for the mapping of land cover patterns.

However, these sensors are not suited to map vegetation dynamics over large 
areas. This is because there is a trade-off between spatial resolution and swath or area 
covered by the satellite. The greater the spatial resolution the smaller the swath 
covered by the sensor. For example, the SPOT satellite with one of the highest spatial 
resolution of the remote sensing satellites currently in operation, can only cover a 
60km swath. The implication of the smaller swath is also of a lower temporal 
resolution. Temporal resolution is the interval between two visits over the same 
satellite orbit path. Again for SPOT, it takes 22 days to revisit the same area of the 
Earth’s surface whereas this only takes 16 days for Landsat TM which has a higher 
swath. In the case of SPOT, this temporal resolution can be reduced thanks to the 
pointing capability of its sensors. This is further reduced if, as in the case of SPOT, 
more than one satellite is in orbit. However, the coverage will still be limited to a 
small area. Even if larger swaths were possible, the amount of data to be transmitted 
and processed from the satellite would become very large reaching the limits of the
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available transmission bandwidth. Furthermore, the monitoring of vegetation growth 
does not really require high spatial resolution which is only necessary to identify 
individual cover types. Therefore, to monitor vegetation dynamics, a different type of 
sensor with a lower spatial resolution is required and this type of sensor already exists 
in the form of AVHRR. The use of AVHRR data for land applications and more 
specifically for vegetation monitoring began with the launch of the NOAA-6 satellite 
in 1979 (Tucker 1996). For the first time, it became possible to calculate vegetation 
indices from AVHRR data thanks to channel 1 being restricted to the upper portion of 
the visible electro-magnetic spectrum (0.55-0.70/zm) as opposed to a wider waveband 
previously (0.55-0.90/xm). However, the equatorial crossing time of NOAA-6 (in the 
morning, i.e. low solar energy) was inappropriate for vegetation monitoring and the 
first NOAA satellite that could effectively be used for land applications was NOAA-7, 
launched in 1981, which had an afternoon pass. Since then, various NOAA satellites 
have been launched maintaining the continuity of AVHRR data. The AVHRR sensor 
consists of 5 wavebands with two in the visible/near infrared portion of the spectrum, 
one in the middle infrared and two in the thermal infrared. Each band has a spatial 
resolution of 1.1 x 1.1km at nadir. Another of its main characteristics is its wide field 
of view, ±55°, which allows a swath of about 2,500km (Cracknell 1997). However, 
this wide field of view leads to serious distortions on the edge of the swath restricting 
the use of AVHRR imagery for quantitative analysis to the central portion of the 
swath. Despite this limitation, it is possible to get daily coverage of a particular 
region, especially when two satellites are available.

Full resolution AVHRR data are only available in two forms; firstly, through 
direct reception of AVHRR, known as HRPT (High Resolution Picture 
Transmission). Secondly, a small portion of full resolution data is recorded: This 
mode is known as Local Area Coverage (LAC). The remainder of the data from a 
given orbit is recorded on board the satellite at a lower spatial resolution, this mode is 
known as Global Area Coverage (GAC). GAC results from the combination of 
averaging and sampling of the LAC pixels resulting in a 5.5x3.3km spatial resolution 
at nadir (Belward 1992). GAC data resolution is too low to allow the selection of 
suitable calibration sites for measuring vegetation quantity because sites would have 
to be at least the size of one pixel in a reasonably homogeneous area and even more in 
heterogeneous vegetation. It would be totally impractical to survey such a site in the 
field. Therefore, the use of GAC is restricted to global monitoring studies or the 
assessment of vegetation conditions. LAC data are required for more detailed studies 
such as the measurement of vegetation quantity.

Currently, there is a fairly wide range of ground stations available throughout 
the world allowing complete coverage with HRPT data, although this has not always 
been the case. Previously, only GAC data were systematically archived daily at 
NASA. It is now fairly straightforward to order AVHRR data from one of these 
receiving stations, especially with the introduction of the Satellite Active Archive of 
NASA, where AVHRR imagery can be ordered and downloaded via the Internet 
(http://www.saa.noaa.gov). However, as said earlier only a small portion of LAC data 
are recorded and the only way for the user to make sure that the data are acquired is to 
receive them locally. This is particularly important for real time vegetation 
monitoring such as required by an early warning system, because it is crucial to 
ensure that these data are acquired and available for analysis immediately. Therefore, 
the only solution is the direct reception of AVHRR data. Fortunately, access to 
AVHRR data is free and a number of low cost PC based systems are developed and
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installed in various parts of the world (Gower 1992, Williams and Rosenberg 1993). 
For the work described in this thesis, HRPT data originated from LARST (Local 
Applications of Remote Sensing Technology) receivers originally developed by 
BURS (Bradford University Remote Sensing) Ltd and now installed in over 50 
countries throughout the world. The processing of the AVHRR data received includes 
radiometric corrections taking account of sensor degradation, cloud screening, 
geometric corrections based on orbital parameters and manual shift, NDVI calculation 
and maximum value compositing. These can effectively be used in real-time for 
various applications such as fire, sea surface temperature or vegetation monitoring.

It is somewhat difficult to develop operational products from the analysis of 
NDVI images from a single season. The comparison of a current image with 
historical imagery is much more meaningful. Therefore, there is a requirement for a 
long-term archive of AVHRR data. Unfortunately, the archiving of AVHRR LAC 
data has not been consistent. The only global AVHRR LAC data set available at 
present is the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme (IGBP) 1km global data 
set (Belward 1996), but the data are only available for a couple of years from April 
1992 and between 1995 and 1996. This is obviously not sufficient for long term 
temporal analysis. As a result, current AVHRR LAC scenes need to be compared 
with existing GAC archives. There are a number of GAC archives that have been 
produced over the past two decades (Belward 1996). The first one was the GVI 
(Global Vegetation Index) data set. Unfortunately, it suffers from a number of 
shortcomings, one of which is a very low resolution (at best 15km) which makes it 
impracticable to compare with LAC data. A number of other data sets were derived 
from GAC data and produced by the GIMMS (Global Inventory Monitoring and 
Modelling Study) group at NASA. One of the first data set they produced was for 
Africa with a 10 day Maximum Value Composite data set covering the period from 
1981 to recent. A similar data set was compiled for the FAO’s ARTEMIS project 
(Hielkema and Snijders 1994). The FAO-ARTEMIS data set is of particular interest 
as it can easily be obtained on a CD-ROM. The data are 10-day maximum value 
composites at 7.6-km resolution covering a 10-year period from 1981 to 1991. 
Thirdly, the Monitoring Tropical Vegetation (MTV) Unit of the Joint Research Centre 
(JRC) of the Commission of European Communities, produced their own data set 
(Malingreau and Belward 1994). The data are available from 1981 to mid-1992 as 
daily mosaics at 5-km resolution. Finally, a fourth data set was developed for the 
entire globe by the NASA AVHRR Pathfinder project. The so-called Pathfinder 
AVHRR Land (PAL) data set covers the entire globe from 1981 to 1994 with 10-day 
maximum valued composites at 8-km resolution. PAL is different to the other data 
sets cited so far in that it incorporates atmospheric corrections. Although this may 
improve the final product, most processing chains of HRPT data do not include any 
atmospheric corrections other than the calculation of maximum value composites. 
The main limitation in the use of these different archives is that when a new one 
becomes available covering a longer time period, little information is available about 
the compatibility with the previous archive used. Chapter 4 looks at the issue of the 
compatibility of PAL with traditional data sets such as the FAO-ARTEMIS.

4 Thesis Structure

The research presented here has been published, accepted or submitted in the 
International Journal o f Remote Sensing or conference proceedings. The thesis is 
made up of following papers:
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Chapter 2. T a y l o r  J.C., B ir d  A.C., Sa n n ie r  C.A.D., P r a t t  N., 1996, 
Calibration and validation of thematic maps from remote sensing in Developing 
Countries: Need and Method. In Remote Sensing and GIS for Natural Resource 
Management, edited by L.J. Rosenberg, C.H. Power and I. Downey (Chatham, UK: 
Natural Resources Institute. ISBN 0 85954 454-0), pp. 39-46.

Chapter 3. Sa n n ie r  C.A.D., T a y l o r  J.C., du P l e ss is  W. and C a m p b e l l  K., 
1998, Real-Time Vegetation Monitoring with NOAA-AVHRR in Southern Africa for 
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contribution to one aspect of the work but the overall organisation and structure of the 
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CHAPTER 2

Calibration and Validation of Thematic 
Maps from Remote Sensing in 
Developing Countries: Need and Method
J. C. Taylor1, A. C. Bird1, C. Sannier1, N. Pratt1 and W. Du Plessis2
iSilsoe College, Cranfield University, Silsoe, Bedford, MK45 4DT, UK. 
2Etosha Ecological Institute, P.O. Okaukuejo via Outjo, Namibia.

ABSTRACT

Thematic m aps derived from satellite im age classification and aerial photographic interpretation  
u su a lly  con ta in  s ig n ifica n t errors. T hese resu lt from  sp ectra l co n fu s io n , m ix ed  p ix e ls , th e  
classification procedure and the schem e of land classification being applied. Experience in the use  
of them atic classifications for m onitoring agriculture in  the European U nion (EU) has show n  the 
need  for statistically  d esign ed  sam p le ground su rveys to m easure classification  errors and to  
com pensate for them  w hen  using  the thematic data. M ethodology for calibration and validation of 
im age classifications has been successfu lly  developed  and is now  w id ely  used  for w ork in  Europe. 
It involves the design  of an area-frame sam ple to select fixed-size areas at random  locations in  the 
study area. Land cover m aps of the sam ple areas are then produced'by field survey. A n unbiased  
confusion matrix is produced by  com paring the field survey w ith  the classification, to sh ow  the 
pattern of error. This, or regression, is applied to obtain area estim ates as class pixel counts alone 
are h igh ly  inaccurate. D ifficu lty o f access to random ly selected  sites is perceived  as a problem  
w hen applying the m ethods in  Africa. This w ork reports surveys of irrigated land area in northern 
N igeria and of natural vegetation  in Etosha N ational Park in Nam ibia w here European m ethods of 
ground calibration have been tested  and successfully adapted for use in the develop ing  w orld.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to draw attention to the need for calibration and 
validation of thematic maps produced from remote sensing, and to show how  
methods developed in Europe have been successfully adapted for applications in 
development projects in Nigeria and Namibia.

Thematic maps from classification of remotely sensed imagery, including aerial 
photographic interpretation (API), usually contain errors. These can be measured 
by comparing the thematic map with ground data using a confusion matrix 
(Story and C ongalton , 1986). This is  generated  by cross-tab u la tin g  the  
frequencies of occurrence of class combinations, obtained from a random double
sample of ground reference data and the classification. As an example, Table 1 
presents the confusion matrix generated for a regional crop inventory in the UK 
in 1992. The overall agreement is the sum of the diagonal elements divided by 
the total number of observations in the matrix. The off-diagonal row elements 
represent the m is-classification of ground classes which are included in the 
image classification. The diagonal element expressed as a percentage of the row  
total gives the so-called user or mapping accuracy of the classification for that 
class. The off-diagonal column elements represent the mis-classification of a 
ground class into other im age classes. The diagonal elem ent expressed as a 
percentage of the colum n total gives the accuracy that the producer of the 
classification has achieved for the class. The agreem ent betw een  a d igital 
classification and ground survey, given by a confusion matrix, is frequently used  
to estimate its accuracy, assuming the reference data are accurate.

In recent years, considerable experience in the application of remote sensing  
technology has been gained in the EU's Monitoring Agriculture with Remote 
Sensing (MARS) project. Digital classifications of Landsat TM and SPOT imagery 
w ere carried out over m any different parts of the EU and the fo llo w in g  
observations were made from this collective experience.
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Table 1. Confusion matrix showing the relationship between ground survey data and 
the digital classification of SPOT imagery in the 1992 regional crop inventory 
of Beds, Cambs and Northants, UK

Reference Data

Woods Inland 
Water

Urban Wheat Barley Summer 
Crops

Grasses OSR Other TOTAL User
Accuracy

Woods 15 3 1 2 1 2 24 63%

Inland Water 4 1 5 80%

I Urban 11 1 1 13 85%
m
a Wheat 2 1 2 155 8 1 3 1 173 90%

8
e Barley 8 4 18 16 3 17 3 69 23%

D Summer Crops 1 13 3 43 3 1 5 69 63%
a
t Grasses 8 6 7 10 37 1 69 54%
a

OSR 1 30 31 97%

Other 2 12 1 3 11 25 16 70 23%

TOTAL 27 9 51 184 38 69 87 31 27 523

Producer
Accuracy

56% 44% 22% 84% 42% 63% 42% 97% 59%
Overall Accuracy 63% 
Kappa 54%
Var (kappa) 0.000599

• The results presented in Table 1 are typical for a classification based on a 
single image. The overall accuracy was usually between 60 and 75% for 
classifications having between 8 and 12 classes.

• The overall accuracy tends to be low er as the num ber of classes  
increases.

• Accuracy of individual classes is very variable and can be anything 
between 0 and nearly 100%, depending on spectral separability.

• The accuracy of classifications based on the combination of two or more 
images is usually improved to about 80-85% for the same numbers of 
classes mentioned above.

There are several explanations for the occurrence of mis-classification errors.

• Many cover types are botanically and morphologically similar and have 
very similar reflectance properties. Mis-classification then results from 
spectral confusion. This is exacerbated when more sub-categories have 
been included.

• A frequently ignored source of m is-classification is the presence of 
mixed pixels. These occur along the borders between land parcels of 
different cover types. The effect of mixed pixels depends on the size of 
the pixel relative to the parcel sizes. As the size of the pixel approaches 
the size of land parcels, a very high proportion of the p ixels may 
represent mixtures of all sorts of class combinations. On-going research 
at Silsoe has show n that in SPOT im ages of agricultural areas in 
England, the proportion of mixed pixels was between 13 and 35% (M. J. 
Dufour, personal communication).

• The digital classification procedure em ployed  also in fluences the 
accuracy of classification. The main factors are: the selection process for 
training data, i.e., how representative the sam ple is of the spectral
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properties of each class; and the classification algorithm used as each one 
defines the spectral boundaries for each class in a different way.

• The land classification scheme being applied also affects the accuracy of 
classification which will depend on whether class definitions are based 
on land cover or land use. In the latter case, variations in land use may 
be unrelated to spectral differences. Classifications which require 
separation of classes based on plant species may also be difficult because 
of the inherent similarity of spectral properties.

The overall accuracy using API is generally higher than for digital classification 
but there is wide variation in the accuracy of individual classes (Taylor et al., 1991).

The above experience confirms that significant mis-classification errors usually 
exist in thematic maps produced from remote sensing. This poses important 
problems for the use of the data:

• as classes are not accurately identified at all locations, and errors vary 
from map to map, accurate assessment of change by simple cross 
tabulation of classifications from two dates is not possible;

• estimates of class areas, which are important for agricultural inventory, 
cannot be accurately measured from pixel counts.

In Table 2, a summary of results from the regional inventory reported by Taylor 
and Eva (1992) illustrates the latter point and shows the effect of using two 
different classification procedures. The columns PC-W and PC-UW are the class 
areas obtained by pixel counts in two separate digital classifications. The 
columns REG-W and REG-UW are the corresponding areas, and their 95% 
confidence intervals, estimated by combining the ground survey data with the 
respective digital classifications using the regression method described by Taylor 
and Eva (1993). The MAFF column gives, where available, the areas estimated by 
a census carried out independently by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food (MAFF). Comparison of the area estimates for each cover type shows that 
the pixel counts are widely different and that they are influenced by varying the 
digital classification algorithm, hence the degree of mis-classification. On the 
other hand, the regression estimates are similar to each other and to the MAFF 
census figures. This shows that the differences caused by varying the 
classification algorithms have been corrected by the regression technique.

Experience in the use of thematic classifications for monitoring agriculture and 
natu ra l land  cover in the EU has show n the general need to m easure 
classification errors and to compensate for them. The acquisition of an unbiased 
sample of ground observations of sufficient size is crucial for this so that 
confusion matrices can be produced or regression estimates made.

The effect of bias can easily be illustrated by examining the effect of over- 
sampling one class. For example, if we increased the sampling of wheat in Table 
1 by a factor of two, we would expect the mis-classifications of the reference data 
to be in the same proportion. Thus, the wheat column of Table 1 would have 
every element multiplied by two. This would increase the estimate of the user 
accuracy of wheat to 95%. However, the user accuracies for the other classes 
w ould be under-estim ated because of the increased num ber of w heat 
commission errors. The user accuracy of barley for example would be reduced to 
18%.

The confusion matrix will be biased if the samples for each class are not 
proportional to the class areas. As these are not known before the classification, a 
random sample design is used to obtain the necessary data. The MARS project
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Table 2. Areas (ha) of cover types in the same region of England estimated by 
different techniques using digital classifications and by agricultural census

CLASS PC-W1 PC-UW 2 REG-W3 REG-UW4 MAFF5

W oodland 35153 42834 29636 ±19% 29409 ±25% na

Inland water 5510 4123 5744 ±58% 6279 ±44% na

Urban 111775 22518 82594 ±14% 70668 ±20% na

W heat 210459 159938 238003 ±6% 236736 ±6% 227637

Barley 22839 93969 53900 ±27% 55502 ±24% 50585

Sum m er crops 66990 105593 89888 ±13% 96494 ±15% 82587

Grass and forage 192582 107509 130339 ±12% 124691 ±13% 114491

Rape 29946 29047 44244 ±10% 44095 ±11% 46643

^ ix e l count, area-weighted discriminant functions; 2pixel count, un-weighted discriminant functions; 
degression estimate, area-weighted discriminant functions; degression estimate, un-weighted discriminant 
functions; 5MAFF agricultural census

employed an area-frame sample, developing methods used by USDA for crop 
area estimation in the 1970s (Hanuschak et al., 1979). Between 1988 and 1993, 
there were study sites in 10 countries, generally covering areas of around 20 000 
km2. The study regions were divided into fixed-size areas by a regular grid to 
produce the sampling frame. Random samples of the fixed-size areas (referred to 
as segments) were selected. Many of the MARS study sites used a stratified 
sample design. All the sample segments were visited in the field to identify and 
map each land parcel within the segment. This required that the enumerators 
were suitably trained in the identification of crops and other land cover classes, 
and were equipped w ith suitable docum ents to enable them to locate the 
segments and draw maps of sufficient accuracy in the field. For example, the 
survey documents for each segment in the UK study consisted of: a false colour 
composite satellite imagette of the 1 km square segment and the surrounding 0.5 
km border at 1:10 000 scale; a transparent 1:10 000 OS overlay of the segment and 
su rrou n ding  area; a 1:25 000 m ap of the segm ent and surroundings; a 
transparent overlay on which to draw parcel boundaries; a proforma on which to 
record parcel numbers and crop types; and a 1:50 000 OS map of the area for 
road navigation.

Area-frame sampling was successfully used in Libya by Latham et al. (1983) to 
measure irrigated areas, but its general application in Africa is perceived as 
being limited. The requirement for a random sample of locations generally 
means that access will be very difficult for some sites. The temptation is to ignore 
these even  though doing so w ould  invalidate the error assessm ent. The 
following are two examples of applications of area-frame sampling in Africa 
where feasible methods have been developed.

VEGETATION MAPPING IN ETOSHA NATIONAL PARK

Classification of vegetation in Etosha National Park was carried out as part of a 
project to measure vegetation status in near real time using NOAA-AVHRR 
im ages (Sannier et al., 1995). The classification schem e used in Etosha was 
adapted from the Yangambe classification (Boughey, 1957) and aimed to separate 
vegetation classes according to the height, density and main species of w oody  
vegetation.
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A randomly aligned, systematic area-frame sample was chosen to facilitate aerial 
as w ell as ground survey. The sampling frame was the Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) grid and the sample segments were 1 km square. The location 
of one sample segment within a 10 x 10 km block was determined randomly to 
give a 1% sampling rate, and the same location was used within each adjacent 
block to give the systematic sample of 220 segments inside the Park as shown in 
Figure 1. Three types of field survey documents were produced, based on geo- 
referenced Landsat TM imagery map products. These were: 1:125 000 scale 
im age m aps of the w h ole  Park, in sheets covering 20 x 20 km, to assist 
navigation; 1:30 000 scale extracts, covering a 4.5 x 4.5 km area centred in each 
segment, to locate them; and 1:10 000 scale extracts of the segments for mapping. 
In addition, surveyors were supplied with booking forms, which included the 
class definitions for ready reference in the field, to help maintain consistency of 
class identification.

670OUO630000 7100003100004700O0

7920000

79100007910000

7880000

7870000

78500007850000

43IXXX) 470000 5HHXX1 550000 5901XX1 630000 670(100 710000

Figure 1. Area-frame sample of Etosha National Park

A total of 82 sites were surveyed on the ground and all sites were surveyed from 
the air. The ground survey was implemented in order to check the air survey. 
Prior to the field/aerial visit, the 1:10 000 TM extracts were photo-interpreted 
and parcel boundaries were drawn on to acetate overlays. On the ground, the 
position within the segm ent w as determined by a GPS (Global Positioning  
System). This instrument was indispensable because there were no features to 
assist navigation most of the time. Parcel boundaries were checked and modified 
w hen necessary. The vegetation  type of each parcel w as determ ined and 
recorded on the booking form. From the air, the plane was navigated by the GPS 
to each site at a local altitude of 200-250 m and a speed of 120 kn. One observer 
recorded the vegetation with the help of the field survey documents, w hile 
another filmed the site through the window using a standard camcorder. After 
the flight, the video was used to verify the interpretation made in the plane. All 
segments were surveyed in about 30 h of flying; ground survey took about 10 
times as long.

A random sub-sample of the survey data was used to derive spectral signatures 
for 33 land cover classes. The number of training pixels for each class was made 
approximately proportional to the class areas. Some of the classes had multi
modal statistical distributions and were sub-divided using a clustering routine. 
The classification was performed using the maximum likelihood algorithm. Two 
TM images covering the east and west of the Park were classified separately and 
the classifications were mosaiced later.

A confusion matrix was produced from the random sub-sam ple of survey 
locations. This enabled the agreement of the classification with survey data to be
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calculated for different levels of class groupings. Table 3 is the confusion matrix 
for seven main classes and shows that the overall agreement was 68%. Savanna 
cover types can be difficult to classify because boundaries between classes are 
often diffuse. The confusion matrix reflects this. Comparison of the ground 
survey and air survey results, also in a confusion matrix, indicated the classes 
which could not be reliably discriminated by visual assessment. Some types of 
m is-classifications were judged to be unim portant for the production of 
vegetation status maps and when these cases were allowed for, the agreement 
rose to over 80%. The confusion matrix will allow the digital classification to be 
used for various purposes as quantitative assessment of the errors can be made.

Table 3. Matrix for Etosha vegetation survey

Classification Reference Data User
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total Acc

Bare Ground 2454 21 1 1 11 2488 99%

Grassland 54 140 16 5 62 15 12 304 46%

Steppe 46 75 407 48 46 35 657 62%

Grass Savanna 2 13 50 74 46 4 189 26%

Shrub Savanna 17 23 34 21 1824 793 82 2794 65%

Low Tree Savanna 1 16 6 2 932 1539 151 2647 58%

H igh Tree Savanna 6 284 363 687 1340 51%

Total 2572 283 477 126 3223 2802 936 10419

Producer Acc 95% 49% 85% 40% 57% 55% 73% Overall Acc 68%

ESTIMATING THE AREA OF SMALL-SCALE IRRIGATION IN  
NORTHERN NIGERIA

An agricultural monitoring project was carried out in the region of northeast 
Nigeria adjacent to the border with Niger as part of the programme reported by 
Bird et a l  (1995). The study area presented a complex agricultural setting with 
dryland agriculture on better drained sands, and various forms of flood-related 
or irrigated cultivation in the floodplain areas (Kimmage and Adams, 1990). In 
this study, the area of land under irrigation was the main focus. The aim of the 
project was to test the methodology which might be appropriate to the area in 
order to produce same-season inventory figures. For this reason, the study was 
based on those areas of irrigation which could be covered by one SPOT XS 
satellite image. The actual region studied was restricted to zones where small- 
scale irrigation was known to be feasible. Two zones were defined around the 
river system which was the main water source. These were delineated from a 
grid of 500 x 500 m squares overlaid on photom osaics created from aerial 
photographs independently of this work. Squares which contained a potential 
surface water resource, such as the river, a channel or a pond, were allocated to 
zone 1, while the squares adjacent to these were allocated to zone 2. This led to a 
study area of 252.5 km2 within the SPOT scene. A field survey was designed, 
based on a sample size of 500 x 500 m, using an unaligned systematic random 
sample with a sampling fraction of 5%. This amounted to 49 ground segments, 
each of which was mapped during the field survey. The field survey was carried 
out during 10-24 January 1994, which coincided with the peak of the irrigation 
season. A SPOT satellite image was acquired on 11 January 1994.
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W ithin the study area defined by the im age, the first zone contained 32 
segments, of which 11 included irrigation sites; the second zone had 17 segments 
of which only three contained irrigation. A supervised classification was applied 
to the imagery with training pixels derived from the ground survey data. The 
train ing w as based on a s im p le ir r ig a tio n /n o n -ir r ig a tio n  schem e. The 
classification was carried out using two of the available algorithms, "maximum 
likelihood' and 'k nearest neighbour', on the ILWIS software package (ILWIS, 
1993). Low mapping or user accuracies were found for the irrigated area in the 
order of 40% for 'maximum likelihood' and 30% for 'k nearest neighbour'. 
Confusion occurred between irrigation, woodland and aquatic grassland, i.e., 
between those classes made up of green vegetation. The 'k nearest neighbour' 
method classified twice as many pixels as the 'maximum likelihood' method. 
The predicted locations of irrigation were the same, but the number of pixels 
classified in those locations differed. The resulting maps could be used as general 
indicators of where irrigation was likely to occur but not as accurate maps. 
Quantitative data were better derived from area estimates for the study area as a 
whole.

The area of irrigated land could be calculated in a number of ways from the data 
collected. The options were: direct expansion of the field data; pixel counting 
from the classified image; or the application of the regression estimator using 
both the field data and the image classification. Table 4 summarizes the results 
obtained from these techniques. The direct expansion of field data gave a wide 
confidence interval while the pixel count showed major differences between the 
two classification methods. By applying the regression estimator technique, the 
two classifications yielded much more comparable results. For both zones, it 
could be said that between 469 and 1107 ha of irrigation exist in a study area of 
25 250 ha, or between 1.9% and 4.4%.

The results of this work indicated that first estimates of the area under small- 
scale irrigation could be made in a study area where previously, no information 
was available. The estimates were far from exact numbers, but were upper and 
lower limits of a range. They provided a starting point for land use planning 
with regard to irrigation and water supply in the area.

Table 4. Estimated area of small-scale irrigation

Total study area 25 250 ha

Irrigated area- by direct expansion of field data 840 ± 524  ha

Irrigated area- by classified im age pixel count
1009 ha'maximum likelihood' classifier

'k nearest neighbour' classifier 2312 ha

Irrigated area -  by regression estimator 
'm aximum likelihood' classifier 788 ± 319  ha
'k nearest neighbour' classifier 749 ± 369 ha

CONCLUSIONS

The work in Africa has confirmed that field surveys which enable the collection 
of statistically unbiased data can be implemented in Africa. The use of GPS to 
locate sample sites has facilitated the collection of land cover data from aircraft 
in otherwise inaccessible locations. Data collection by ground survey was 
feasible but more time consuming.

The digital classifications carried out in Namibia and Nigeria contained similar
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problems to those in the MARS project, namely, high levels of mis-classification. 
Area estimates made from pixel counts alone depended on the classification 
algorithm used and were unreliable. The integration of an area-frame sample of 
ground survey data with results of digital classification led to more consistent 
estimates.

Proper calibration of digital classifications with statistically unbiased ground 
data is both necessary and feasible in Africa. The methods developed in the EU 
have been successfully adapted for this.
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Abstract. The monitoring of vegetation in Southern Africa with satellite data 
has become increasingly important over the past decade because it is linked to 
variation in agricultural production and climate change with implications for 
wildlife management and tourism. This study shows how maps of vegetation 
status were produced in near real time from NOAA images acquired from the 
local receiving stations in Etosha National Park, Namibia and in Zambia. Map 
products based on the NDV I were put into historical context and stratified to 
remove effects of the main vegetation types in order to assess vegetation status. 
The historical data were extracted from the FAO ARTEMIS N D V I archive and 
processed to obtain a statistical distribution of the N D V I for each 10-day period 
of the year and vegetation type by applying techniques commonly used in hydro
logy for the prediction of extreme events. The quintile probability ranges were 
used to define five classes of a Vegetation Productivity Indicator (VPI). LAC 
N D V I images obtained in real-time from the receiving station were processed to 
derive a VPI map for each 10-day period. In Etosha N ational Park and in 
Zambia, the VPI was strongly related to the rainfall and the VPI maps provided 
improved information on the spatial variations. The weighted average VPI for 
the main agricultural region of Zambia was significantly correlated with maize 
production.

1. Introduction
D roughts are one of the main causes of food shortages in Southern Africa 

(H utchinson 1991). The time available for strategic planning to prevent famine is 
increased if they can be identified early. Also, the m apping of affected areas allows 
improved targeting of aid measures. If the im pact of the drought on crop production 
can be quantified early there are considerable benefits for planning finance and the 
logistics of supply. The ability of a crop to produce is related to p lant development. 
D rought-stunted plants yield poorly and well developed plants yield better. Variation 
in the annual development of vegetation in agricultural areas is therefore linked in 
a general way to variation in production.

0143-1161/98  S 12.00 ©  1998 Taylor & Francis Ltd
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Wildlife is also a m ajor resource for Southern African economies th rough tourism  
and big-game hunting and better m anagem ent strategies are needed because com pet
ing land use is restricting the traditional range for wildlife to national parks and 
conservation areas. Also, climate change may have a large negative im pact on 
habitats. Therefore, the interaction between the wildlife population, the possibility 
of climate change, and the vegetation m ust be understood to sustain the wildlife 
resource and m onitoring the vegetation condition is vital in this process.

The study area for application of NOAA-AVHRR for food security assessment 
shown in figure 1, was Zam bia, an area of 753 000 km 2, with a tropical clim ate which 
is tempered by altitude. Although, rainfall is m uch higher than in neighbouring 
countries, varying between 700 mm in the south-west and 1400 mm in the n o rth 
west, it is also very variable from year to year. The annual population  grow th rate 
is 3-7 per cent which is one of the highest recorded in Africa but the grow th rate of 
the country’s agricultural output has been m uch lower causing an increase in 
Z am bia’s food im ports (M oyo et cil. 1993). Also, the agricultural production  has 
been very erratic. For example, the annual maize production between 1981 and 1993 
varied from 484 M t in 1992 to 1845 M t in 1988. The very low levels of agricultural
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Figure 1. Map of Southern Africa and location of study areas.
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production are mainly caused by droughts as 97-5 per cent of the cultivated area 
does not benefit from irrigation practice (Azzali 1991). Therefore, the early identifica
tion of the extent of droughts is crucial and has been a priority  of the Zam bian 
M eteorological D epartm ent.

The study area for application of NOAA-AVHRR in wildlife m anagem ent was 
E tosha N ational P ark  (22 300 km 2), one of the biggest wildlife reserves in the world, 
situated in N orthern  Nam ibia, as seen in figure 1. The main feature of the P ark  is a 
saline desert called the E tosha pan which covers about a fifth of the area. The P an  
usually rem ains dry except during exceptional rainy seasons when it can contain 
shallow water for a short period. The climate is semi-arid with a rainfall gradient 
increasing from around 300 mm in the west to 450 mm in the east (le Roux 1988). 
Vegetation types vary from grassland to fairly dense savanna in the south-east.

Previous studies (H utchinson 1991, Lam bin et al. 1993), have shown the advant
age of satellite rem ote sensing and particularly NOAA-AVHRR, for the m onitoring 
of vegetation conditions com pared to m ore traditional m ethods such as interpretation 
of rainfall measurements. The available netw ork of rain gauges is not usually dense 
enough to allow a reliable interpolation of rainfall over a whole country. Flitcroft 
et al. (1989) showed that spatial interpolation of short-term  rainfall is unreliable in 
similar climates in West Africa when the distance between gauges is m ore than 15 km.

The m ost widely used satellite derived indicator of vegetation activity is the 
NDV1 (N orm alised Difference Vegetation Index) and several studies have used it to 
assess crop yields or savanna prim ary production but these have not suggested an 
operational m ethodology (Prince and Astle 1986, K ennedy 1989, D iallo et al. 1991, 
Prince 1991, Rasmussen 1992). For the non-technical user, N D V I image m aps are 
difficult to interpret. Firstly, because an explicit relation between N D V I and vegeta
tion condition is not available and secondly, there may be different relations for each 
vegetation type. Previous studies (K ogan 1990, Maselli et al. 1993) have shown the 
influence of geographical variations on the interpretation  of the N D V l. G roten 
(1993) developed a statistical m ethod for forecasting crop yield per unit area for the 
whole of Burkina Faso from N D V I profiles. However, the total crop production is 
the main interest for governm ent and aid agencies and forecasting yield per unit 
area is only part of the equation.

There is a need to com pare the current N D V I with historical data  in order to 
assess the extrem ity of the event and hence infer the actual vegetation status. M ajor 
aid organisations (U SA ID -FEW S, FAO) have set up operational early warning 
systems which com pare current N D V I images with the previous dekad (10-day 
period) or with the mean image for the dekad (Le C om pte 1989, H utchinson 1991, 
Lam bin et al. 1993). The latter m ethod is very simple but relies on the tem poral 
variation of the N D V I for a location and a given dekad being norm ally distributed. 
This assum ption maybe unreasonable because the lower limit of the N D V I is 
bounded by the response for bare soil. K ogan (1990) took a different approach  and 
defined a Vegetation C ondition Index (V C I ) as:

where N D V Imax and N D V Imin are the m aximum and m inim um  N D V I values in the 
time series, for the dekad. This assumes that the current range represents the m ax
imum possible variation and that all values of the N D V I within the range occur

ND V I -  NDVI
NDVINDVI m ax

( i )
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with the same frequency and therefore have the same probability. This is also maybe 
an unrealistic assum ption.

This work proposes a Vegetation Productivity Ind icator (V PI), an alternative 
m ethod to com pare the current N D V I with the historical N D V I archive to assess 
vegetation condition. The m ethod estimates the statistical distribution of the NDVI 
empirically from the available data  w ithout lim iting assum ptions and is sensitive to 
the background vegetation type. We investigate the real-time application for wildlife 
m anagem ent and food security assessment using NOAA AVHRR H R P T  from local 
receiving stations described by Williams and Rosenberg (1993).

2. Methodology
The in terpretation  of vegetation status could be applied pixel by pixel if the 

statistical distribution of the N D V I for every pixel location is calculated. However, 
the am ount of processing required makes this approach less suitable for the opera
tional application. Also, the pixel by pixel approach cannot be applied to LAC 
(Local Area Coverage) images because a time series at tha t spatial resolution does 
no t yet exist. Therefore, the approach was simplified by stratifying the study areas 
into zones with hom ogeneous N D V I response so tha t the 7-6 km  resolution 
A RTEM IS (Africa Real Time Environm ent M onitoring Inform ation System) image 
archive, produced by FAO, could be used to estim ate the statistical d istribution of 
the N DVI.

In Etosha, this was done using a vegetation m ap of the Park , developed from a 
supervised classification of Landsat-TM  imagery and an extensive sample survey of 
the P a rk ’s vegetation using m ethodology adapted from Taylor et al. (1996). The 
vegetation types were field-mapped in a random ly aligned systematic sam ple of 1 km 
square areas equivalent to 1 per cent of the P ark  area, excluding the pan. Landsat-TM  
imagery was geometrically corrected with a RM S error less than  30 m using the 
U TM  (Universal Transverse M ercator) projection. A subset of the field data  was 
used to train  the m axim um  likelihood classifier. The supervised classification was 
perform ed using 33 classes and these were grouped, post classification, in to  four 
categories: bare ground (including salt pan), grassland (and steppe), shrub savanna 
and tree savanna. The overall agreement of the vegetation m ap with ground observa
tions for these broad classes was estimated to be 89 per cent using a confusion matrix.

In Zam bia, a different approach was used. There were no suitable m aps available 
for stratifying the N D V I images. Existing land cover and vegetation m aps of the 
country were compiled in the seventies (Edm onds 1976, Schultz 1975) and changes 
have occurred since then. Also, the high num ber of classes and the difficulty to 
aggregate them m ake these m aps unsuitable for use with remotely-sensed data.

The ARTEM IS image archive was used to stratify Zambia. The images are derived 
from NOAA AVHRR and are composites of the maximum N D V I value recorded 
during dekads (10-day intervals) as described by H olben (1986) at 7-6 km spatial 
resolution covering the whole of the African continent from August 1981 to June 1991. 
Images consisting of the temporal mean N D V I were produced for each dekad. The 
36 images thus produced were used to perform an unsupervised classification with the 
ISODATA algorithm (ERDAS 1993). Several classifications having different pre
selected numbers of clusters were assessed by visual com parison with the existing land 
cover maps and by inspection of the NDVI profiles formed from the signatures means 
such as shown in figure 2. The statistical distributions of the clusters were also checked 
to ensure that they were unimodal. A 9-cluster classification was found to be the most
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Figure 2. Average profiles over a ten year period for the nine classes in Zambia, derived 
from the unsupervised classification of the FAO-ARTEMIS N D V I archive.

suitable having a good overall resemblance to previous vegetation maps, unimodal 
cluster distributions and good separation between the profiles. The differences between 
each class in figure 2 can be easily seen especially during the green-up period. Once 
the class signatures were determined the image was classified using the maximum 
likelihood algorithm. The resulting classification was re-projected from the Hammer- 
H aitoff projection to Plate-Carree to fit the local receiving station output.

The stratification of each study area allows representative time-series NDVI 
profiles for each stratum  to be extracted. In  the case of E tosha, hom ogeneous areas 
of each of the main cover types, equivalent in size to A R TEM IS pixels, were identified 
using the TM  vegetation classification and the field survey data. Several sites were 
chosen to represent each of the main cover classes except for the grassland and 
steppe class which only covers a small area of the P ark  (10 per cent) a round the 
pan where only one pure site could be found.

Time series profiles, already corrected for sensor degradation by the m ethod of 
Loss (1993), were extracted for the 10-year period covered by the A RTEM IS data 
set (August 1981 to June 1991). The m ethod suggested by G roten  (1993) was used 
to estim ate N D V I values in parts of the time series affected by cloud cover. The 
average N D V I value on the Pan for the corresponding dekad was also subtracted 
to m aintain the com patibility with the process applied to the LAC data, described 
later. However, this correction was small, because the A RTEM IS data  set was 
already calibrated. Once the time series were corrected for cloud cover, the data 
were averaged for each dekad resulting in 10-year averaged seasonal profiles in 
figure 3. The profiles for each site in Shrub and Tree Savanna in figure 4 (a) show 
the within class variation which is greater for Tree Savanna bu t the general pattern 
is always distinct from that of Shrub Savanna. The start of the season is always
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Figure 4. Comparison of 10-year averaged NDV I time response for different locations in 
selected classes in (a) Etosha, and (b) Zambia.

about three m onths earlier for Tree Savanna and the m axim um  N D V I is also 
always higher.

In  Zam bia, the maximum likelihood classification was thresholded so as 
to include only the pixels which had at least a 95 per cent probability  to belong 
to a class, leaving 20 per cent of the pixels classified com pared with the original
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classification. In the absence of any suitable surrogate inform ation, this was to 
identify the purest pixels to be used to extract the historical N D V I data  representative 
of each class. C andidate sites were selected in groups of pixels of the same class. 
Three well spaced sites were selected per class. Class 1 was not included in the 
analysis because it represented w ater bodies. C loudy pixels were removed using the 
same m ethod as in Etosha. An average profile for each class is shown in figure 2 
and individual profiles for each site of selected classes in figure 4(b). The variation 
between classes is generally greater than within each class although class 2 exhibits 
considerable variation because it occurred mostly on the edge of w ater bodies and 
the variation is attributed to mixed pixels and changes of w ater levels.

The probability distribution of the N D V I for each dekad during the growing 
season and each stratum  was calculated with the m ethodology used for assessing 
the probability of extreme hydrological events (Linsley et al. 1975). The NDVI 
values extracted from the historical data  were ranked from lowest to highest for 
each dekad and stratum . This enabled us to com pute the probability (p) of having 
an N D V I less or equal to a given value by applying the form ula defined by Weibull 
(1939): p = m / n + l ,  where m is the rank and n is the num ber of years. This can also 
be expressed as a return period, Tr= l /p ,  which is the average num ber of years 
between occurrences of the event (Linsley et al. 1975). The probability was plotted 
against the corresponding N D V I values as for hydrological events.

In  hydrology, the aim is often to extrapolate the d istribution in order to predict 
the size of events which have very low return periods and special statistical distribu
tions are fitted to the data  to do this. In  the present case, the time series of 10 years 
is too short to fit any distribution. Therefore, a simple least square fit polynomial 
was used to interpolate estimates of the N D V I for specified probabilities. This 
enabled us to calculate quintile ranges of ND V I for each vegetation class and each 
dekad and to define the five classes in table 1.

Exam ple probability plots for the first dekad of M arch are shown in figure 5 for 
each of the E tosha main vegetation communities. One can clearly see in figure 5 that 
a given NDVI will be associated with a different probability  level depending on the 
vegetation type. For instance, an N D V I of 0-3 corresponds to a very high probability 
for G rassland/Steppe, average for Shrub Savanna and very low for Tree Savanna.

NOAA-AVHRR H R P T  from local receiving stations provided images daily with 
sufficient coverage to enable vegetation m onitoring in near real-time in both study 
areas. A receiving station was installed at the E tosha Ecological Institute, O kaukuejo 
in 1993 to m onitor the vegetation dynamics and fire risks. N D V I images are produced 
daily but are found to be difficult to interpret by the Park  m anagem ent who are not 
specialists in rem ote sensing. We aimed to produce V PI maps with the highest 
possible spatial detail and with the local reception facility we had the advantage of

Table 1. Description of VPI classes in relation to probability and return periods.

VPI class Probability level Return period (years)

Very low p <  0-2 Tr> 5
Low 0-2 < p  <0-4 5 < T r<2-5
Average 0 4  < p  <0-6 Tr <  2-5
High 0-6 <  /? < 08 5 < 7 ;  <2-5
Very high p >  0-8 7 > 5
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Figure 5. Determination of NDVI probability distribution for ( - A - )  Grassland/Steppe, 
( - ■ - )  Shrub Savanna and ( - ♦ - )  Tree Savanna in Etosha using a polynomial fit for 
the first dekad of March and limits of the Vegetation Productivity Indicator (VPI) 
classes, Very Low to Very High.

being able to select the highest quality LAC image to represent the reporting period. 
We used single images which were near nadir to get the highest spatial resolution. 
Visual inspection was used to select images with the least cloud cover and atm o
spheric interference. LAC images were geo-referenced using the TM  based vegetation 
m ap of the Park. Final RM S (root mean square) errors were between 0-5 and 0-9 
pixel and the LAC images were re-sampled using cubic convolution and a 500 m 
output pixel size.

In Zam bia, the receiving station was installed in 1993 in the M eteorological 
D epartm ent and our objective was to cover the whole country so the ARTEM IS 
spatial resolution was used. Therefore, retaining m axim um  spatial detail was not 
required and images were geo-referenced using the standard  processing chain of the 
receiving station software. This consisted of correcting the image using orbital 
param eters and m anual shifting to fit the vector m ap of the area. This m ethod leads 
to a geometric accuracy of about 1-2  LAC pixels. A RTEM IS pixels are produced 
by a com bination of sam pling and averaging LAC pixels. Since it was no t possible 
to replicate this procedure, the arithm etic average of the LAC pixels was used in the 
change of pixel size.

The AVHRR channels 1 and 2 were radiom etrically corrected using the m ethod 
described by Kaufman and Holben (1993). NDVI images were com puted and a 
further correction was applied in Etosha N ational Park to minimise atm ospheric 
noise by using m ethodology similar to Taylor et al. (1992) and part of the Etosha 
pan as a standard  target. The NDVI of selected sites in the Pan were extracted and 
averaged and this value was subtracted from all the pixels in the image. It can be 
argued that the pan is a feature big enough to affect the atm osphere. However, the 
study area surrounds the Pan and therefore, is likely to be affected by the same
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atm ospheric interferences. The equivalent correction was also applied to the 
A RTEM IS data so that N D V I values com puted for each source were compatible.

The empirical correction against a standard target is useful in real-tim e applica
tions because the accurate satellite calibration param eters are no t always available 
and it helps to take into account sensor degradation which is unknow n at the time. 
However, raw data  should be kept to allow post-processing when new calibration 
param eters become available. In Zam bia, the m axim um  value com posite images 
were used to remove atm ospheric interference. This was not applied in Etosha 
because com positing reduces the spatial detail.

The following procedure was used to produce the V PI maps. The appropriate 
probability distribution for the N D V I was determ ined from the date and by reference 
to its position in the stratification map. The probability of having an N D V I equal 
to or smaller than the current value was calculated from the polynom ial equation 
and this was used to assign it to the appropriate V PI class defined by table 1. This 
process was repeated for the whole image, producing the V PI m ap for the period 
considered.

3. Results and discussion
The graphs in figure 6 show how the N D V I thresholds for selected classes vary 

through the season. The status of specific sites can be followed by plotting the N D V I 
values on these ‘tem plates’ as shown for two different seasons for a maize growing 
area in K alom o D istrict, Z am bia in figure 7. The average N D V I of several contiguous 
pixels was used to minimise local spatial variation and the resulting time series was 
sm oothed using a three-term  moving average to reduce tem poral noise. In the 
1987-88 season, maize production was 15 per cent of the average between 1982 and 
1991 for K alom o District whereas in 1981-82 it was only 55 per cent of the average. 
The area tha t was selected is no t m eant to be representative of the whole country 
but around 8 per cent of Z am bia’s maize is produced in K alom o and some very 
useful conclusions can be drawn from the scrutiny of the graph. The 1981-82 season 
started with high V PI probably related to an early start of the rains which did not 
continue and consequently, the VPI became very low th roughout m ost of the season. 
This scenario is particularly dam aging because farmers start sowing as soon as rains 
begin and if rain stops shortly after, m ost of the seeds are lost and m any farmers 
cannot afford to sow a second time, hence the m uch reduced production. In 1987-88, 
the start of the wet season seemed late but once it began, the rains were probably 
well distributed through the season, inferred by the late rise in the N D V I which 
continued until the end of January  when a very high status was reached and there 
was no drop during the main part of the growing season. A lthough the start of the 
growing season was one or two dekads late, the crop was well watered once planting 
was done and yielded much higher than normal.

In E tosha VPI maps were produced from images acquired during the 1995 
season. The com parison of the VPI m ap and the N D V I image in figure 8 illustrates 
the difficulty to interpret N D V I images and how VPI m aps solve the problem. At 
point A of figure 8 (a) the NDVI is fairly low com pared to the rest of the image but 
the VPI is high. This is because the vegetation type for that area is G rassland/Steppe 
which norm ally has a lower ND V I than any other vegetation type. Point B is 
situated in a Tree Savanna region and has a higher N D V I than  point A but the VPI 
in the vicinity is low to very low. Tree Savanna is norm ally expected to have the
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Figure 6. Seasonal variations of Vegetation Productivity Indicator classes, for selected classes

in (a) Etosha, and (b) Zambia.

highest N D V I values in E tosha but the VPI m ap sh ow s current values are m uch  
low er than norm al.

V arious stud ies have sh ow n  there is a strong  relation  betw een the N D V I and  
rainfall in sem i-arid  en viron m en ts (H ess et al. 1996, Di et al. 1994, B onifacio  et al. 
1993, D aven p ort and N ich o lso n  1993, Justice et al. 1991). In E tosha, da ily  rainfall 
is m easured at five sta tion s in the Park and we exp lored  the corresp on d en ce there 
betw een rainfall and VPI to evaluate the perform ance o f  VPI m aps produced  at or 
near the end o f  January, February and M arch, 1995.

T he rainfall data w ere cum ulated  from the beginn in g  o f  January because a lthough  
it often rains in N ovem b er and D ecem ber, these are iso la ted  storm s and contribute  
m arginally  to  the net prim ary b iom ass production  for a w h ole  season . T he m ain  
rains usually  occur from  January through M arch. For com p arison , the cu m u lative
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Vegetation Productivity Indicator in two different seasons 
( 19 8 1 82 and 1987 88) in Zambia for the same location in the Kalomo district.

rainfall up to each date o f VPI m ap was ranked for the 1982 91 period en ab lin g  us 
to determ ine qu intile ranges in a sim ilar analysis to that o f  the N D V I. T he rainfall 
status thus determ ined is com pared  to the VPI at the live rainfall sta tion s in figure 9 
for the 1995 season . T he rainfall and VPI classes fo llow  the sam e trend across the 
Park spatia lly  and tem porally  and there w as never m ore than a on e class d ifference  
betw een them .

In Z am bia, we com pared rainfall status at 30 rainfall sta tions distributed through
out the territory w ith the VPI o f  the nearest pixel in the A R T E M IS  N D V I im ages 
for the period 1982 91. N D V I tim e series were extracted for the end o f M arch w hich  
m arks the end o f the rainy season. We did not use an average o f several pixels as 
advised in som e studies ( K ogan 1990) because o f the 7-6 km pixel size and the localised  
nature o f African rainfall events. The cum ulative seasonal rainfall up to tw o dekads 
before the N D V I im age was used. The Spearm an’s rank correlation coefficient, rs 
(Steel an dT orrie I960. Burt and Barber 1996) was used to com pare the vegetation  
and rainfall status classes at each station. O rdinal m easures o f  association , or rank 
correlation coefficients, are appropriate w henever the relation betw een tw o variables 
is m on oton ic  increasing or decreasing. In our case, a m on oton jc  increasing function  
is expected, i.e., the higher the VPI the higher the rainfall status. T he results in table 
2 generally sh ow  a very high correlation betw een vegetation  and rainfall status over 
time. M ost values o f rs are ab ove 0-8 and are highly significant. O nly M bala station  
show s a rs w hich is not significant at the 95 per cent confidence level. T his station  is 
situated next to Lake Tanganyika, and al the scale o f A R T E M IS  the pixel m ay cover  
a m ixture o f land and water from tim e-to-tim e, due to im age m is-registration which  
influences the N D V I in a way uncorrelated to the rainfall. T he next low est values o f  
rs are for tw o rainfall stations located in the north-w est o f the country, c lose to the
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Table 2. Results of Spearman' s rank correlation between 
stations in Zambia.

rainfall and VPI for 30 rainfall

Stations t
Significance 

level (%) Latitude Longitude

SENANG01 0-97 11-226 99-9 16°7'S 23° 16' E
LUSAKA02 0-96 10-200 99-9 15°19'S 28°27'E
MFUW E001 0-96 10-200 99-9 13° 16'S 31° 56 'E
KABOMP01 0-93 7-005 99-9 13° 36'S 24° 12'E
MUMBWA01 0-91 6-172 99-9 14° 59'S 27"4'E
CHOMA001 0-90 5-946 99-9 16° 51'S 27"4'E
KAFUEOOl 0-90 5-946 99-9 15°46'S 27°55'E
KABWE001 0-90 5-739 99-9 14°25'S 28° 29 'E
KASAMA01 0-90 5-739 99-9 10°13'S 31°8'E
LUSAKA01 0-89 5-548 99-9 15°25'S 28 19'E
PETAUK01 0-89 5-548 99-9 14° 15'S 31° 17'E
MTMAKU01 0-88 5-209 99-9 15° 33'S 28° 15'E
SERENJ01 0-88 5-209 99-9 13°14'S 30°13 'E
KASEMP01 0-87 4-914 99-0 13° 32'S 25"51'E
KAWAMB01 0-87 4-914 99-0 9°48'S 2 9 °5 'E
NDOLA001 0-87 4-914 99-0 13°0'S 28° 39 'E
CHIPAT01 0-85 4-654 99-0 13° 33'S 32° 35 'E
ZAMBEZ01 0-84 4-422 99-0 13°32'S 2 3 °7 'E
MAGOYE01 0-82 4-117 99 0 16° 8 'S 27"38'E
MANSA001 0-82 4-025 99 0 11°6'S ' 28°51'E
LIVING01 0-81 3-937 99-0 17°49'S 25"49'E
M O N G U 002 0-81 3-937 99-0 15°15'S 23° 9 'E
KAOMA001 0-81 3-852 99-0 14°48'S 24°48'E
SOLWEZ01 0-79 3-693 990 12° l l 'S 26° 2 3 'E
MISAMF01 0-78 3-477 99-0 10° l l ' S 31° 13'E
MP1KA001 0-76 3-283 98-0 11°45'S 31° 26 'E
ISOKA001 0-74 3-106 98-0 10°10'S 32° 38'E
KAF1RO01 0-72 2-894 95-0 12° 36 'S 2 8 °7 'E
MWINILOl 0-66 2-489 95-0 11°45'S 24°26'E
MBALA001 0-59 2-088 90-0 8° 51'S 31° 20'E

border with Zaire where the average rainfall is above 1300 mm for both stations and 
during the 1982-91 period, varied between 900 and 1500 mm. Here, the lower correla
tion may be because the rainfall is less of a limiting factor for vegetation growth.

We have shown that the VPI reflects tem poral variations in the rainfall at a wide 
range of locations. The VPI maps show the spatial pattern  and thus allow the 
m apping of drought affected areas. To dem onstrate this further, we have investigated 
the relation between VPI and maize production in the group of D istricts in southern 
Zam bia, shown in figure 10 which are responsible for about 70 per cent national 
production, maize being by far the most im portan t food crop. In 1988, maize 
production was 163 per cent of the norm and the VPI, in figure 10(a) is high or very 
high, contrasting with figure 10(h) in January  1995 when the maize production was 
only 62 per cent of the norm and the VPI is very low.

The frequency distribution of the VPI in maize producing districts, in the second 
dekad of January, were determined for the period 1982-91 and for 1995, correspond
ing to the peak time of maize vegetative development (Azzali 1991). In 1988, cloud 
cover was a problem  so the third dekad of January  was used instead. The results 
presented in figure 11 are ranked according to the level of production expressed as
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(a) January
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(c) March
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Figure 9. Comparison of the VPI and rainfall status classes (1 =  very low, 2 =  low, 3 =  average, 
4 =  high, 5 =  very high) between January and March 1995 for the five rainfall stations 
of Etosha National Park. Otjavasandu was covered by clouds in February therefore 
no comparison was available.
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1995 62% 1983 78%

0.3 --

Very Low Average

1990 92%

Very High Very Low Average 

1991 92%

Very High
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Very Low Average

1989 155%

Very High Very Low Average

1988 163%

Very High
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a) 0.3

Very Low Average Very High Very Low Average Very High

Figure 11. Distribution of the Vegetation Productivity Indicator for selected years with 
different maize production, expressed as a percentage of the average production 
between 1982 through 1991.

a percentage of the average for the period 1982-91. One would expect to  have a 
skewed distribution tow ard the very low class for very low production  years and a 
skewed distribution tow ard the very high class for very high production  years and 
in general this is dem onstrated, particularly in years with low production. However, 
this is not the case in 1989 with 155 per cent of the average production, where the 
low V PI is the m ost frequent class. A likely explanation is a reduction in the N D V I 
caused by cloud contam ination of images during the growing season. In  years when 
production is higher than  average, rainfall is higher which means m ore cloud cover. 
In 1989, the second dekad of January image did not seem particularly cloudy over 
the study area but both the dekad before and after were badly affected. It is a well- 
known fact that when there are many clouds, the m aximum value com posite might 
comprise of a single cloud free image which can then contain adverse atm ospheric 
effects. However, in years with low production, because of lower rainfall, cloud is 
less a problem  which then makes the m ethod m ore reliable. It is crucial to identify 
cloud cover problem s when interpreting the V PI m ap and this can be easily done 
in the context of local data reception when each image is routinely assessed visually.
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Figure 12 shows the relation between national annual maize production and the 
weighted average VPI in the study Districts, except for 1989 for the reasons men
tioned above. The coefficient of determ ination of 0-60 is highly significant (p =  0-009 
for the F  significance test) and dem onstrates the potential for developing quantitative 
estimates of drought impact.

4. Conclusion and further development
We developed and dem onstrated m ethodology to m onitor the condition of vegeta

tion, independent of type, using statistical techniques for estim ating extreme events, 
borrowed from the field of hydrology and applied to N D V I images acquired by 
local receiving stations using archived N D V I imagery for the time-series analysis.

The VPI thus defined and m apped was highly correlated to rainfall and thus 
enabled the identification of drought affected areas. In Zam bia, the weighted average 
VPI was highly correlated to maize production and this indicates a possibility for 
quantitative assessment of drought impact.

The current m ethodology has been installed for operational use in Etosha 
N ational P ark  where the inform ation is routinely available to scientists studying 
wildlife movem ents and population dynamics and to m anagers m onitoring fire risk 
and m anaging burning program s. Shortly, we expect to install the m ethod for 
operational use in the Zam bian M eteorological D epartm ent where it will contribute 
inform ation to the C rop W eather Bulletin which is used by governm ental depart
ments and m otivated farmers.

The m ethodology is generally applicable and with the increasing availability of 
global data  sets such as the NOAA Pathfinder program m e and the possibility to 
acquire current AVHRR images on the internet through the NOAA/SAA (Satellite 
Active Archive) it should be usable anywhere on the globe.

The m ethodology was better at identifying conditions w ith lower than  norm al 
N D V I because the occurrence of higher than usual N D V I is accom panied by higher

2000
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3 4 520 1
W eighted A verage Vegetation Productivity Indicator, W A V P I

Figure 12. Relation between total Zambian maize production and the weighted average 
Vegetation Productivity Indicator over the main maize growing region of Zambia for 
1982-88, 1990-91 and 1995, P =  331W54KP/ +  201, r2 =  0-6.
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rainfall and atm ospheric interference during the growing season, thus m aking the 
use of maximum value com positing less effective for removing low, cloud- 
contam inated N D V I values.

The developm ent of a V PI m ap based on an integrated N D V I is a future objective, 
to assess end of season conditions. It is also necessary to investigate further the 
sensitivity of the V PI to variations in rainfall and prim ary production. Archived 
AVHRR N D V I data  is now available for up to 15 years, and the extra five years of 
data  should be added to im prove the capability to identify extreme events. The 
addition of extra historical data should also improve the robustness of the m ethod 
and a m ore quantitative use of the VPI m aps should also be investigated for crop 
yield forecasting.
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Compatibility of FAO-ARTEMIS and NASA Pathfinder AVHRR 
Land NDVI data archives for the African continent
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Bedford, MK454DT, England, UK
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Abstract. There is a need for a consistent time-series of NDVI data for vegetation 
monitoring in Africa. In this work, we explore the compatibility of the FAO- 
ARTEMIS and NASA Pathfinder AVHRR Land NDVI archives. Values from 
the two archives were found to be significantly and systematically different even 
for the recently corrected form of the Pathfinder archive. Differences are attribut
able to the different processing chains used on essentially the same raw data. The 
two archives should not be mixed together for time-series analysis of NDVI, 
without correction. Although differences varied for periods of the record covered 
by different satellites, these were practically small and we present a single linear 
relation to correct one series values to the same basis as the other.

1. Introduction
NOAA AVHRR is a recognised source of information for monitoring vegetation 

resources (Lambin et al. 1993). NDVI images representing current conditions are 
compared to historical data and departures from normal conditions are determined 
using techniques such as the ones described by Kogan (1990) or by Sannier et a l 
(1998). These techniques depend on the existence of consistent archives. This work 
investigates the compatibility of the FAO-Africa Real Time Environmental 
Monitoring Information System (ARTEMIS) archive with the NASA Pathfinder 
AVHRR Land (PAL) archive for the African continent.

The ARTEMIS data, has been widely used (Groten 1993, Hielkema and Snijders 
1994, Sannier et a l 1998) and comprises 356 images covering a period from the first 
dekad (10-day period) of August 1981 to the third dekad of June 1991. The image 
for the first dekad of January 1983 is missing. Currently, no update is planned and 
there is a need to expand the period covered in order to improve the reliability of 
time-series analyses. The data are derived from the FAO-ARTEMIS/NASA-GSFC 
(National Aeronautic and Space Administration-Goddard Space Flight Centre) arch
ive and are based on NOAA-AVHRR GAC (Global Area Coverage) data and consist 
of 10-day maximum value composite (MVC) NDVI images. Radiometric corrections 
are applied directly to the NDVI without recourse to the individual channel 1 and 
2 data whilst also accounting for sensor degradations (Los 1993). The spatial 
resolution is 7.6 km and the Hammer-Aitoff projection was used. Values are stored

0141-1161/98 $12.00 © 1998 Taylor & Francis Ltd
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in 8-bit form with the following relation between the NDVI and Digital Numbers 
(DN).

D N -8 2
N D V I= - ^ -  (1)

Thus the maximum NDVI accommodated is 0.68. Clouds are coded as 0, equivalent 
to a NDVI of —0.32. A complete description of ARTEMIS data processing is given 
by Hielkema and Snijders (1994).

The PAL archive also originated from the NASA-GSFC data but the processing 
is different to ARTEMIS. As of June 1998, the archive comprised 474 10-day MVC 
NDVI images covering a period between the second dekad of July 1981 and the first 
dekad of September 1994. The PAL archive covers the entire globe but continental 
subsets are available. The archive includes 10-day MVC NDVI images, monthly 
MVCs and individual channel data. The data processing, described by James and 
Kalluri (1994) consists of: navigating GAC images; radiometric calibration based on 
the work published by Rao (1993); atmospheric corrections for Rayleigh scattering; 
cloud testing; binning to 8-km pixel size using the Goode Homolosine projection 
described by Steinwand (1994); NDVI calculation and maximum value compositing. 
NDVI images are stored in 8-bit form with the following relation between NDVI 
and DN:

DN —128
N D V I 128 (2)

This accommodates NDVI values between — 1 and +1. Thus the radiometric reso
lution of ARTEMIS (0.004 NDVI per DN) is higher than that of the PAL (0.008 
NDVI per DN).

Recently, errors in the PAL processing were discovered and a complete post
processing of the 10-day composite data was carried out. The errors were in the 
calculation of the solar zenith angle and in the atmospheric correction. Although 
the first did not affect the NDVI, the second had a considerable impact. The post
processed data have been made available to the public on the Goddard DAAC 
(Distributed Active Archive Centre) Internet site at the beginning of 1998 and a full 
description is made by Smith (1998). Because, some users might already have the 
old PAL data set, both PAL data sets were analysed for this letter. Table 1 shows 
variations in satellite sensors used in each archive.

2. Comparison of individual images
The NDVI values at equivalent pixel locations were compared in randomly 

chosen pairs of images. These were first brought to the same projection using third 
order transform equations to account for non-linear differences in the projections at 
continental scale. Transform coefficients were determined by the method of least

Table 1. Satellite data sources for the ARTEMIS and PAL archives.

Satellite ARTEMIS dekads PAL dekads

NOAA-7 81081-85011 81072-85021
NOAA-9 85012-88103 85022-88111
NOAA-11 88111-91063 88112-94091
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squares using 25 ground control points scattered over the whole of the African 
continent. Coastlines and inland features such as water bodies and pans were chosen. 
The RMS error was 0.79 pixels, which was acceptable considering the coarse reso
lution of the data. The comparison was done every 20 pixels. Visual inspection of 
the ARTEMIS images indicated that NDVI values less than —0.04 were water 
bodies or unmasked clouds. Therefore, pixels with values less than this were not 
considered because water bodies were masked out completely in the PAL data. Also, 
differences in the cloud screening procedures meant that they could be properly 
identified in one data set but not in the other, again leading to inconsistent compar
isons. NDVI values higher than 0.68 in the PAL archives were also ignored because 
this was the maximum value allowed by the digital scaling in the ARTEMIS data 
set. The number of data points affected by both thresholds varied on each image 
but never exceeded more than 0.3% of the total.

Both data sets derive from the same raw data therefore it is not reasonable to 
attribute errors wholly to one of the archives. Instead, we assumed them to be the 
same order of magnitude in each archive and used Reduced Major Axis (RMA) 
regression described by Till (1973) to compare NDVT values. This also has the 
advantage that a single equation can be used to describe the transform relation (i.e. 
the regression of Y  on X  gives the same line as the regression of X  on T). The 
coefficients of determination (r2) and the RMA equation coefficients for three image 
pairs are shown in table 2. There was generally a very high correlation between the 
two data sets and similar relations. The lower correlation for the first dekad of 
November 1988 (88111, table 2) could be because ARTEMIS used an image from 
NOAA-11 whereas PAL used one from NOAA-9. Also, visual inspection of the 
NOAA-9 image showed it was of bad quality with a lot of cloud cover and atmo
spheric interference. All the equations were significantly different from the one to 
one relationship implying that the two data sets are not directly inter-changeable.

3. Temporal analysis of spectrally uniform sites
At such a coarse scale, pixel to pixel comparisons may be inaccurate because of 

re-sampling errors. There is also a need to assess the variation through time as well 
as spatially. Seven sites, identified in table 3, were chosen across Africa, based on 
their homogeneity, their visual definition in the imagery and their representation of 
the range of NDVI occurring in Africa. The median values of the 3 by 3 array of 
pixels surrounding the centre of the site were compared. This compensates for small 
errors in geometric registration of the two archives and minimises the influence of 
noisy NDVI values such as undetected cloudy pixels that remained after removing 
cloudy and missing data from the time-series by applying a simple linear interpolation

Table 3. List and location of sites for the comparison of ARTEMIS and Pathfinder archives.

Geographical name ■ Position

Nile Delta 30°55'N/30°58'E
Al Haruj al Aswad (Libya) 27°23'N/17°19'E
Rub al Khali (Saudi Arabia) 19'T1'N/53°01'E
Niger Delta 14°25'N/4°32'W
Congo Basin 0°46'N/23°16'E
Okavango Delta 19°10'S/22°29'E
Etosha Pan 18°53'S/16°14'E
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Figure 1. NDVI time responses for three sites and a selected season for (a) ARTEMIS (- x -) 

and original PAL archives, before correction ( - • - )  and after correction ( - ♦ - )  and 
for (b) ARTEMIS ( - x - )  and post-processed PAL archive, before correction (-O -) 
and after correction -± -).
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between the previous and following dekad. The time-series of median values for each 
site in figure 1 shows differences between the two data sets. In the Libyan and Saudi 
sites where the NDVI remains relatively constant, the original PAL series was always

0.400

Original PAL NDVI

Post-processed PAL NDVI

(b)

Figure 2. Reduced Major Axis (RMA) linear fit for seven sites over the entire time series 
between (a) the ARTEMIS and the original PAL archives, n=2497, r2= 0.94, 
ARTEMIS=0.925. (PAL)+0.051 and (b) ARTEMIS and the post-processed PAL 
archives, n = 2437, r2 = 0.92, ARTEMIS = 0.832 (PAL)+ 0.005.
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below that of the ARTEMIS. The average NDVI offset being 0.06 in Libya and 0.05 
in the Saudi desert. The other curves show that the difference is greater at low NDVI 
values and smaller for high NDVI values.

The original PAL NDVI values are consistently lower than ARTEMIS. The main 
difference between the two archives is the correction of atmospheric effects in PAL 
and this should lead to higher NDVIs than in ARTEMIS. This seems to verify that 
there was a problem in the PAL processing chain. However, this appears to have 
been corrected for the post-processed PAL where the two data sets are fairly close 
to each other at low NDVI values but post-processed PAL has much higher values 
than ARTEMIS at high NDVI levels which is consistent with the expected effect of 
atmospheric correction.

The data for the seven sites were pooled together as the range of NDVI values 
at individual sites could be very small (e.g. the Libyan, Saudi, Congo and Etosha 
Pan sites). The analysis was also split according to the three different NOAA 
satellites. Results are shown in table 4. The slope of the relation for NOAA-11 is 
significantly different from the others (Z = 2.14 for original PAL between NOAA-7 
and 11 and Z = 2.68 for post-processed PAL between NOAA-9 and 11). The inter
cepts were not significantly different (Z always less than 1). Thus the relation between 
the two archives remains relatively constant over time for NOAA-7 and NOAA-9 
but a separate relation could be used for NOAA-11. However, further inspection 
reveals minimal differences in the values of NDVI compared to using the single 
pooled relations shown in figure 2 which represent the whole data set. The benefit 
of applying the relation can be seen in a representative section of the time series in 
figure 1 where the systematic differences between ARTEMIS and PAL profiles are 
much reduced.

4. Conclusions
The NDVI values from the PAL and ARTEMIS data sets are significantly and 

systematically different. Relations were derived and used to adjust one data set to 
the other thus allowing time-series analyses developed for ARTEMIS data to be 
used with the PAL archive. The difference between the two archives is attributed to 
the more complex processing applied to PAL. Further work is needed to assess 
whether the extra level of processing applied to PAL would improve relations 
between satellite imagery and biophysical variables such as crop yield or biomass 
quantity.
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CHAPTER 5

REAL-TIME RANGELAND MONITORING IN BOTSWANA WITH NO A A-AVHRR
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ABSTRACT

Rangeland is a major resource in Botswana where cattle ranching is one of the main sources of 
national income. The climate of Botswana is predominantly arid to semi-arid which means 
that the impact of highly variable rainfall on vegetation growth is a primary factor. The use of 
satellite derived vegetation index maps is a very efficient way to characterise these variations 
but they are difficult to interpret for the non-specialist user. A VPI (Vegetation Productivity 
Indicator) was used to assess the severity of current conditions compared to the historical 
record. VPI maps are now produced operationally at the Department of Meteorological 
Services and disseminated to users. Field checking showed very good correspondence between 
local field conditions and the VPI maps. These maps and a number of derived products are 
regularly presented to the inter-ministerial drought committee which decides on the 
applications for drought relief and other drought related issues.
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SURVEILLANCE DES PATURAGES EN TEMPS REEL AU BOTSWANA AVEC
NOAA-AVIIRR

Mots clefs: NDVI, Surveillance en temps reel, Botswana.

Resume: Les paturages sont une ressource importante pour un pays comme le Botswana ou 
l'elevage du betail est une des sources principales de revenu pour l'economie. Le climat du 
Botswana est a predominance aride a semi-aride, ce qui signifie que l'impact des chutes de 
pluie sur la croissance de la vegetation est un facteur primordial. De plus, la distribution des 
chutes de pluie est tres variable aussi bien dans le temps que dans l'espace. L'utilisation de 
cartes d'indice de vegetation provenant de satellite est un moyen tres efficace de caracteriser 
ces variations, mais elles sont difficiles a interpreter pour l'utilisateur non specialiste. Un des 
problemes principaux dans Interpretation des images NDVI (Indice de Difference de 
Vegetation Normalise) est l'effet des types de vegetation. Une stratification du pays a ete 
trouvee, basee sur des donnees NDVI historiques definissant des zones de reponse NDVI 
homogene. Un VPI (Indicateur de Productivity de Vegetation) a ete developpe : il compare les 
valeurs NDVI actuelles a la distribution statistique des NDVI pour la couche correspondante, 
tires des archives NDVI historiques. Cette etude decrit l'application de la methodologie VPI au 
contexte du Botswana. C'est le fruit d'un effort de collaboration de l'Universite Cranfield de 
G.B., responsable du developpement de la methodologie VPI, du NRI (Institut des Ressources 
Naturelles, G.B.), qui a coordonne le projet, du Departement des Services Meteorologiques du 
Botswana, qui avait la charge de recueillir et traiter les donnees satellite, et du Projet 
d'Inventaire des Paturages et de Surveillance du Botswana (BRIMP) du Ministere de 
l'Agriculture du Botswana, pour la dissemination et le controle sur le terrain des produits. Des 
cartes VPI sont maintenant produites de fagon operationnelle au Departement des Services 
Meteorologiques. Le controle sur le terrain par l'equipe BRIMP a montre une tres bonne 
correspondance entre les conditions locales sur le terrain et les cartes VPI. Ces cartes et un 
certain nombre de produits derives sont regulierement presentes au comite interministeriel de 
la secheresse, qui decide des applications pour des aides de secheresse et autres problemes lies 
a la secheresse.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Botswana is a land-locked country located in southern Africa with a total area of 576,000 km2. 
The population is just over 1 million but is increasing rapidly (Moyo et al. 1993). Most of the 
country’s climate is semi-arid with a mean annual rainfall varying between 250 mm in the 
south up to 650 mm in the north. The rainfall is highly variable both spatially and temporally. 
Only 5% of the country’s land is fit for agriculture (Powell and Pulles 1996), although 
population pressure is forcing this to be increased into less suitable areas. The rest of the land 
is mostly occupied by rangeland. Indeed, the country’s largest source of income after diamond 
extraction is beef production.

In the past two decades the country was hit by a number of droughts and according to Ringrose 
and Matheson (1987) the combination of low rainfall years and an increase in the animal 
population have led to overgrazing and ultimately land degradation in the most affected areas. 
However, it is difficult to say whether the situation has become irreversible or whether it will 
improve as soon as the rains return to normal. This situation has led government and donor 
agencies to seek better ways to monitor the current rangeland vegetation conditions in order to 
make better management decisions.

Previous studies (Hutchinson 1991, Lambin et al. 1993), have shown the advantage of satellite 
remote sensing, particularly NOAA-AVHRR (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration - Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer), for the monitoring of 
vegetation conditions compared to methods using interpretation of rainfall measurements. The 
available network of rain gauges, especially in the case of Botswana, is not sufficient to allow 
a reliable interpolation of spatial variation in annual rainfall over the whole country. The most 
widely used satellite derived indicator of vegetation activity is the NDVI (Normalised 
Difference Vegetation Index).

There is a need to compare the current NDVI with historical data in order to assess whether 
vegetation conditions are better or poorer than usual and in the latter case to know if conditions 
are sufficiently extreme to adversely affect livestock and crops. Major aid organisations 
(USAID-FEWS, FAO) have set up operational early warning systems which compare current 
NDVI images with the previous dekad (10-day period) or with the mean image for the dekad 
(Hutchinson 1991, Lambin et al. 1993). The latter method assumes the annual variation of the 
NDVI for a location and a given dekad to follow a gaussian distribution. This assumption is 
unreasonable because the lower limit of the NDVI is bounded by the response for bare soil. 
An improved method, developed and tested by Sannier et al. (1998a) in Namibia and Zambia 
estimates the statistical distribution from the NDVI time-series by applying techniques 
commonly used in hydrology for the prediction of extreme events and defines a Vegetation 
Productivity Indicator (VPI). This paper describes how this methodology was developed and 
adapted for the Botswana Early Warning System (EWS) at the Department of Meteorological 
Services (DMS) and the Ministry of Agriculture of Botswana through the Botswana Range 
Inventory and Monitoring Project (BRIMP).
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2. IMPLEMENTATION OF REAL-TIME VEGETATION MONITORING IN 
BOTSWANA

Real-time vegetation monitoring with satellite imagery is only possible if reliable local 
reception of satellite data is available. Over the last decade, the LARST (Local Application 
of Remote Sensing Technology) consortium led by NRI (Natural Resources Institute) has 
developed low cost satellite receivers capable of acquiring NOAA-HRPT (High Resolution 
Picture Transmission). The system comprises of an antenna and a receiver connected to a 
PC with the appropriate capture card and software. One such system was installed at the 
Department of Meteorological Services in Gabarone where NOAA-AVHRR data are 
acquired on a daily basis and used for production of NDVI images.

The ARTEMIS NDVI archive used previously covers the 1981-91 period. There was a 
need to extend this period to improve the implementation of the VPI method. The NASA- 
GSFC (National Aeronautics and space Administration - Goddard Space Flight Centre) 
Pathfinder AVHRR Land (PAL) data set was available up to September 1994. Additional 
data were also available on the ADDS (Africa Data Dissemination Services) Internet site of 
the USGS (United States Geological Survey) which were processed the same way as the 
ARTEMIS for the period starting August 1995 up to present (the data are being 
continuously updated). The combined data set covers a 15-year period.

The ARTEMIS and PAL archives were compared by Sannier et al. (1998b) in the overlap 
period and showed that although there was a strong relationship between ARTEMIS and 
PAL NDVI values, they were significantly different. However, the PAL archive NDVI 
values for the 1991-94 period were matched to the ARTEMIS values using a regression 
relationship. Comparison of the ADDS data with ARTEMIS values over stable targets such 
as deserts showed that the values were directly compatible with ARTEMIS. A 15-year time 
series of dekadal MVC NDVI images for Botswana and its surroundings was extracted from 
the various data sources identified in Table 1.

Table 1. Data sources for the 15-year Botswana data set

Time Period__________________________________ Data Source_______________
1st dekad August 1981 to 3rd dekad June 1991 FAO-ARTEMIS
1st dekad July 1991 to third dekad July 1994 NASA/GSFC PAL
1st dekad July 1995 to third dekad June 1997 USGS/FEWS/ADDS

The ISODATA algorithm (ERDAS 1995) was used to perform several unsupervised 
maximum likelihood classifications on the thirty-six 15-year mean dekadal images, varying 
clustering parameters and the number of classes. Cloudy pixels were eliminated in the 
calculation of the 15-year averages. Finally, a 16-class classification was selected to stratify 
the study area for the VPI method. The NDVI statistical distribution for each dekad and 
each stratum was determined using the method described by Sannier et al (1998a) . This 
was to determine the NDVI values corresponding to quintile probability thresholds used to 
define five vegetation status classes (very low, low, average, high and very high) in each 
stratum. Figure 2 shows these thresholds plotted against time for two locations.
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF OUTPUTS

The m ethodology was com m issioned in the M inistry  o f A griculture and D M S in February 1998 and a 
w orkshop was held in G abarone to discuss the form at and dissem ination  pathw ays for outputs 
including m aps, graphs and tabulated statistics. A  map for the m onthly report to the inter-m inisterial 
drought com m ittee during the rainy season was identified. This consisted  o f the m axim um  V PI value 
obtained from  3 dekads, was sim ple to im plem ent and was thought to further rem ove cloudy pixels. 
An exam ple o f a m onthly V PI m ap is show n in F igure 1.

I I Pans 
H i Very Low 
U S  Low 
1 I Average 
□  High 
I— I Very High

Figure 1. VPI map o f Botsw ana for D ecem ber 1997

The VPI m aps show  the spatial distribution o f rangeland vegetation conditions for the w hole of 
B otsw ana at a particular m om ent in time. It was also considered im portant to m onitor vegetation 
condition at a single location over tim e by plotting the current N D V I on the vegetation status profiles 
such as the one show n in F igure 2. This supplem ents the inform ation from  the m aps and assists the 
production o f seasonal forecasts. M acros w ere developed to enable tim ely production  o f these plots 
for six m ain locations in the country (G aborone, K asane, F rancistow n, M aun, G uanzi and Tsabong). 
In T sabong (Figure 2a) the vegetation response was both exceptionally  early and exceptionally  high 
whereas in M aun (Figure 2b) the grow ing season was tw o m onths later than usual and was still low  at 
the tim e o f the last im age plotted. DM S and M inistry o f A griculture staff w ere show n these m ethods 
and w ere trained to produce sim ilar graphs .
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Figure 2. E volution o f vegetation conditions (a)in T sabong and (b ) in M aun, B otsw ana during the 
1997-98 season
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There was also a need for a simple output to indicate conditions at the level of agricultural 
districts. The number of pixels below average conditions for each district was imported into a 
pre-formatted spreadsheet and to produce a graph (Figure 3) of the percentage of each district 
suffering from potential drought conditions. This information contributes to the rapid 
identification of districts with problems.
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Figure 3. Proportion of agricultural districts of Botswana below average in September 1997.

4. DISSEMINATION AND FIELD CHECKING OF OUTPUTS

DMS and BRIMP have held workshops and seminars, given presentations and provided 
interpretations of the VPI maps for the members of the Botswana EWS to raise awareness of 
the new information described above and provide training in its use. This will be an on-going 
process which will be expanded to include users at a district level to increase the use and 
impact of the products. The VPI maps and associated products have also been distributed to a 
wide range of general users in Botswana through 10-day and monthly agro-meteorology 
bulletins produced by the Department of Meteorological services. The VPI maps are presented 
to the Botswana Early Warning Technical Committee during monthly meetings; are used to 
monitor potential drought conditions and as a visual summary of the current status of 
Botswana’s vegetation. The technical data from the EWTC is then used by the Inter 
Ministerial Drought Committee to make specific recommendations and policy advice.

National Drought Assessment Tours (DAT) are conducted by multi-disciplinary teams at least 
twice a year to assess drought conditions on the ground. The VPI maps have been used by the 
DAT teams to target visits to worst hit areas and to assess the spatial extent of conditions that 
are identified in the field. The DAT teams visit each district and consult with the District 
Drought Committees. BRIMP and DMS have also supplied enlarged district level VPI maps 
to the District Drought Committees through the district range ecologists who use the VPI data 
for monitoring range conditions in the district.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The implementation of the VPI methodology at the DMS and its use by BRIMP seems to have 
worked extremely well and VPI maps are now being produced operationally and can be
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distributed to the relevant authorities. Initial field checking by BRIMP staff also showed that 
VPI products were effectively picking up variations in vegetation development compared to the 
norm. VPI maps are now being used by range managers as a monitoring tool.

The 1997/98 season has been declared a drought year by the President of Botswana. The use 
of the VPI maps for drought monitoring has made a significant contribution to the 
identification of the severity of drought in each area, the spatial extent of the area affected and 
the drought relief measures to be introduced.
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CHAPTER 6

Real-Time Monitoring of Vegetation Biomass with NOAA-AVHRR in 
Etosha National Park, Namibia, for fire risk assessment

C.A.D. SANNIER and J.C. TAYLOR

School of Agriculture Food and Environment 

Cranfield University, Silsoe, Bedford, MK45 4DT, UK

and W. DU PLESSIS

Etosha Ecological Institute

P.O. Okaukuejo, via Outjo, Namibia

Abstract. Estimates of biomass production are important in a wildlife reserve 
such as Etosha National Park, Namibia, for assessment of fire risk and 
subsequent selection of sites for controlled burning, for estimating forage supply 
and for improved understanding of nutrient cycles. We present methodology for 
using locally acquired NOAA-AVHRR images to make estimates of biomass in 
near-to-real-time. To this end, techniques for rapid measurement of the biomass 
of herbaceous and woody vegetation are developed using a rising disc pasture 
meter and individual plant dimensions. A field sampling methodology is 
presented to make biomass estimates compatible with the scale of AVHRR 
spatial resolution sufficiently close to the time of satellite overpasses to enable 
correlation with the NDVI from single images. Initial results show high 
correlations of biomass with NDVI for individual vegetation cover classes which 
appear to be temporally stable. There seem to be different regression equations 
for the different savanna vegetation types. These results were exploited to 
produce Biomass maps that could be used directly for the management of 
prescribed burning.

1. Introduction and operational context

Semi-arid environments such as those in Africa are characterised by highly variable 
rainfall patterns from localised storm systems which result in highly variable vegetation 
development, both spatially and temporally. In previous work, we presented methodology 
to assess vegetation conditions in near-to-real-time relative to historical variation (Sannier 
et al. 1998). The general intensification of land use in semi-arid Africa points to a need 
for better quantification and monitoring of vegetation resources. In this work we develop 
methodology for near-to-real-time biomass monitoring in the context of wildlife 
management, a major source of revenue for many African countries through tourism. The 
study area is Etosha National Park, (22,300 km2), one of the biggest wildlife reserves in 
the world, situated in Northern Namibia (Figure 1). The most obvious feature of the Park 
is a saline desert called the Etosha Pan which covers about a fifth of the area. The Pan 
usually remains dry although during exceptional rainy seasons it may contain shallow 
water for short periods. The climate is semi-arid with a rainfall gradient increasing from 
around 250 mm in the West to 400 mm in the East (le Roux 1988). Vegetation consists of 
grassland, steppe and savanna with differing amounts of shrub and tree cover. Grass
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and steppe occur in relatively small plains mainly surrounding the pan and are very 
important grazing areas for game. The woody cover in the savanna broadly follows the 
rainfall gradient, with the highest density in the north and east, decreasing towards the 
west although there can be considerable local variation. Enclosure of game, even in 
such a large area as Etosha is known to have severely restricted the range of certain 
species of plains ungulates and animal populations have changed considerably since the 
Park boundary was fenced. The Park Management has a program of controlled burning 
to revitalise park vegetation and to limit fire hazard. In recent years, in spite of this, 
there have been uncontrolled fires doing serious damage to large areas in both eastern 
and western areas of the Park. As outlined by Holechek et al. (1995), biomass is an 
essential vegetation attribute in the monitoring of rangland conditions. Near-to-real-time 
monitoring of biomass is needed in wildlife management for estimating fuel load for fire 
risk assessment; for assessing the food supply and for understanding biological processes 
such as nutrient cycles.

H a r a r eL i v i n g s t o n e

B e i r a

W  i n d h o e k

W a l v i s  B a y

G a b o r o n e

l a p u t o
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250 5 00  K ilo m eters' o r t  E l i z a b e t h
Etosha National Park

2 0 " 3 0 '

Figure 1. Location of Study area

The use of remote sensing techniques is particularly relevant as it provides the 
capability to cover large areas in near-to-real-time, which would be impossible to achieve 
with any other methods. Early work on biomass estimation with remote sensing 
concentrated on the investigation of a relationship between ground biomass measurements
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and vegetation indices derived from ground or airborne radiometer data (Pearson et al. 
1976, Wagenaar and de Ridder 1986, Lamprey and de Leeuw 1986, Franklin et al. 1991, 
Hanan et al. 1993, McCloy et al. 1993). The Normalised Difference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI) described by Tucker (1979) was the most commonly used vegetation index 
although the PVI (Perpendicular Vegetation Index) first described by Richardson and 
Wiegand (1977), was also used by Taylor et al. (1986) in Niger. The results from these 
studies all identified strong relationships between green biomass and Vegetation indices 
and improved the understanding of the influence of various components in the vegetation. 
Some also attempted to relate airborne NDVI to satellite NDVI derived from the NOAA- 
AVHRR sensor. Higher resolution satellites were discarded because of the high cost of 
the imagery and their low temporal resolution.

Prince (1991b) and Franklin and Hiernaux (1991) used physical models of vegetation 
productivity. Although this approach is useful to understand vegetation reflectance 
characteristics, it has been rarely applied because its operational use is hampered by the 
necessity to create an extensive network of field stations to calibrate the model. This is 
unrealistic in semi-arid Africa where resources are limited. As a consequence, empirical 
approaches based on regression relationships are often preferred. Most studies (Prince 
and Tucker 1986, Prince 1991a, Wylie et al. 1991, Diallo et al. 1991) estimated the end- 
of-season biomass based on the integrated NDVI. However, Kennedy (1989) and Garcia- 
Daguerre (1993) obtained good relationships between green biomass and NDVI for single 
date AVHRR images in Tunisia and Mexico respectively.

Although encouraging results were obtained from early studies, they did not lead to 
operational applications mainly due to difficulties in image acquisition at that time and to 
the high cost of field calibration. In this work we demonstrate near-to-real-time biomass 
monitoring in Etosha National Park using an on-site NOAA-AVHRR receiving station to 
acquire imagery and rapid field methods of biomass estimation at selected sites to 
calibrate them by regression.

2. Rapid measurement of plant biomass

Rapidity is needed for economy and for timeliness of observations. Vegetation 
develops rapidly and is consumed rapidly in the Park so our aim was to compare image 
observations with ground estimates made within a few days of image acquisition time. To 
estimate the total green biomass per unit area, it was necessary to calculate contributions 
from herbaceous and woody components at the scale of NOAA-AVHRR pixels. This was 
done by a statistical estimator using sample observations.

2.7. Herbaceous Biomass

Several techniques for the estimation of herbaceous biomass have been developed. 
The absolute gravimetric or direct harvest method applied to small sub-plots is generally 
too time-consuming for operational work. Visual estimation is rapid and reasonably 
accurate when carried out by local experts (Pieper 1988). Wagenaar and de Ridder (1986) 
used a double sample of clipped and visually estimated samples in order to calibrate the 
visual estimation. The survey was carried out by two separate teams to check
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the consistency of the estimates. A combination of gravimetric and visual estimation 
using a regression relationship, was also applied by Garcia-Daguerre (1993). The 
method is fairly easy to implement but the calibration stage can be time consuming 
because each surveyor needs to be calibrated separately to maintain a certain level of 
objectivity.

Mitchell (1982) described the use of a rising plate meter for estimating grass biomass 
in Australian pastures. The rising plate or disc meter needs to be calibrated against 
clipped quadrats. The disc meter is dropped from a standard height onto the grass and 
there is a strong relationship between the height above ground of the disc meter and the 
amount of dry biomass. Scrivner et al. (1986) used a rising plate meter to estimate 
forage production and utilisation on improved annual pastures in California and also 
found a linear relationship. Trollope and Potgieter (1986) successfully used a Disc 
Pasture Meter (DPM) in the Kruger National Park in South Africa to estimate grass fuel 
loads. It has the advantage of being objective, rapid and easy to operate and was adopted 
for herbaceous biomass assessment in this work. However, judgement is required when 
making measurements in stony ground to avoid false readings.

Previous work in Etosha by Kannenberg (1995) produced the DPM calibration curve 
in Figure 2a using the same calibration procedure as Trollope and Potgieter (1986). The 
curve includes points from a wide range of locations and the single curve seems to be 
generally applicable for all Etosha grasses. The linear model for the regression produced 
a high coefficient of determination (r2) but the scatter of points for biomass below 2000 
kg/ha seems to deviate systematically below the regression line. So the regression model 
will over-estimate the biomass in this range. Secondly, the scatter of the data increases 
with the increase in biomass. Possibly because the ability of the grass to support the 
pasture meter weight is more variable in larger plants at the higher biomass levels. This 
means that the assumption of uniform variance is violated for the linear regression. The 
alternative logarithmic model in Figure 2b, proposed by us for this work, is an 
improvement and has a higher r2. The scattergram in Figure 2a suggests that the pasture 
meter gives a positive reading in conditions of zero biomass. This is probably because of 
the roughness of the soil surfaces in the Park or the tendency for the meter measuring 
staff to penetrate the surface slightly when the meter is operated. Both models predict a 
positive biomass for zero DPM reading. In practice, we noted the presence of biomass 
visually when the DPM readings were zero and in the absence of alternatives adopted the 
model prediction for these base levels.

2.2. Woody plant biomass

Green biomass estimation of woody plants is usually by a regression relationship 
between dry matter weight obtained from direct harvest and some plant parameter, 
usually specific dimensions (Pieper 1988). Bille (1980) reviewed the relationship 
between stem diameter and leaf biomass derived in various parts of Africa. Cisse (1980) 
investigated the relationship between leaf biomass and various plant physical parameters 
for the Sahel. Tietema (1993) derived a relationship between total tree fresh weight and 
plant dimensions for 14 tree species in Botswana. The dominant woody species in 
Etosha, accounting for about 85% of the shrubs and trees in the savanna, is Mopane
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(Colophospermum mopane) which occurs in both forms. Data relating the branch 
diameter of Mopane to leaf biomass was available from previous work at the Etosha 
Ecological Institute (EEI, Du Plessis 1995). This was used to create a rapid field 
technique to estimate the biomass of Mopane trees and shrubs. Table 1 shows the 
average leaf biomass of Mopane for stems and branches in different size categories. The 
leaf biomass of a randomly selected sample of 80 Mopane trees and shrubs was estimated 
in the field by counting the number of primary stems in each of the size categories and 
using the average leaf weights from the table. The height of the plant and its crown 
diameter in two perpendicular directions was also recorded. At the time of the sampling, 
the Mopane was at or near to being in full leaf. The estimated dry leaf weight was best 
correlated to the volume of the plant calculated as a cylinder with diameter equal to the 
average crown size and height equal to the estimated tree height as shown in Figure 2c. 
All correlations we tried were less reliable for large trees. This is because the natural 
pattern of growth is more likely to have been altered in older trees by damage caused by 
animal utilisation, disease or other natural causes.

Table 1. Average leaf weight of Mopane stems in full leaf, in different size ranges.

Stem diameter class (cm) Average leaf dry weight (g) SEStandard Error (g)
0 to 0.5 1.6 0.1
0.5 to 1 6.9 0.4
1 to 2 28.3 1.8
2 to 3 84.8 8.2
3 to 4 171.2 11.3
4 to 5 239.7 26.4
5 to 6 387.2 81.3
6 to 7
7 to 8 785.2 83.6
8 to 10 1240.7 209.6
10 to 12 1595.0 223.9
12 to 14 1714.8 190.3
14 to 16 2683.0 216.6
21 to 28 2883.2 774.0

The dominant shrub in Etosha steppe areas is Leucosphaera (Leucosphera bainesii), 
accounting for around 80% of steppe shrubs. Unlike Mopane, no previous work on the 
assessment of plant biomass had been done on Leucosphaera. Seventy-two plants were 
randomly selected in the field; height and perpendicular crown diameters measured then 
harvested. Then, the total dry plant weight was determined by standard oven drying. 
The total dry plant weight was considered more appropriate to use because the plants 
almost completely disappear during the dry season, therefore any plant material above 
the ground was considered new material. The best relationship between dry plant 
biomass and plant dimensions was found with crown area and is shown in Figure 2d. 
Unlike Mopane, plant volume was not better related to biomass because Leucosphaera is 
a smaller plant which develops itself horizontally rather than vertically.
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3. Biomass estimation for calibration of NOAA-AVHRR observations

3.1. Sampling strategy

The criteria for selecting calibration sites were that they: be of sufficient size and 
internally homogeneous, to reduce the effects of errors in co-location of the ground 
observations with NDVI values; be accessible and, reflect the range of biomass levels in 
the Park. Since the aim was to develop regression relationships of NDVI versus biomass 
and not to make direct expansion estimates from the sites themselves, site selection was 
not random. Sites were chosen to reflect the variation of main grass, steppe and savanna 
types in the Park.

The formula derived by Justice and Townshend (1981) gives a guideline for the 
minimum size, a , of a sampling unit in relation to the geometric accuracy: 
a  =  p ( l  + 21) where p  is the pixel dimensions in distance units and I the geometric 
accuracy in number of pixels. For example, a 1.1km pixel size for NOAA-AVHRR and a 
geometric accuracy of 0.5 pixel should result in a sampling unit of 2.2km on each side. 
Generally, it is not feasible to have calibration sites large enough to meet this ideal and 
in past studies smaller sites have been used. We initially selected candidate 
homogeneous locations, several square km in size by photo-interpretation of 
geometrically corrected false colour composites from Landsat TM imagery. By selecting 
a 1 km2 site in the middle of a larger homogeneous area, we expected to minimise the 
effects of geometric correction errors as variation of the biomass in the immediate 
surrounding area was unlikely to be great and also, surrounding pixels would not be 
mixed responses including other vegetation types. Field checking with geo-coded 
enlargements of the TM imagery verified the homogeneity of the selected sites.

Biomass estimates are based on sample observations within the sites. Various 
sampling schemes have been used which usually attempt to represent the range of 
vegetation types in the study area.

The biomass sampling was carried out along a 1 km transect through the centre of 
the 1 km square sample site. Because of our previous selection procedure, it is assumed 
that the site is isotropic and homogeneous so that average biomass along the transect 
represents the average for the whole of the 1km square area. The sampling scheme for 
herbaceous vegetation is shown in figure3. DPM measurements were made at ten equally 
spaced locations along the transect. Navigation was assisted by a Landsat TM enhanced 
geo-coded image hardcopy and a handheld GPS. Five clustered DPM readings were 
taken on each side of the transect. This resulted in a total of 100 DPM measurements per 
site which is the value suggested by Trollope and Potgieter (1986).
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Figure 3. Sampling strategy for biomass measurements

The woody plant biomass per unit area is the product of the biomass per plant and 
the number of plants per unit area. The number of plants per unit area is estimated by 
dividing proportion of plant cover (canopy area/unit ground area) by the canopy area per 
plant. The crown to gap method (Westfall and Panagos 1984, Walker et al. 1988) is a 
very fast and unbiased method for estimating the percentage canopy cover of woody 
vegetation (trees, shrubs, dwarf shrubs etc.) over relatively large areas from ground 
observations or surrogates such as photographs and was selected for this study. Two 
adjacent plants approximately the same distance from the observer are selected. The 
ratio (/>, the distance between their crowns (G) to the diameter of the crown of one of 
them (K) in Equation 1

transparency gauge (Westfall and Panagos 1984) or measured on photographs. The 

average ratio (j) , for at least 25 pairs of plants is used in Equation 2, described by 
Walker et al. (1988) to estimate the percentage covered by the crowns, C:

(1)

can be: estimated by eye or by a

_ 100# 1
(2)
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The sampling of woody vegetation was done on the same 10 locations along the 
transect as shown in figure 3. A plant was randomly selected on each side of the transect 
by walking 20 paces perpendicular to the transect using the vehicle as a reference. Then 
the closest plant was selected. In the case of Leucosphaera, plant dimensions were 
recorded before being harvested and in the case of Mopane crown dimensions were 
recorded together with stem dimensions. The reference plant was also used to perform 
the canopy to gap procedure as shown in figure 3 by choosing five other plants closest to 
it and evaluating visually the canopy to gap ratio between the reference plant and each of 
the five other plants measurement. Care was taken to select only the closest plants as 
this would otherwise have biased the results.

The whole procedure was repeated on the other side of the transect. In total, for each 
site, 100 DPM measurements, 100 canopy to gap ratio estimations and 20 plant 
dimensions were taken. The 20 plants selected were also used to develop the calibration 
procedure described in 2.2. This was reduced to 12 plants in one Leucosphaera site due 
to lack of time before sunset.

It was decided that, for the first year (1995), the survey would be limited to 
grassland. The three grassland sites shown in figure 4 were selected on the high 
resolution imagery. The grassland sites were surveyed four times during the 1995 
growing season. During the 1996 season, steppe and savanna sites were included in the 
survey. Four steppe sites, four savanna sites and three grassland sites were surveyed 
between mid-March and early April.

3.2. Determination o f  site total green biomass

The estimation of herbaceous biomass per site is the most simple because DPM 
measurements are directly related to biomass per unit area. DPM readings were recorded 
in a spreadsheet. Each cluster of five DPM readings (figure 3) was averaged. This was 
to create observations comparable with the original calibration procedure. The 
calibration equation was applied to the averaged value resulting in 20 grass biomass 
value per site. The overall biomass of the site was calculated by taking the mean of the 
20 biomass values. The same method was used in woody vegetation sites without taking 
into account of the woody cover because grass also often grew under the trees and shrubs 
and a reading of zero was recorded when the DPM fell on a shrub.

When assessing grass biomass in the field with the DPM, it was felt that great care 
needed to be taken when individual measurements were below 2.5 cm, which 
corresponds to about 1,000 kg/ha of biomass. Below 2 cm, small irregularities of the 
terrain were likely to have a greater influence on the measurement than the amount of 
biomass and a reading was visually estimated using the DPM calibration curve to derive 
the corresponding biomass. Between 2 and 2.5 cm, the DPM reading was recorded 
providing that the terrain was flat and without stones.

The estimation of woody biomass includes several parameters and the process of 
averaging was carefully considered because of non-linearity. Each location along and on 
each side of the transect was treated individually. This was to take into account of all the 
variations within the site and the non-linearity of the canopy to gap ratio method. A
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biomass value was calculated for each of the 20 sampled plants associated with 5 
measurements of density (canopy to gap ratio). These five estimates of density were 
averaged to establish the density at each plant location. The density combined with the 
plant area gives the number of plants per unit area. The number of plants per unit area 
multiplied by the plant weight gives the biomass corresponding to the plant and density 
considered. 20 plants and five measurements of density per plant resulted in 100 
observations of biomass per site. The estimate of biomass for the whole site was the 
arithmetic mean of these 100 biomass observations plus the grass biomass.

Weight biomass per plant, P, in kilogrammes is determined by the relationship 
between plant dimensions and biomass defined in 2.2. The density cover, C, is 
determined according to equation (2). The number of plants per hectare, N, is:

10000 ^N    C (3)
A

Finally, the total woody biomass per hectare and
plant, Wh is equal to:

W  =  P - N  (4)

In the case of Leucosphaera, the calculation 
of biomass is simplified because the crown area is used in both the calculation of P  and N 
which are cancelled out. Therefore, for Leucosphaera, woody biomass is only related to C 
and the slope of the calibration between plant biomass and area.

For Mopane, where the relationship with biomass is based on volume, woody biomass 
is a function of the slope of the calibration, height and C. It means that once the 
relationship between biomass and plant dimensions has been established, it is not required 
to measure plant area in order to derive estimates of woody biomass. The total woody 
biomass per site is equal to the average of the 20 estimates derived per plant. The 
combined grass and woody biomass is obtained by adding the two estimates.

4. Relationship between estimated biomass and NOAA-AVHRR observations

4.1. NOAA data processing

NOAA-AVHRR imagery was acquired in real-time from the LARST receiving station 
installed at the EEI since 1993 (Williams and Rosenberg, 1993). This allowed us to 
produce NDVI images in near-to-real-time, to select only the best images and to make 
sure that the images would coincide with the fieldwork. A total of seven images were 
selected (4 for the 1995 season and 3 for the 1996 season). Data processing consisted of 
geometric and radiometric correction of the imagery and NDVI calculation. No 
atmospheric correction was performed because it was thought that careful selection of 
imagery, free of clouds and nearest as possible to nadir would be more efficient in keeping
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atmospheric effects to a minimum rather than applying an approximate atmospheric 
correction. Existing methods for removing atmospheric effects often assume constant 
effects over the entire scene and require ground meteorological data that is not realistic to 
obtain for near-to-real-time application. However, the use of normalised radiance values 
is important because data from different satellites and at different time periods are being 
used.

Although, the receiving station software can also output a geo-referenced product, 
this was discarded because the geometric correction performed is based on the satellite 
orbital parameters and on the manual shifting of a warped map on the image. This 
procedure yields an accuracy of about 1-2 pixels in best cases. This is fine for the 
monitoring over a whole country but in our case, the area covered is much smaller 
(22,300km2) and a better geometric correction will reduce the area needed for each 
monitoring site. Moreover, the output from the receiving station is re-projected in 
Latitude/Longitude, again, this is fine for large area but when ground observations are 
collected, a map grid is more appropriate than geographic co-ordinates. Therefore, an 
interactive geometric correction using ground control points was performed on channel 1 
and 2 for each image. The high-resolution Landsat TM geo-referenced imagery was very 
useful for this purpose as a template allowing an accurate positioning of ground control 
points and fast image to image registration. A minimum of well-scattered 12 ground 
control points were selected and a second order transformation model was applied to take 
account of the deformation of AVHRR imagery. The total RMS error obtained was never 
more than 0.6 of the input pixel size and most of the time less than 0.5 pixel. All seven 
NOAA-AVHRR images used were re-sampled using cubic convolution with a 500m pixel 
size and geo-referenced to the UTM map projection. This was the best method to 
estimate the NDVI at our sampling locations. Nearest neighbour preserves NDVI values 
exactly but pixels can be offset by about 1 pixel size because of the geometric correction 
error and re-sampling approximation. A non-linear interpolation procedure, such as 
cubic convolution, is therefore, appropriate to represent the local variations of the NDVI 
around a sample point and to estimate a representative value.

DN values were extracted from the imagery for each channel and for each site. The 
data were input into and spreadsheet where radiometric corrections and NDVI 
calculations were carried out.

Radiometric corrections were based on the work published by Kaufman and Holben 
(1993) and Los (1993) for NOAA9 data and Rao and Chen (1996) for NOAA14, which 
took sensor degradations into account.

4.2. Relationship between green biomass and NDVI

A total of 15 observations were available for grassland for three sites taken at five 
time intervals. The data were analysed together because it was important to investigate 
whether the relationship was stable for near-to-real-time monitoring. Figure 5a shows the 
scatter of points for all the grassland sites. There is a very obvious outlier which 
corresponds to site 4 (figure 4). When examining the plot more closely, points from site 4
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seem to cover a fairly wide range of NDVI but always have a similar biomass value. 
Firstly, although grassland is crucial for wildlife, it covers a small proportion of the Park 
and it is difficult to find sites which cover a sufficiently large area. When site 4 was first 
selected from visual interpretation of the TM imagery, it only covered a slightly smaller 
than 2 by 2 km area of what appeared to be grassland. On the first year (1995), an initial 
field visit showed that the vegetation was mostly composed of annual short grass species. 
This was confirmed during subsequent visits during the 1995 growing season although 
very low biomass levels were observed. However, in 1996, there was a much higher level 
of biomass due to higher rainfall and although there was some of the same short grass 
species present, most of the vegetation was dominated by broad leave herbaceous plants. 
They did not give a measurable DPM reading, which explains the low biomass values 
recorded, but were likely to produce a significant response in NDVI. Site 4 effectively 
belonged to a different vegetation type and a method other than the DPM, e.g. based on 
basal cover, would have been necessary to assess that vegetation type. However, this is a 
very unusual vegetation type in Etosha and is not representative of the Park’s vegetation. 
Therefore, it was decided to discard site 4 from the analysis. Figure 5b shows the 
relationship without site 4, showing a much higher coefficient of determination.

Table 2. Biomass components of savanna sites

Grass biomass W oody biomass Total
(kg/ha) (%) (kg/ha) (%) (kg/ha)

M l 353 34 694 66 1047
M2 196 17 979 83 1175
M3 1016 74 359 26 1375
M4 923 68 429 32 1352

When incorporating all sites surveyed together, the relationship seems much weaker 
(figure 5c). However, one can also clearly identify that the points that are falling the 
furthest from the regression curve are the savanna sites. This would tend to show that 
there is a different calibration curve for savanna. The savanna points tend to fall below 
the calibration curve which means that the NDVI is much higher than that for the other 
sites in relation to the amount of biomass measured. It should be noted that Mopane 
leaves are very broad and bright green leaves, which are likely to reflect more near- 
infrared light than grass. This can explain why savanna sites exhibit a higher NDVI than 
grassland. Furthermore, the proportion of woody biomass in the total site biomass was 
calculated as shown in table 2, and it appeared that savanna site M3 (figure 4), which is 
the closest to the regression curve, has only 26% of its total biomass from woody 
vegetation. M l and M2 (figure 4), which are the furthest from the regression curve have 
respectively 64 and 83% of woody biomass. M4, which is slightly closer to the regression 
curve, has 32% of woody biomass. This tends to corroborate the influence of Mopane 
leaves on the NDVI, although more data would need to be collected to confirm this 
hypothesis.
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Figure 5d shows the combined relationship for grass and steppe sites. The coefficient of 
determination obtained is much higher than when savanna sites were included. However, 
it is not as high as when only grassland sites are considered. This is mainly due to site 1 
which falls below the regression curve. The expected biomass for that site should be 
much higher. A close look at the field data (see table 3) shows that the average plant 
diameter is generally much smaller in site 1 than in the other steppe sites, 0.52m for site 1 
compared to at least 0.63m in other sites. It is possible that with such small plants the 
canopy to gap ratio method to estimate the density is not as reliable. However, it was not 
possible to test this at this stage. The other three steppe sites fit on the regression line. 
Furthermore, the regression curves for grassland alone and grassland/steppe combined are 
not statistically different.

Table 3. Average plant diameter for Leucosphaera bainesii sites

Average plant diameter (m)
Site 1 0.54
Site 2 0.69
Site 3 0.68
Site 5 0.63

5. Production and applications of biomass maps

The pooled relationship developed in the previous section (figure 5c) can be used to 
transform NDVI images acquired at the NOAA HRPT receiving station into biomass 
maps. There are a number of ways in which these biomass maps can be used. This could 
include the monitoring of animal movement in relation to fodder availability during a 
growing season or the monitoring of the Park’s animal carrying capacity from year to 
year and throughout the study area. Furthermore, the comparison of biomass maps with 
animal census could provide a better understanding of the factors influencing animal 
population dynamics.

However, a more direct application of biomass maps is the correlation between fuel 
loads and fire risks. Fires occur naturally in the Park and are normally triggered by 
lightning (Heady 1975). Under favourable conditions, wildfires can spread over large 
areas and can cause major damage to wildlife and vegetation. However, controlled or 
prescribed burning is often used to prevent the occurrence of wildfires by reducing fuel 
loads. Furthermore, controlled fires may benefit wildlife through positive effects on 
vegetation regeneration and habitat diversity (Heady 1975, Holechek et al. 1995). 
Controlled fires have been used in Etosha National Park for the above reasons and the 
Park was divided in a number of fire blocks as shown in figure 6. Trollope and Potgieter 
have shown that in the Kruger National Park, biomass fuel loads needed to reach at least 
1500kg/ha to propagate. Therefore, it is possible to use biomass maps reclassified 
according to a series of thresholds indicating the levels of fire risk. This is illustrated in 
figure 6, where biomass maps were produced at the end of the rainy season for 1995, 1996 
& 1997 using the pooled NDVI / Biomass regression relationship shown in figure 5c.
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(a)

Very low risk <750kg/ha 

Low risk <1500kg/ha 

Moderate risk <2000kg/ha

High risk <3000kg/ha 

Very high risk >3000kg/ha

Kilometers

Figure 6. Biomass maps of Etosha National Park for (a) 27 March 1995, 
(b) 18 march 1996 and, (c) 22 March 1997
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Looking especially at 1995 and 1996, it becomes apparent how such maps could be used 
to target, for controlled burning, fire blocks corresponding to the high to very high risk 
classes. 1997 was an exceptional year, with rainfall in excess of 40 to 60% of the median 
between 1981 and 1996, which explains the extremly high levels of biomass reached 
throughout the Park. As a result, all the conditions for an extensive fire were met and a 
wildfire started at the end of the dry season, which burnt nearly 21% of the Park’s area 
outside the pans, crossing several fire breaks. The conditions of 1997 were very unusual, 
but it is possible that if  some controlled burning had taken place in fire blocks where 
biomass was already relatively high in previous seasons, the wildfire that took place in 
1997 would not have spread so extensively.

6. Conclusion and further development

Firstly, this study has demonstrated methods for near-to-real-time monitoring of 
biomass quantity with NOAA-AVHRR. The value and reliability of the DPM has been 
demonstrated and was shown to be suitable to measure biomass of grassland in the Park. 
However, its use should really be limited to the grass types for which it has been 
calibrated. It is possible, in certain circumstances, that several calibration curves might 
be required depending on the grass types present. The DPM is also not suitable to 
reliably measure biomass below lOOOkg/ha and, other techniques, such as visual 
estimation, need to be used.

Concerning woody plant biomass, the set of techniques that were derived seem 
reasonably reliable. The calibration of green plant biomass based on dimensions worked 
particularly well. The canopy to gap method was also very rapid to implement and seem 
to be a fairly reliable way to assess canopy cover, although it is necessary to investigate 
further the precision of the method in relation to plant size. Once the calibration of plant 
biomass with dimensions has been determined, the measurement of woody biomass 
becomes extremely rapid especially for plant species for which the calibration is based on 
plant area. In this case, the only parameter required is the canopy cover. For plant 
species for which the calibration is based on volume, the parameters required are the 
canopy cover and plant height. This makes the assessment of biomass monitoring sites 
much faster and it is possible to increase the sample size from 20 to 40 plants within a 
site allowing a better characterisation of the site’s variations.

It would also be desirable to extend the work to other Etosha plant species, although 
the existing calibrations that were developed are valid for about 85% of the Park

The need to develop a suitable sampling scheme was also identified. The assistance of 
high resolution imagery for site selection was proved to be very useful and allowed the 
identification of homogeneous sites for selected cover types at the scale of NOAA. It is 
also crucial to develop a suitable sampling scheme for the measurement of biomass within 
the site. The random selection of plants along the transect is particularly important and 
the measurement of canopy cover needs to be based on the selected plants. This allows 
the measurement of variations within the site and the assessment of the precision of the 
estimate.
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It was also demonstrated that single AVHRR images, received locally, could be 
calibrated against biomass allowing near-to-real-time monitoring of biomass quantity. 
Nevertheless, the number of points available for the calibration are still limited and more 
observations would be needed to confirm that the calibration remains stable through space 
and time. It already appears that the same calibration could be used for grassland and 
steppe. This is particularly encouraging because grassland and steppe are present in the 
same areas and are difficult to differentiate at the scale of NOAA. However, it seems that 
savanna sites need a different calibration especially when the proportion of woody 
biomass reaches a certain level. More observations need to be collected to be able to 
confirm this theory and to determine this threshold.

It was shown that biomass maps could be used for the planning of prescribed burning. 
If local reception of NOAA data is possible, biomass maps can be produced in near-to- 
real-time and a direct application is to target areas suitable for controlled burning of fire 
blocks mainly to prevent large scale wildfires. However, more work is required on 
refining the relationship between biomass and the NDVI for different vegetation 
communities, but also to investigate whether the effective burning threshold varies 
according to the vegetation type. The main factor influencing the development of a fire is 
the amount of grass biomass and the proportion of grass to total green biomass will vary 
according to the vegetation type, which suggests that fire thresholds will be lower for pure 
grassland than for savanna. However, this remains to be investigated and stresses the 
importance of a suitable stratification of the Park’s vegetation. Finally, biomass maps 
could potentially be used for several other purposes linked to rangeland and wildlife 
management such as monitoring of animal movement and assessment of carrying 
capacity.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis was presented as a series of papers with their own conclusions that 

have been published or have been submitted for publication in refereed journals or in 
conference proceedings. This chapter is not aimed at repeating the conclusions of 
each of the individual papers. Rather, it attempts to summarise the main findings of 
the research and to make recommendations on further research required to improve 
techniques using remote sensing for a better understanding of vegetation dynamics in 
Southern Africa.

In previous chapters of the thesis, the role of remote sensing for collecting 
strategic information about vegetation in Southern Africa was outlined. A particular 
emphasis was given to demonstrating that it is possible to apply robust methods to the 
operational assessment of vegetation in Southern Africa. This was done through the 
combination of widely and regularly available remote sensing data sources (NOAA- 
AVHRR), survey design, field measurements and time series analysis.

As stressed in previous chapters, products derived from the use of remotely 
sensed data for strategic monitoring of vegetation currently offer a low level of 
sophistication which only makes qualitative analyses possible. The main reason for 
this is the difficulty to extract vegetation related information from existing satellite- 
derived products such as the NDVI or a thematic classification. As a result, 
environmental satellite and especially meteorological satellite data are under-utilised. 
Therefore, the main aim of the research was to attempt to develop techniques that 
would facilitate information extraction from satellite data in the context of strategic 
monitoring of vegetation in Africa. In the first chapter, three main areas were 
identified where remote sensing could play a significant role. These were:

• Land cover / use mapping

• Monitoring of vegetation conditions

• Crop yield and vegetation biomass measurements

Each of these areas will be reviewed in turn to identify the main findings of the 
research and some recommendations for further work. The issue of data availability 
is particularly crucial especially for real-time operation and will also be looked at in 
relation to these areas of applications.

1 Land cover mapping

The implementation of area frame sampling methodology initially developed for 
the European context and here applied in Africa proved to be a success. In this work, 
it was demonstrated that the same levels of accuracy are achievable in an African 
context compared to Europe for an equivalent complexity of the classification 
scheme. However, the importance of the choice of an appropriate classification 
scheme has to be recognised. It appears that the use of a structural scheme which 
allows classes to grouped at various hierarchical levels is best adapted for use with 
satellite imagery when it is difficult to know a priori which cover types are 
distinguishable. This approach was particularly successful in Etosha National Park 
where it was applied in natural vegetation.

Such a classification scheme was implemented within an area frame sampling 
strategy and proved perfectly adapted for this type of survey. The practicality of this
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method for operational assessment has sometimes been questioned by the remote 
sensing community because of problematical access to field sites and the difficulty to 
identify distinguishable features on the image that are also identifiable in the field. 
However, the use of a GPS and surrogate information when necessary, obtained for 
example from a low altitude aerial survey, illustrated in Chapter 2, showed that it was 
perfectly possible. Another reason often put forward against the implementation of 
such a survey is the higher cost it implies. However, the survey described in chapter 2 
was realised at a fairly low cost: 2 man months with a vehicle and about £400 worth 
of aviation fuel to survey a 22,000 km2 area at a 1% sampling rate. The cost of flying 
was especially cheap because the Namibian Ministry of Environment and Tourism 
provided the aircraft and the pilot. This may not always be possible but the cost 
would still remain fairly low considering only a standard light aircraft is required. It 
should also be added that an extensive ground survey was carried out which took most 
of the two man months. The ground component took about 10 times the time required 
by the aerial component. This was to check the accuracy of the aerial survey. In an 
operational context, the ground component could be reduced to a calibration level 
only aimed at becoming familiar with the land cover types present in the area.

Furthermore, chapter 2 showed that extracting quantitative information from 
thematic maps requires an unbiased ground calibration sample. However, although 
the value of the combination of digital classification with unbiased field survey has 
been demonstrated, thematic mapping, undertaken in African countries, is often based 
upon a more traditional combination of photo-interpretation and limited ground 
survey whenever classes are too difficult to distinguish on the image. Several reasons 
can be put forward. This can be because such a method is too sophisticated or too 
costly to be implemented when dealing with a whole country. But equally, it could be 
because commercial organisations or commissioning organisations do not have the 
technical knowledge to implement this method or judge its benefits. Rogers (1995) 
suggested that the rate of adoption of an innovation was affected by five factors:

• Relative advantage -  degree to which an innovation is perceived as better 
than the idea it supersedes

• Compatibility -  degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent 
with the existing values, past experiences and needs of potential adopters

• Complexity -  degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively 
difficult to understand and use

• Trialability -  degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a 
limited basis

• Observability -  degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to 
others

From the results shown in chapter 2 and in the appendix, it is clear that there are 
many relative advantages to perform land cover mapping in Africa using a 
combination of unbiased ground observations and digital classification rather than a 
traditional approach of photo-interpretation. Because the methodology is more 
robust, results are more consistent and quantitative estimates can be derived with a 
measurable degree of confidence. However, the implementation of these new 
techniques requires a greater move toward information technology which up until 
recently has been lagging behind the rest of the world in African countries. This may 
have had an effect on the degree of compatibility and provide a partial explanation to
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the relatively low uptake. The level of complexity may also be another factor 
hampering the adoption of the technique. It is true that traditional methods still 
require expert knowledge but there is a change of emphasis in the nature of the 
expertise required. Although it is possible to conduct pilot studies to demonstrate the 
value of digital classification versus traditional methods, this would already require a 
large investment in the new technology which denotes a low trialability level. 
Finally, observability has also been a problem due to the lack of visibility of the 
benefits to the user: both digital classification and traditional methods produce maps 
and class areas can be calculated. Users do not always realise that the map produced 
using traditional methods can be inaccurate because measurement of map accuracy 
has only recently become a serious issue with the advent of digital handling of spatial 
databases.

From assessing the five attributes controlling the rate of adoption of an 
innovation according to Rogers (1995), it becomes clear why digital classification has 
not been more widely adopted. A sign of hope is that recently prices of IT equipment 
in some African countries have been falling dramatically both in absolute and relative 
terms. This is due to a combination of the general trend in the IT market but more 
importantly to a reduction of import duties on IT equipment. For example, in 
Namibia, five years ago a standard PC used to cost at least twice as much as in the 
UK, now prices are more or less equivalent. As a result, many African countries are 
now entering the IT revolution and this will inevitably have a positive impact on 
digital analysis of satellite imagery. However, this would only improve the situation 
for only one of Rogers attributes, Compatibility. The adoption of the innovation 
would most likely require more than just one attribute to be fulfilled. As said earlier, 
at the moment, the relative advantage of a mapping exercise based on the 
combination of an area frame sample and digital classification of satellite imagery is 
not very well perceived by users. This is probably due to a low degree of 
observability of the differences with more traditional techniques. The main reason is 
that up until now, decisions were mostly based on political ground and little emphasis 
was put on robust unbiased methods of gathering information. However, there is a 
chance that the drive towards better governance in African countries will increase the 
demand for such methods. Techniques such as the combination of area frame 
sampling with digital classification put great emphasis on an objective and 
quantitative approach. In order to produce maps based on unbiased observations, the 
use of a properly designed field survey is the only alternative dismissing any other 
more traditional techniques.

The availability of the data is obviously another important issue to consider in 
using remote sensing for thematic mapping. It was shown in the appendix that results 
could be considerably affected when the imagery could not be obtained on time. 
However, the available sources of high-resolution imagery have improved in recent 
years and delivery time from image supplier is now of the order of one to two weeks. 
Furthermore, environmental satellite imagery can now be delivered on CD-ROM 
which means that no specialised hardware is required to read the data in the system. 
Suppliers have also created a series of pre-processed products (radiometric and 
geometric corrections and image enhancement techniques have been applied) 
implying that it is no longer necessary to be an image-processing specialist to start 
making use of satellite imagery. Although image suppliers try in this way to make 
their products available to a wider public, the type of analysis described in chapter 2 
and in the appendix would still require expert users. Nevertheless, the cost of high-
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resolution satellite imagery is still a major factor when deciding whether to use 
satellite imagery or not (Harris 1997) and prices are still too high especially for 
African users. This means that it is unlikely that the imagery will be purchased 
outside of well-funded projects. Although the price policy of SPOTimage does not
seem likely to change, it appears that the US government will radically change its
policy for Landsat 7, only charging US$600 per scene.

2 Monitoring of vegetation conditions

In this thesis it was shown that the monitoring and assessment of vegetation 
conditions requires at least two elements. Firstly, meteorological satellite data such as 
NOAA-AVHRR must be acquired in real-time to ensure that data cover the country or 
study area considered and also to ensure that the information derived is not obsolete 
when it becomes available to users. This normally implies the use of a local receiving 
station. Fortunately, low-cost NOAA receiving stations have now been available for a 
number of years and installed in several African countries. These receivers allow the 
acquisition of AVHRR data in those countries on a routine basis with a system that is 
relatively simple to operate.

Other benefits include a better sense of ownership of the outputs produced and 
the capacity to tailor products to users’ requirements. Furthermore, the operation of a 
receiving station is perceived as a “high tech” employment opportunity in countries 
where these jobs are not widely available. It should also be stressed that for the above 
reasons and because there are no other methods available to monitor factors affecting 
food security in real time, the uptake of these techniques is much faster than for land 
cover mapping. This was demonstrated in chapter 5 which shows how the vegetation 
monitoring techniques described in chapter 3 were successfully transferred to 
Botswana in an operational context.

The receivers output standard calibrated products such as individual channels 
with reflectance values or the NDVI. These products, notably the NDVI in the case of 
vegetation monitoring, are difficult to interpret on their own and especially by non
specialists. They need to be compared to a historical archive which is the second 
element required for monitoring vegetation conditions with remote sensing. The 
comparison of the current image acquired by the receiver with the archive allows 
users to determine whether conditions for a specific area are higher or lower than 
normal. Such a technique was developed for the purpose of this research and named 
the VPI. The development and implementation of the VPI was described in Chapter 
3. The main comparative advantage of the VPI is a greater reliability than other 
NDVI derived products and the ability to be understood by non-specialists users. This 
should facilitate the dissemination of the information through the hierarchy, thus 
improving the way decisions are taken by providing objective and reliable information 
to decision makers.

The initial satellite archive that was used (FAO-ARTEMIS NDVI) covered a 
10-year period which was the maximum available at the time. The archive was 
developed by FAO for the purpose of monitoring and its main advantage was that it 
had the same level of processing as the receiving station’s outputs. This is an 
essential requirement of the analysis otherwise the comparison of the current with 
archive data will not be possible.

Subsequently, a second archive, PAL, became available which covered a longer 
time period and was planned to be continuously updated. This archive is particularly
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applicable for time series analysis allowing extension of the period of record to a total 
of 15 years. The extension of the time series is crucial to identify extreme events 
more precisely. However, the PAL archive had a different level of processing than 
that of ARTEMIS or receiving station’s outputs, notably incorporating atmospheric 
corrections. Therefore, it was necessary to check the level of compatibility between 
the two archives before starting to use the extended time series. This study was 
described in Chapter 4 and showed that there were significant differences between the 
two data sets but also that it was possible to apply an empirical correction based on 
linear regression to make the two archives compatible. Furthermore, the study 
showed that the atmospheric corrections applied to PAL did not appear to bring any 
improvements to the data although this remains to be confirmed by a more detailed 
study. It should also be noted that atmospheric corrections are difficult to apply and 
more particularly in the context of real-time applications. Most of the time, input 
parameters for a semi-deterministic atmospheric model are missing or incomplete and 
do not take into account spatial variations. Instead, approximations or averaged 
values have to be used. As a result, there is little evidence in the literature that such 
atmospheric corrections improve the relationship between remotely sensed data and 
biophysical parameters. Therefore, it seems that atmospheric corrections should be 
discarded from processing chains unless their degree of reliability improves 
significantly.

The extended time series was used to implement the VPI in a third study area, 
Botswana, where it was produced operationally. VPI maps were generated in near 
real-time for the 1996-97 and 1997-98 rainy seasons. More importantly the maps 
were presented and well-received by decision-makers.

Currently the resolution of the VPI maps is limited by the pixel resolution of the 
imagery used to generate the stratification. In the case of Zambia and Botswana this 
is the resolution of the historical NOAA archive which is about 64km2. Clearly this 
degree of precision is insufficient for some regional planning for which the full 
resolution of AVHRR would be more adapted. The application of the VPI in Etosha 
showed that it was possible to apply the technique with LAC data. This was made 
possible thanks to the stratification derived from the digital classification of Landsat 
TM. The use of TM for a whole country for such an exercise can not realistically be 
envisaged but TM could be replaced efficiently with a time series of 1km AVHRR. 
Unfortunately a long-term archive of AVHRR at that resolution does not exist at 
present.

One of the main outputs from this work was the development of the VPI which 
was applied successfully in three different sites. Chapter 3 stressed a number of 
theoretical advantages of the VPI technique compared to existing ones but it would be 
necessary to carry out more research to compare the VPI with traditional techniques to 
see whether these advantages are observed in practise. The main advantages of the 
VPI are on the one hand the capability to undertake return period analysis and 
secondly the VPI does not make any assumption about the nature of the statistical 
distribution of the NDVI. However, for some cases, the assumption made by other 
methods may be close enough to reality to be acceptable. Furthermore, the way in 
which the VPI has been used is still very much for a qualitative approach, which is 
perfectly adapted for the purpose of an early warning system. However, this does not 
make use of the technique’s full potential and further work is required to develop 
more quantitative analysis based on the VPI.
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3 Vegetation quantity measurements

It was also demonstrated in Chapter 6 that AVHRR could be used for real-time 
monitoring of biomass providing that the quality of the imagery was carefully 
controlled (close to nadir and as free as possible of atmospheric contamination). This 
is easily achievable in the context of local reception where the operator can assess the 
imagery to be used. However, success in the use of AVHRR for vegetation 
monitoring also requires the field data to be representative of a calibration site suitable 
for AVHRR. Special care was taken to make sure that this was the case and a number 
of existing techniques for biomass measurements were successfully adapted and 
integrated to use for calibration of satellite imagery. This stresses the importance of 
the expert’s assessment of the imagery compared to a fully automated processing 
chain that cannot provide the same level of precision. A good example is geometric 
correction. Most automated processing chains of AVHRR rely on orbital parameters 
and manual shifts of the image to match a vector file of the country or region 
considered. This cannot achieve the level of precision reached when using properly 
selected ground control points.

The correlation between pooled field observations of biomass and satellite 
observations of NDVI, was strong and consistent, thus making the derivation of a 
unique relation possible. However, the scrutiny of the results seems to suggest that 
different relationships exist for separate cover types, although this would have to be 
confirmed by further data collection and analysis. Again this stresses the importance 
of stratification and this is where the role of a high resolution satellite derived 
vegetation map could prove extremely useful to improve separation between cover 
types. This would allow the application of a different relation for each vegetation 
cover thus improving the reliability of the resulting biomass map. Another approach 
to solve this problem would be linked to the derivation of quantitative products from 
the VPI mentioned at the end of the previous section. This should prevent the 
necessity of applying a different relation for each cover type because the variation in 
cover type response is removed when the VPI is used. An example is briefly outlined 
at the end of Chapter 3, where it seems that the VPI could be used for the prediction 
of maize production in Zambia.

As mentioned above, the quality of the AVHRR imagery is another important 
factor to consider. It is well known that some of the problems associated with 
AVHRR are the lack of on-board calibration that prevents reliable and constant 
monitoring of sensor degradation, and the geometric deformation and other effects 
due to the large scan angle. For many years AVHRR was the only operational sensor 
of its category but new sensors that are specifically adapted to vegetation monitoring 
are now or will soon become operational. SPOT-4 Vegetation has recently been 
launched and provides a much improved level of calibration and geometry thanks to 
the push-broom configuration of its sensor. With its blue waveband, it also provides a 
way of implementing more reliable atmospheric corrections. A relevant area of 
research would be to evaluate the significance of the improved level of reliability of 
products derived from SPOT4 Vegetation compared to AVHRR. The use of WiFS 
(Wide Field Sensor) on board IRS 1C and ID is also worth considering and would 
provide enhanced information. It has a higher spatial resolution (188m pixel size) 
while maintaining a fairly high temporal resolution (4 to 5 days), which should make 
possible the monitoring of vegetation at a much larger map scale and could be used 
for applications such as catchment management. More relevant at national level, the 
use of Meteosat Second Generation data opens up new possibilities for land
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applications (Cihlar et al. 1999). Increased spatial and spectral resolution (compared 
to the first generation of Meteosat) makes the data comparable to AVHRR with a 
much higher temporal resolution (one image every 15 minutes) and a better geometric 
fidelity. For instance, the high repeat coverage over the same area offer interesting 
opportunities for the monitoring of bidirectional reflectances (Cihlar et al. 1999). 
However, a major challenge with the new sources of data will be to maintain the 
continuity with archived data which is essential for the application of a methodology 
such as the VPI.

4 Integrated vegetation monitoring at national level

Each of the separate elements of this research, land cover mapping, vegetation 
monitoring and biomass assessment, only has limited interest on its own in an 
operational context but it is the integration of the elements that make them particularly 
powerful as a natural resources monitoring tool. One could imagine a multi-scale 
survey where detailed land cover mapping would be carried out regularly on a few 
selected areas. This could be linked to fairly detailed fieldwork to estimate vegetation 
quantity and linked to AVHRR for allowing a complete coverage of the country. This 
type of system would provide real-time and reliable information and give a more 
quantitative aspect to early warning and monitoring systems. As a result the 
information produced would complement or sometimes could even replace 
information produced by governmental statistical services. Traditionally, statistical 
services in African countries were inherited from colonial times and are not 
necessarily adapted to the country’s requirements or data gathering capacity. 
Estimates often come too late to be really useful and are derived using inappropriate 
methods for which no precision estimates or data quality measures are available.

Unfortunately, current management decisions in Africa are rarely taken on the 
basis of objective information. Much work still remains to be done in raising the 
awareness of decision-makers to the value of information derived from remote 
sensing techniques. Many good and useful products can be derived from the 
integration of satellite imagery and field observation but too often these products do 
not leave the offices of the experts that have been producing them. Remote sensing 
will certainly gain more recognition as a science when the information it produces 
will become an integral part of the decision making process in the management of 
vegetation resources. Remote sensing techniques such as the ones developed and 
tested in this work can provide an up to date, reliable and unbiased source of 
information for vegetation resources. In this work methods were developed and tested 
for land cover mapping, vegetation monitoring and biomass assessment. These 
methods were developed with an operational approach in mind and it is now possible 
to apply and combine these techniques to contribute to the development of an 
integrated vegetation monitoring system at national level, thus enabling countries 
heavily dependant on agriculture and rangeland to better manage their vegetation 
resources.
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n^jp* Summary

Background

I n 1986, the European Community (EC) carried out a feasibility study, through its Directorate 
General for Agriculture (DG VI), to see if  remote sensing technology could be used to improve 
the collection o f agricultural information to assist the management o f the Common Agricultural 

Policy (CAP). The working party visited the national statistical offices in France, Italy, Germany, 
United Kingdom and Spain; and, DG VI and the European Statistical Office (EUROSTAT) in the 
EC, to assess the statistical methodology for providing agricultural information then currently used 
by those member states. The potential use o f remote sensing was assessed in consultation with 
centres in France, Italy, Germany, the United Kingdom and Spain and at the Joint Research Centre 
(JRC-Ispra). On-going projects using remote sensing to assist the acquisition o f agricultural 
information in France, Italy and Spain were studied. The managers o f the European Agricultural 
Guidance and Guarantee Fund (FEOGA) were consulted to identify the EC's needs for agricultural 
information.
The feasibility study identified several aspects o f the existing agricultural information system where 
improvements were needed among these were:

• improved timeliness of information. The requirement was for first estimates of 

winter and spring crops in the first half o f June and improved estimates o f these 

and for summer crops in the first half of September.

• the development o f an objective methodology which could be applied in all

member states and be uniformly credible 
Remote sensing methods were identified as the way forward to achieve these objectives and by 
1988, the EC started a programme entitled Monitoring Agriculture with Remote Sensing (MARS), 
managed by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) at Ispra. One o f the first aims in the MARS 
programme was to investigate an operational methodology for carrying out inventories o f crop areas 
with the aid o f remote sensing, within selected statistical reporting regions. This became known as 
Action 1. The main aim was to estimate the area o f all crops o f interest to the EC within specified 
geographical regions, which were used by member states for statistical reporting. A second aim was 
to obtain estimates o f crop yields per unit area in the same regions so that estimates of total 
production could be made.
This report is a synthesis o f the work, the results and an assessment o f the achievements o f Action 1. 
The report consists o f this stand-alone executive summary and five additional sections. The first 
three enlarge on the main elements o f the methodology: ground survey, remote sensing and the 
combination o f these using regression. These sections also present a sysnthesis o f the results and 
comments on their accuracy. PART 4 is an assessment o f technical factors influencing the results. 
PART 5 is the Bibliography, listing all the contractors reports and other reference material which 
have been used to provide the basis of this work.
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Geographical evolution
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Figure 1 (A;B;C;D): Geographical evolution o f test sites used for regional crop inventories in 
Europe: 1988 - 1992
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T he locations of the regional inventory programme study sites are shown in Figure 1. Five test 
sites were chosen in 1988, each covering approximately 20,000 sq. km. These were in France 
(Centre), Germany (Bayern), Greece (Makedonia), Italy (Emilia-Romagna) and Spain 

(Castilla-Leon). The sites were selected to be representative of cropping and agricultural systems in 
the EC and to be in areas less affected by cloud cover. This was to maximise the chances of 
obtaining clear satellite images. An investigation of existing archives of satellite imagery suggested 
that acquisition would be easier in continental or Mediterranean climates.
In 1990, some of the original test sites of Action 1 were increased in size to include neighbouring 
administrative districts. In 1991, the original test sites were included except in Germany. In Spain 
and Italy, the area was extended and a new study area was started in Portugal. In 1992, a large part 
of Spain and Greece were covered. Additional sites were the whole of Belgium and three counties in 
the southern United Kingdom. Two non-EC sites, the whole of the Czech Republic and a region of 
Romania were also included.two additional. The same method has been also applied in test sites 
surveyed for FEOGA in south of Italy and north of Greece. The objective of these was to obtain 
area estimates for durum wheat to check farmers declarations.

Administrative evolution

T here were two underlying principles which guided the administrative evolution of Action 1: 
transfer of technology and transfer of supervision to the appropriate government services of 
the member states. The capacity for implementation of Action 1 methodology was extremely 

variable across the EC at the beginning. So initially, the work was carried out by private contractors, 
closely supervised by JRC and with varying inputs from government services. The technical 
capacity to carry out the work at local level was increased by collaborating with local government 
services, locally based private contractors and internationally renown contracting companies. By 
1992, the surveys were mostly carried out under the supervision of the local Ministries of 
Agriculture and they were moving from a semi-operational to a fully operational approach. Thus by 
1992, responsibility for the test sites was as shown in Figure 1 and can be grouped in three 
categories:

• EC collaborative sites
• non-EC collaborative sites
• national sites

The last categories includes, the AGRIT project of the Italian Ministry of Agriculture. In that case, 
there was no direct participation of the MARS project rather an exchange of experience and points 
of view. In other cases, projects were partially financed by the project

Technical Approach

T he estimation of crop areas with remote sensing was first carried out in the USA by the 
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) of the USD A, in the 1970s. The application of 
the USDA methods was under investigation in Italy in 1985 and some results were available 

for assessment by the MARS project. Independent studies were commissioned to consider the 
USDA method and alternatives and the USDA was closely consulted about their experiences with 
remote sensing and the gathering of agricultural information. The outcome was the method outlined 
below, and in Figure 2, which was based on the USDA technique modified for European conditions.

4 Taylor, Sunnier, Delince, Gat lego
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Figure 2: Technical approach for estimation of crop areas in Action 1

Initially, two separate area estimates are made. The first is by ground observations of crop areas in a 
random sample of fixed-size areas within the study region. The total area of each crop in the whole 
of the study region is then estimated by classical statistical methods. This methodology can be used 
alone as an agricultural information system. The second estimate is by digital classification of the 
satellite imagery. Satellite images comprise of measurements of surface reflectance properties made 
systematically over the landscape. Each measurement is an average value for a small square area (20 
or 30 m square usually). With this technique, the whole of the region is classified by computer and 
the area can be calculated by counting the number of the small squares, known as pixels, in each 
class. The estimates by the first method suffer from high sampling errors. The classification method 
has no sampling error, however, area estimates are not accurate because significant numbers of 
pixels of the satellite image can be mis-classified. Finally, the third estimate uses the two sources of 
information together. The relationship between ground survey information and the satellite image 
classification is determined by regression methods. The so-called regression estimate which results 
is more accurate than either the ground survey or the image classification.
The improvement achieved by combining ground observations with satellite data can be calculated 
by a parameter known as the relative efficiency (RE). The RE can be used to estimate the additional 
size of ground survey sample needed to achieve an equivalent improvement in accuracy of area 
estimates. Thus, the value of applying remote sensing is the cost saving by reducing the ground 
sample for a desired level of accuracy in crop area estimation. The precision of area estimates from 
the ground survey and the regression can be measured by the Coefficient of Variation (CV). This 
can also be used to judge when there are serious discrepancies between Action 1 estimates and those 
from other sources.

Taylor, Sunnier, Delince, Gatlego
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Main findings

• Crop area estimates from the ground survey. The average precision of crop area estimates 

varied inversely with the crop area. For typical areas of main crops, the average precision’s at 
regional, national and Community levels were 9.0. 3.3 and 1.2% respectively.

• Improvement o f crop areas estimates with remote sensing. The improvement in precision of 
crop area estimates with remote sensing was variable but, on average, the improved precision's at 
regional national and Community levels were 5.7, 2.1 and 0.8%.

• Cost-effectiveness of remote sensing. The relative efficiency of remote sensing improved during 

the progress of Action J. This was mainly because implementation improved with experience. By 
1991, the overall average relative efficiency was 2.55. This was considerably better than thresholds 

commonly accepted for remote sensing to be cost-effective and those calculated in Action I.

• Satellite Imagery. Cloud cover was not generally a problem at any of the study sites. There were 
a few organisational problems which were overcome. By the end o f Action 1. coverage with high 
quality imagery in the specified time-windows was usually >90%. Delivery times were 

acceptable once a few organisational problems were overcome.

• Timeliness. There were no technical restrictions to cause delays unless images acquisition was a 

problem.

• Yield survey: The yield survey was a relatively small part of Action 1. There were problems 
with collection of yield data. The methodology to estimate crop yields with remote sensing 
requires more development.

• Harmonisation o f European agricultural information. Action 1 methodology w as readily 
adapted over a wide range of European conditions. Crop area stimalcs from Action 1 methods 

can be used to make comparisons with equivalent figures obtained with different methods used 
by member states and to delect serious discrepancies.

• Technical guidelines. The experience of Action 1 enabled a series of guidelines for quality 
control of future work to be identified. These are provided in PART 4.

• Geopolitical considerations. Action 1 stimulated considerable collaboration between statistical 
services, private consultants and research organisations within and between member slates. The 
progress of work and results were disseminated in bulletins produced by JRC and at several 
international conferences organised by them.

6 Taylor, Sunnier, Delince, Gall ego
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1. Crop inventory by ground survey

The design o f  ground surveys using an area-frame sample is described. The 
statistical form ulae fo r  area calculations are presented Variations in the 
methodology applied and the fie ld  work procedures used during Action 1 are 
explained. The perform ance o f  the methodology is assessed.

1.1 General Statistical Methodology

Figure 1.1: Squared grid overlaid on a small region.

1.1.1 Summary of approach at each study site

The site is completely sub-divided into a finite number of elementary areas referred to as segments. 
A random sample of the segments is drawn from the so-called area-frame and the area of each crop 
of interest is measured in each sample segment by field work. The approach for estimating crop

Taylor, Sannier, Delince, Gallego 7
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areas for the site is by direct expansion of the field measurements. Crop yields are obtained for a 
sub-sample of segments and are used to estimate average yields. The site can be stratified to 
improve both area and yield estimates. The methodology is modified to account for geographical 
variation and to include preferences of individual Member States.

1.1.2 Sample selection

Figure 1.1 shows an area-frame of square segments overlaid onto the province of Varese, Italy 
which will be used to illustrate the recommended form of the methodology. To simplify the ground 
survey design, the boundary of the region is approximated to follow the grid, as shown in Figure 
1.2, to avoid sub-division of segments. Thus, segments falling across boundaries are completely 
included if more than 50% of their area fell within the region and totally excluded otherwise.

A systematic random sample with replication is generally used and designed as follows. The region 
is divided into blocks of segments (e.g. 10 x 10 segments), as shown in Figure 1.2, where the area- 
frame grid is not included for clarity. A sample segment is chosen randomly within a block. The 
systematic random sample is created by selecting segments at the equivalent locations in each of the

Figure 1.2: Systematic sample with a distance threshold

8 Taylor, Sunnier. Delince. Gallcgo
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blocks. The process is repeated to produce several replicates per block. Three replicates are shown 
in Figure 1.2. Some additional restrictions can be set on the distance between replicates to ensure a 
good distribution of the segments and to avoid any forbidden areas, e.g. edges of aerial photographs. 
Only the segments falling in the region are retained and surveyed.

N .B .:  In the context o f Action 1, the term random is always meant in the 

statistical sense. Sample locations are selected using unbiased techniques 

and not by ad hoc or haphazad selection.

1.1.3 Direct expansion estimates

The classical expansion formulae give an unbiased estimate for the area of land use, or for its 
proportion, yc. It is better to compute the estimates as proportions rather than as absolute areas

because this automatically takes account of errors resulting from small localised variations in the 
scale of segment maps and drawing or digitising errors. The estimate of the proportion of land area 
covered by class c is given by: _ ' ■

1=1
with variance

Var(yc) = [ I -  — ] ^  ^  £  (yt ~ y c)

where: y, is the proportion of segment i covered by class c, N  is total number of segments in the 

region, n is number of segments in the sample. The proportion of the study region sampled (Tn) is 
the sample fraction. When this is less than 5%, the correction factor for a finite population (l -  ),

can be omitted from the above formula (Cochran, 1977). The estimate of the class area is:

Zc = D y c
with variance Var(Zc) = D 2 Var{yc)

where D  is the area of the region.

1.1.4 Stratification

The aim of stratification is to sub-divide the region of interest into a number of non-overlapping 
sub-regions known as strata such that the variation of crop area per segment within each stratum is 
less than the variation between the strata. When stratification is carried out before sampling, the
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expansion formulae are applied to each stratum, h, as though it is a separate region. The area of a 
class and the variance in a stratum is thus:

Zh =Dh.yh and Var{Zh) = D2hVar{yh)

The total area of the class in the region is the sum of the area estimates in each stratum:
H

Zh
h=1

with total variance equal to the sum of the variances of each stratum:

Var(Z) -  £  Var(Zt ) = £  D^VarCy,)
h=1 h=1

1.1.5 Example of stratified sample design

Figure 1.3 shows the province of Vicenza in Italy divided into three strata based on landforms, 
which influenced the intensity of agriculture, 

plains: intensive agriculture 
hills: medium intensity agriculture 
mountains: low intensity agriculture

Mountains

Plain

Hills

Plain

Figure 1.3: Stratification in Vicenza.
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The efficiency of the survey is increased by varying the sampling rate according to the intensity o f  

agriculture. A  higher sampling rate is used for strata where agriculture is predominant and lower 

rates where it is marginal. The sample selection proceeds as before by overlaying the region with a 

square grid. The strata boundaries are approximated to the nearest segment applying the same rule 

as for the region boundary. The region is divided into blocks o f segments and the number of 

replicates per block is chosen to provide the highest sampling rate needed. Lower sampling rates are 

achieved by eliminating replicates at random, as required. Blocks can cross several strata thus the 

replicates for that block can be in different strata. Replicates are kept in the sample if  they 

correspond to the ones chosen for the strata covered by the block.

Figure 1.4 shows the final sample for the Province o f Vicenza. In the example, the segment size was 

500m x 500m and the block size was 10 km x 10 km giving 400 segments per block. The highest 

sampling rate was 1%, for intensive agriculture on the plains, requiring 4 replicates. The sampling 

rates for medium and low intensity agriculture were 0.5% and 0.25% for which 2 and 1 replicates 

respectively were chosen.

Figure 1.4: Final sample o f segments in the Province o f Vicenza.
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1.1.6 Efficiency of stratification

The quality of a stratification is assessed by the relative efficiency which is the ratio between the 
variance of the estimates with and without stratification, given by:

Var{Zmn) 
n‘ r“ '  Var(Zs„ t )

However, the same reduction in variance could also be achieved by increasing the size of the ground 
survey sample such that:

_ jya r(y ) nx
t f s t r a t  I T,  /  \fV ar{y) n

where Uj is the increased sample size. The stratification will be economical if its relative efficiency 
exceeds a threshold given by:

» ( W 1)P> 7
where n is the sample size, p is the cost of surveying additional segments, 5 is the cost of the 
stratification and t the number of years that the stratification is likely to be used.
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1.2 Application and variations

1.2.1 Survey design

In Action 1, the area sampling frames were usually regular square grids. The exception was in Italy 
where the area frame was changed in 1990, to consist of segments which were irregular in shape 
and size. These were individually delineated using "natural" boundaries, such as roads, rivers and 
permanent field limits.

The aligned systematic random sample design with replication was normally used. A alternative 
approach, used in 1992 in the United Kingdom, was to select random locations separately for each 
block which produces an unaligned systematic random sample.

The recommended segment size was 49 ha. This required the production of a special grid (700 m x 
700 m) for the sampling frame and the systematic sample was selected in a 11.2 km x 11.2 km block 
with four replicates at full sample rate. In many cases, the sampling frame was based on an existing 
map grid for convenience of application. In Spain, where the study area was greatly increased, the 
49 ha segment size was retained, using part of the 1km map grid square, with three replicates 
selected within 10 km x 10 km blocks. A 100 ha (1 km square) segment was used in England and 
the south of Italy (FEOGA project). In Belgium, a 25 ha segment was used; selected within a 20 km 
x 20 km block with 11 to 22 replicates. In the Czech Republic, where very big fields were 
encountered, 400 ha segments (2km x 2km) were selected from a 40 km x 40 km block with 2 to 12 
replicates. A 36 ha segment (600 m x 600 m), based on the existing national sampling system, was 
used in some areas in France.

There were various approaches employed to stratify the regions of interest. These may be 
summarised as follows:

Identification and delineation of sub-areas with different agricultural systems by photo 
interpretation of geometrically corrected satellite imagery
Use of existing statistical reporting sub-regions for which previous agricultural information was 
available. These were of variable size, generally less than 100 sq. km in area. Strata were 
formed by grouping the sub-regions according to the proportion of the area in agriculture or in 
the crops of interest.
Use of an existing classification of agricultural regions
Combination of existing thematic maps such as land-use, geology and soils within a GIS

After the first year, the stratifications were generally modified slightly and the number of segments 
sampled within each stratum was optimised for the main crops of interest by using the Neyman 
allocation. This assumes the unit cost of surveying segments is the same for all strata, and then the
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variance of the estimate, using a stratified sample, is minimised when the number of segments 
sampled in each stratum is proportional to NhVarh(y).

The optimum allocation was generally different for each of the main crops of interest and a 
compromise allocation was usually made. When users believed it was desirable to keep the same 
sample of segments for several years and to be able to modify stratum boundaries adjacent strata 
were given the same sampling intensity.

1.2.2 Fieldwork

The field work consisted of visiting each segment to produce an accurate map of crops and other 
land cover for all the field parcels contained within it. In some cases observations for crop yield 
estimation were also made. The enumerators for the ground surveys were usually students in 
agriculture (or a closely related field), employees from government agricultural and statistical 
services or, employees of the private consultancy companies contracted to do the work. The number 
of enumerators employed and the duration of the survey varied considerably. Ten to thirty segments 
were surveyed per enumerator during a two to four week period. In some cases, two ground surveys 
were needed in order to cover both winter/spring and summer crops. However, the second survey 
was usually achieved more rapidly because it was more an update rather than a full survey. 
Enumerators were usually given several days training prior to the field survey.

Several documents were prepared for the field work. These were:
• a photographic image of the segment and the immediate surroundings enlarged to 1:10,000 

or 1:5,000 scale.
• a transparent overlay on which to draw the field boundaries
• the 1:25,000 or 1:50,000 map of the area surveyed by the enumerator with the segment 

locations delineated.
• the 1:10,000 map of the segment and its surroundings when available.
• a form to record the field codes and a legend.
• a list of the codes - based on the CRONOS codes used by EUROSTAT for crops and other 

land use classes
• a list of class definitions used by EUROSTAT
• a field manual describing correct procedures and guidelines for the field work

The photographic images of segments were produced from archived aerial photographs, orthophotos 
or satellite images. In extreme cases , as in Greece, cadastral maps of segments had to be specially 
produced for the field survey.
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The field manual was translated into the national language of the enumerators and provided them 
with definitive step-by-step instructions for accurately surveying the segments. Details of the field 
manual and examples of field survey documents are given by Perdigao (1991). A summary of the 
instructions is as follows:
• Finding the segment: Use the 1:25,000 or 1:50,000 scale map to plan the most efficient route to the 

allocated segments. Use relevant landmarks shown on the map to assist the location of the segment.
• Itinerary in the segment: Examine the photographic images and/or 1:10,000/1:5,000 scale maps of 

the segment closely to determine the most efficient route to see all the field parcels, before starting. 
Paths and roads which are easily identified on the images and maps should be preferred.

• Changes in field boundaries: In cases when there is a disagreement between the parcel 
boundaries on the ground and on the field documents, the new boundary locations should be 
measured on the ground and drawn onto the documents.

• Drawing field boundaries on the transparent overlay: Areas less than 20m in width should not 
generally be mapped. Features such as roads, paths, hedges, railways, rivers and streams should 
be mapped as single lines unless they are more than 20m wide. Take care to ensure that lines 
representing the field boundaries join up properly.

As Action 1 progressed, responsibility for the ground survey was often transferred to the appropriate 
government service with the rest of the work done by the consultancy company. In principal, the dates of 
the survey were chosen to enable the maximum differentiation of the crops encountered consistent with 
time constraints. However, crop information was not always available to verify that this was achieved.

1.2.3 Data processing

The main task was to measure the area of the field parcels from the segment maps and to produce a 
computer database file containing the area and cover type for each field parcel. In the beginning of 
Action 1, the recommended method for measuring the areas of each parcel was by counting squares in 
2 mm x 2 mm grid overlaid on the segment. This proved to be impractical and a special video digitising 
procedure was developed for the MARS project by JRC-Ispra. Application of this method required that 
enumerators used a specified format for the production of the segment maps, using black ink to draw 
parcel boundaries and red or green ink to label them. The segment maps were then scanned by a video 
camera with a red or green filter thus a digital file was produced, containing only the parcel boundary 
information. The areas of each parcel were then extracted using a series of digital processing techniques. 
The method is described fully by Stakenborg (1989) and allowed up to fifteen segments to be processed 
per hour. Other commercially available digitising hardware and software was used by some contractors. 
Summary results were produced for each segment, giving the total area of each crop. These were usually 
computed as a proportion of the segment area to reduce the effects of errors in digitising and map scale.
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1.3 Results and Conclusions

1.3.1 Accuracy of area estimates

The Coefficient of Variation (CV) is a measure of the accuracy of unbiased area estimates from the 
ground survey and is given by:

■JV ar(y) 
CV% = _ .100

Results from the whole of Action 1 were pooled to produce Figure 1.5 which shows the relationship 
between the CV and the total estimated area of the crop in each study region. The CV decreased 
with increasing size of the crop area because the standard error, SE = VVar(y) decreased. The main

factors reducing the standard error, are an increase in the sample size and in particular, the number 
of non-zero observations.

An increase in the size of the sample fraction will also reduce the SE if the segment size is constant. 
However, no attempt was made to assess the effect of the different sampling fractions because these 
only varied between 1 and 1.5%.

Main crops typically cover areas of around 100,000, 1,000,000 and 10,000,000 ha at regional, national 
and European levels. Estimates of the corresponding average CVs, from Figure 1.5, are 9, 3.3 and 1.2% 
respectively and are therefore estimates of the typical accuracy of crop area estimates at those levels.

L og(C V ) = 3 . 1 2 5  - . 4 3 4  * L o g ( A r e a ) ;  R*2 = . 7 9 3

C V %

100

i n i

100 1000 10000 100000 1000000 10000000

A r e a  ( h a )

Figure 1.5: Relationship of Coefficient of Variation (CV %) to area of crop (ha) for ground surveys 
with sampling rates from 1 to 1.5 % in regional crop inventories in Europe
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1.3.2 Timeliness of results

The general requirement in Action 1 was that area estimates for winter and spring crops from the 
ground survey should be available in early to mid June and in September for summer crops. The 
timing of ground surveys was governed by the crop cycles and was generally in the mid to late May 
period for spring and summer crops and in July for summer crops. The time for analysis of ground 
survey results for winter and spring crops was therefore quite short. However, most contractors 
were able to complete the analytical phase to meet the deadline. There were no real technical 
problems limiting the timely delivery of area estimates from the ground survey.

1.3.3 Efficiency of stratification

The relative efficiency of stratification qstrat, was calculated for each crop in each test site and for 
each year. The results were very variable and to simplify assessment of the benefits of stratification 
in Action 1, a weighted average value was computed with the weighting according to the proportion 
of the crop, p  in each study site, as follows:

_ yi P  Qstrat
I  w eighted  V™'

2>
Cases with crops covering less than 1 % of the study area not included and the indicator was 
computed:
• by crop across all test-sites for each year
• by test-site across the crops for each year
• overall for each year across all crops and test-sites

The weighted average relative efficiency of stratification for main crops was generally around 1.5 as 
shown in Table 1.1. Only the figures for 1988-90 are presented because from 1991 not all the data 
was available. The efficiency of stratification was higher for the crops covering largest areas, such 
as wheat and barley. Relative efficiencies for crops such as maize oil seeds and dried pulses were 
below 1.30. The Neyman optimum allocation algorithm was applied in 1989 and did not seem to 
have brought any improvement in relative efficiency for any of the main crops.
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Table 1.1: Weighted efficiencies of stratification for main crops, across all study areas

1988 1989 1990

Wheat 1.45 1.61 1.48

Barley 1.53 1.47 1.67

Maize 1.24 1.20 1.27

Oilseeds 1.06 1.15 1.08

Dried pulses 1.15 1.19 1.12

Barley
W h e a t

1990
M a i z e

Dr ied  pu ls es 1989
Years

Oil  s e e d s 1988
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Table 1.2: Weighted efficiencies of stratification for study areas, across all crops

1988 1989 1990

Centre 1.41 1.46 Abandoned

Bavaria 1.44 1.59 1.46

Emilia-Romagna 1.31 1.31 1.18

Castilla-ledn 1.53 1.46 1.54

Macedonia 1.49 1.67 1.70

Overall 1.43 1.49 1.47

M a c e d o n i a  
Bavaria

Cast i l l a- leon
E m i l i a - R o m a g n a

C pti trp
R e g i o n s  0verall Years

1988
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The weighted averages for relative efficiency of stratification for each study area, shown in Table 1.2, are 
rather low and generally around 1.5. In Centre (France) stratification was abandoned in 1990. The effect 
of the Neyman optimum allocation algorithm from 1989 onwards is not apparent. The only site where 
there seems to be an improvement is Macedonia. The sub-division of Macedonia into strata was based 
on clear geographical distinction between mountains and areas of irrigated and non-irrigated agriculture 
which had different crop intensities and was carried out by photo interpretation of satellite imagery. In 
some other regions strata were defined by grouping existing small administrative sub-regions according 
to the relative proportions of the main crops of interest within them. Possibly, the crops were not 
homogeneously distributed within the administrative units. Thus these groupings were not a correct 
reflection of the geographical distribution of land with different cropping intensities and would account 
for the poor relative efficiencies.

In general, stratification was most successful when different agricultural systems could be 
delineated as large units on satellite imagery by photo interpretation.

1.3.4 Yield estimates

Yield surveys were carried out after 1989. In 1989, fields for the yield survey were usually selected 
from a sub-sample of the segments (e.g. by choosing one repetition). Then, a square grid with a pre
defined number of points was used to select the fields. From 1990 the entire farm associated with a 
sample field was surveyed. In the farm survey, the sample was made with replacement that is if two 
sample points fell on the same farm, the farm was drawn twice. Generally, about 100 observations 
were sampled for each crop of interest. In the farm survey, the number of observations was around 
400. There were several problems with the yield survey, which relied on the farmer to tell the yield. 
The first was that the farmer could not always be identified. Secondly, among the identified farmers, 
some were not willing to provide any information. Quite often farmers were rather reluctant to 
answer the questions they were asked. In Castilla-leon for example, the enumerators were asked to 
comment about the reliability of the answers and believed that only 50 % of them were to be 
considered reliable. Thus, bias could be introduced by inaccurate farmer estimates of yield per unit 
area and the incomplete sample. Another problem for yield estimation in Europe is the variation in 
the stage of growth at the time estimates were required. In May, the cereals were near to harvest in 
Spain whereas in UK they were in still early growth stages. A relatively small proportion of Action 
1 effort and resources was devoted to yield estimation and so more development of the 
methodology is needed.
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CONCLUSIONS:

Precision of area estimates by ground survey increased with area of crop

The typical accuracy of area estimates of main crops, with sampling fraction of about 
1.5 %, is 9.0,3.3 and 1.2 % at regional, national and European levels respectively i

The method was generally applicable

Results were generally available at the specified time for management of the EU 
agricultural policy

Overall, the relative efficiency of stratification was rather low, generally less than 1.5

The relative efficiency of stratification was highest for crops covering the largest areas

-  The efficiency was higher when stratification was based on large geographical units photo 
interpreted from satellite images

The methodology for yield surveying needs more development
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2. Satellite Remote Sensing

Properties o f  SPOT and Landsat TM images, used in Action 1, are described. The 
strategy fo r  image acquisition is reported. Fundamental concepts and techniques o f  
remote sensing methods are explained. Methods o f  accuracy assessment fo r  
geometric correction and digital classification are explained. Variations in the 
implementation o f  remote sensing methods in Action 1 are discussed. The accuracy 
o f geometric correction and o f  digital classification o f  crops is reported. 
Methodology fo r  yield estimation is discussed.

2.1 Achievement of satellite image coverage

2.1.1 Satellite images used for regional inventories

Two types of satellite images were used in Action 1. The Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) on board 
Landsats 4 and 5, has a spatial resolution of 30m in six waveband ranges within the visible, near 
infrared and middle infrared parts of the electromagnetic spectrum and 120m in a single waveband 
in the thermal infrared waveband. The satellite repeat cycle is 16 days. A full size TM scene covers 
an area 185 by 185 km. The SPOT HRV scanner is on board the SPOT 1 and SPOT 2 satellites (and 
now also SPOT 3). It produces two types of image: XS and PAN. SPOT XS has three bands in the 
visible and near infrared wavebands with 20m spatial resolution. SPOT PAN has a single band with 
10m spatial resolution. The satellite repeat cycle is 26 days but it has the capability to point the 
sensors to either side of the orbit path and is thus able to get repeated coverage on selected sites 
every 4 or 5 days depending on the latitude. There are two identical sensors on the satellite. The full 
scene size is 60 by 60 km. When the sensors are operated in parallel this gives a full coverage of 
110 km across the satellite track, there being about 10km overlap.

The predictable and repeated orbital paths followed by Landsat and SPOT make it possible to 
produce maps showing the location of the scene centres with a world referencing system of row and 
path numbers which can be used to specify the required area to be covered by the image. The actual 
image locations are generally accurate to within 10km of the nominal scene positions. More recently 
it has become possible for users to specify their own scene centre locations and the along-track 
dimensions of the image. It is also possible to buy parts of a scene, usually a quadrant. These 
developments make it possible to cover specific areas with less unusable imagery.
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Experience has shown that the discriminability of crops on satellite images varies with time during 
the crop cycle. It may be necessary to use several images of the same area, taken at different times 
during the season, to achieve sufficient accuracy of crop identification. The timing of the overpasses 
for any specific site is known from the orbital parameters of the satellites. It is therefore possible to 
request images from those overpasses which take place during the desired time period. With SPOT, 
the frequency of coverage can be increased by requesting that the satellite be programmed to use its 
capability to point the sensors.

The main cause of failure to acquire images of suitable quality is atmospheric interference. This is 
because the satellites which are currently available cannot 'see' through cloud, haze or dust in the 
atmosphere. An assessment of the cloud cover can be made by viewing so-called quick-looks which 
are small scale pictures of the image often available in a catalogue or from a numerical code giving 
the cloud cover in ‘tenths’ over several sub-parts of the image (0 = cloud free, 9 = complete cloud 
cover). For example, when the image sub-parts are quadrants, 0000 means that the image is 
essentially cloud free in all quadrants, 9999 means it is essentially completely cloud covered. The 
order of the digits indicates which quadrant and is as follows: NE,NW,SE,SW. Satellites which can 
penetrate cloud cover use RADAR sensors such as that on board the ERS 1 satellite. The use of 
RADAR images for crop discrimination is still experimental and is therefore not considered here.

All satellite images undergo a certain amount of processing before they are sold to users. This is 
usually to carry out corrections to the data that are applicable to all images from a particular sensor 
and these are therefore designated as 'system' corrections. It is also possible to purchase images at a 
higher price, for which certain Commonly required types of processing have been applied, such as 
geometric correction. It is important to determine if these additional levels of processing are really 
beneficial for regional inventory projects. A commonly held view is that they are not and that 
purchase of basic system corrected products is most cost-effective.

2.1.2 Acquisition of satellite images

Satellite images for all study areas were ordered and purchased centrally from the vendors. In the 
first year of the programme, both TM and SPOT imagery were purchased in order to evaluate which 
of the two high resolution sensors available on the market was the most suitable for Action 1. The 
perceived advantages of TM were the increased spectral information from the middle infrared 
wavebands and the larger area of coverage by a single image (34,000 km2 for TM against 3,600 km2 
for SPOT). The advantages of SPOT were thought to be the improved spatial resolution (20m for 
SPOT against 30m for TM) and the increased frequency of coverage because of the ability to point 
the satellite. However, the priority was given to TM because it was thought to be easier to use as it 
required less scenes to cover the study area. Nevertheless, it was possible to substantially reduce the
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number of SPOT scenes (up to 30% less) by programming the acquisition of precisely located twin 
strips instead of standard scenes. Images from the same path, date and incident angle from both 
HRV sensors could be then easily be joined together. In fact, in 1990, in the Centre region of 
France, only six of these SPOT image groups, generated from 26 SPOT scenes, were needed to 
cover the whole study area (50,000km2).

Later, the first suitable scene from either sensor was purchased on a competitive basis. Time windows 
for acquisition were specified to meet the requirements for timeliness of results and to coincide as far 
as possible with periods of optimum crop discrimination. The latter were defined for each study area 
by reference to the local cycle of crop development - the crop calendar. If no suitable images could be 
acquired in the optimum window, then images from a wider time period were considered. If no images 
were acquired within the extended time window, then image cover was abandoned.
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2.2 Remote sensing methodology

2.2.1 Fundamental concepts

Satellite images are created by scanners which systematically measure electromagnetic energy 
(reflected solar or emitted terrestrial) from small areas of earth's surface, to produce an array of 
observations which make up the image. The small area from which individual observations are 
made is known as a picture element or "pixel" and its projected size on the ground determines the 
spatial resolution of the image. The satellite images used in Action 1 were mainly produced from 
measurements of reflected solar energy. Scanners make measurements in a number of waveband 
ranges simultaneously because the proportion of solar energy reflected from the earth's surface 
varies with wavelength depending on the surface properties. Satellite images are recorded in a 
digital format so that for every pixel there is a number representing the magnitude of the energy 
measured by the scanner, for each waveband. Atmospheric properties, sun angle and sensor 
calibration also influence the magnitude of the satellite observations. Since these and land cover 
properties change with time, the relationship between land cover types and the digital measurements 
has to be determined for each image. In practice, this is done empirically with reference to sample 
observations over areas of known cover type and map location. Geometric correction of the satellite 
images is necessary to facilitate this by bringing the images to a known scale and map projection, 
which is also needed for measuring areas and sub-dividing the image into administrative regions or 
strata. Digital classification of the satellite image is carried out by applying mathematical rules to 
the whole image which were determined from the double sample of satellite and ground 
observations. The classification results are used to produce a new image with all pixels of the same 
class given the same numerical value. These numerical values are then used to produce a thematic 
map of the area, each class being coded in a different colour. The computer system also counts the 
number of pixels assigned to each class and the totals are calculated. The pixel area is known for the 
sensor used to produce the image, therefore the area of each class can be calculated.

Unfortunately, the spectral information from satellite images is not totally reliable for distinguishing 
land cover categories and this complicates the operational use of remote sensing for regional 
inventories. There are two main causes. The first is because different cover types may have very 
similar reflectance patterns. This often happens when crops are closely related botanically. In such 
cases it may be difficult or even impossible to distinguish them by remote sensing. Other cover 
types may be completely different in terms of land use. e.g. bare soil surfaces and urban areas. But 
they may, as in this case, be spectrally similar because they are derived from similar base materials. 
In this case soils and construction materials frequently contain similar rock minerals. It is therefore 
fundamental to measure this so-called spectral confusion and to take account of it in estimating crop
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c

areas. The second cause is because the pixels are large enough to cover a mixture of underlying land 
cover classes. This frequently happens along field parcel boundaries when a pixel of 20 or 30 m 
dimension can include the cover types on both sides of the boundary plus the influence of the
boundary itself. These so-called mixed pixels are usually mis-classified and can be a large
proportion of the total if the land cover comprises of parcels near to the same size as the pixel.

2.2.2 Technical principles of geometric correction

Distortion in satellite images arises from several sources: the sensor; the changing attitude, height 
and speed of travel of the satellite; the angle of the orbit path in relation to north; and, the rotation of 
the earth under the satellite.

The first aim of geometric correction is to determine the mathematical relationship between the co
ordinates of each pixel, in the original image and the map co-ordinates. This is in the form of a pair 
of polynomial transform equations such as the following:

x = a0 + a,X + a.2Y + a3X2 + a4 XY + a5 Y2... 

y = b0 + b,X + b2Y + b3X2 + b4XY + b5Y2...

where x and y are the co-ordinates of the pixel in the original image and X and Y are the map co
ordinates. The order of the polynomials may be changed by adding or reducing the number of terms. The 
coefficients (a's and b's) are determined by the method of least squares. To do this, the map references for 
several clearly visible points in the image known as ground control points (GCP's) are measured.

The transform equations are then used to extract the correct pixel digital values from the original 
image for each location on a map grid, to form the corrected image. It is assumed that the pixel 
value determined at each grid position is the same for the whole pixel centred over the grid location 
and that the grid size is the pixel dimension for the corrected image. When the transform equations 
are used to locate the pixel value for a particular geo-referenced point, they usually indicate a 
location that falls between the pixel locations in the original image. It is therefore necessary to 
interpolate a value from the surrounding pixel values. There are several ways that this is done. The 
methods differ in complexity and this influences the processing time and hence the cost. They also 
influence the properties of the geometrically corrected image and thus are appropriate for different 
purposes. The simplest way of selecting the appropriate pixel value is to take the value from the one 
nearest to the point indicated by the transform equations. This is known as nearest neighbour re
sampling. Bi-linear and bi-cubic convolution are also commonly used and these methods involve 
interpolation with the nearest 4 and 16 pixels respectively.
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2.2.3 Estimating the accuracy of geometric transformation

Once the coefficients of the transform equations have been determined, the accuracy of the 
transform is estimated by calculating the RMS error for the positioning of the ground control points. 
For each control point, we can calculate the position predicted from the transform equations:

When the errors for individual ground control points are greater than a chosen threshold most 
versions of geometric correction software will reject those outliers and then re-calculate the 
transform equation coefficients, thus applying some automated filtering out of erroneous control 
points. If the number of control points is large relative to the order of the transform equations and 
they are randomly and evenly distributed across the area being corrected, the RMS error is a good 
estimate of the actual error of geometric correction. In Action 1, the aim was to keep the error of 
geometric correction to less than the size of one satellite image pixel.

2.2.4 Technical principles of digital classification

A mathematical procedure known as discriminant analysis is used to classify the pixels by computer 
using the numerical values collected by the scanner. At each pixel location there is a numerical 
value for each waveband which are elements of a so-called measurement vector, x which is used to 
evaluate a mathematical discriminant function, g fx )  for each land cover class, coi . The

discriminant function returning the highest numerical value identifies the class to which the pixel is 
allocated. In mathematical terms, the pixel at x belongs to class coi of M classes if

Various form of discriminant function have been used for classification of satellite images. In Action 1, 
the maximum likelihood method was used and the discriminant functions were of the form

The RMS errors in the x and y direction are:

RMSX = y - ; RMSy =n - k n - k

where k is the number of terms in the transform equation. The absolute error, e is

e = J rMS2x + RMS*

g fx )  > gj(x) for all j  * i and i= l,...M

g fx )  = ln/?(x|a);) + In p (a t)
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where In is the natural logarithm, is the probability that the pixel at x belongs to class a>i
and p(&>;) is the a priori probability of the class existence in the image.

The probability of finding a pixel belonging to class coi at position x, is given by

p(x[fi>,.) = /2exp{-f(x  -  m / z :1 (x -  m,)}

if all the satellite measurements of a given land cover class are Normally distributed. Each class can 
then be characterised as a multivariate distribution by estimates of the means of satellite observations 
in each of N wavebands - the so-called mean vector, mi , and the variance-covariance matrix, L i .

The a priori probability, p{a t) of each class being in the image may be estimated as the proportion 

of the region of interest known to be covered by the class from independent previous sources of 
data. The alternative is to give each class equal a priori weightings equal to 1/M. The effect of 
unequal weightings compared to the case of equal weighting is to increase the number of pixels 
classified for the more common classes and reduce the number classified in the rare classes. 
Opinions differ as to the comparative benefits of unequal a priori weighting and both strategies 
were used in Action 1.

The discriminant functions require calibration prior to the classification process. Specifically, the 
mean vectors and variance-covariance matrices for each class must be estimated. Typical examples 
of each class are identified in a ground survey and pixel values are extracted from the equivalent 
locations on the geometrically corrected digital image by visual interpretation or map reference. 
This procedure is known as supervised training of the classifier when, as was most frequently done 
in Action 1, the operator controls the selection of the training data. Alternative procedures exist 
where the training is carried out automatically by determining the natural spectral groupings of 
pixels in the image. This process is known as clustering and in the context of digital classification- 
unsupervised training and was frequently used to sub-divide land cover classes which had more than 
one set of spectral properties.

The quality of the classification depends on the size of the training sample and how well it represents 
each of the classes. Textbooks frequently recommend that the minimum sample of pixels required to 
represent each class varies between 10 and 100 times the number of wavebands used in the 
classification. However, representativity of the sample is extremely important and the sample should 
be extracted so that the full spatial variation of each class is included. The application of the maximum 
likelihood method assumes that the class spectral properties are normally distributed but in fact, the 
method is robust to considerable departures from this assumption. However, inspection of the 
histograms of each class sample, showing the frequency distribution of pixel values, is necessary to 
check if distributions are multi-modal. This can occur when the same crop exists in the region at 
different growth stages or on different soil types. In such cases, the class must be sub-divided.
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The maximum likelihood method will classify every pixel because it is based on continuous 
probability functions. There will be cases where the probability of a pixel belonging to any of the 
classes included in the discriminant analysis is so low that it is not reasonable to assign it to any class. 
A threshold value is chosen and below this, pixels are assigned to an "unclassified" category. 
Thresholding improves the precision of the classification but if it is set too high, the amount of 
unclassified data will become unacceptable. Thresholds equivalent to p<0.01 and p<0.05 were usually 
used in Action 1.

2.2.5 Assessing the accuracy of digital classification

A confusion matrix is a contingency table for comparing the results of one classification with 
another. In the present context, one classification is by the ground survey and the other is the digital 
classification based on reflectance properties. A typical example is shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Example confusion matrix comparing image classification with ground data in the UK, 1992

Reference Data

Woods Inland
Water

Urban Wheat Barley Summer
Crops

Grasses OSR Other TOTAL User
Accuracy

Woods 15 3 1 2 1 2 24 63%

Inland Water 4 1 5 80%

1 Urban 11 1 1 13 85%
m
a Wheat 2 1 2 155 8 1 3 1 173 90%

g
e Barley 8 4 18 16 3 17 3 69 23%

D
a
t
a

Summer Crops 1 13 3 43 3 1 5 69 63%

Grasses

OSR*

8 6

1

7 10 37

30

1 69

31

54%

97%

Other 2 12 1 3 11 25 16 70 23%

TOTAL 27 9 51 184 38 69 87 31 27 523

Producer
Accuracy 56% 44% 22% 84% 42% 63% 42% 97% 59%

Overall 
Accuracy 63%

* Oilseed Rape
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The matrix is generated by sampling, at random, a series of equivalent spatial locations for which 
ground data and digital classification data are available. The elements of the confusion matrix are 
the number of occurrences a ground data class was assigned to a particular image class, within the 
sample. Thus in the example, 155 of the 523 sample points were classified as wheat by both ground 
observation and the image classification, and 18 points were wheat by the ground observation but 
were classified as barley on the image. Thus, the sum of the diagonal elements expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of observations represents the overall agreement between ground 
observations and the digital classification. The off-diagonal elements represent disagreements and 
the position of the element in the matrix identifies the type. Off-diagonal row elements are errors of 
commission. They represent the mis-classification of other ground classes which are included in the 
image class. The diagonal element expressed as a percentage of the row total gives the accuracy a 
user of the classification can expect for that class and hence is known as the user or mapping 
accuracy of the class. The off-diagonal column elements are errors of omission. They represent the 
mis-classification of a ground class into other image classes. The diagonal element expressed as a 
percentage of the column total gives the accuracy that the producer of the classification has 
achieved for the class. If the confusion matrix is not based on a random sample of points, then the 
user and producer acuracies will be biased estimates. In this context, the crucial property of the 
random sample is that each element in the confusion matrix is correctly weighted in proportion to 
the area it represents.
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2.3 Application and results

2.3.1 Geometric correction

No particular method was imposed to the contractors. Usually the scenes from same date, sensor, 
path and viewing angle (for SPOT) were merged prior to any geometric corrections. In relatively 
flat terrain, a first order polynomial transformation was applied using at least 15 well-distributed 
GCP's giving an RMS error of less than one pixel. Sometimes second order transform equations 
were needed for SPOT scenes with a high of-nadir viewing angle. However, this high precision of 
geometric correction was not always possible in mountainous zones such as in Greece, especially in 
1988 when only the 1:200,000 map was available to locate control points. In this case, the RMS 
error for digitising control points can, on its own be 50m to 100m. A digital elevation model DEM 
was used in Catalunya and the south of Italy, to improve accuracy but it is difficult to say if the 
additional cost was worthwhile because the improvement was in the mountainous areas where 
agriculture was known to be marginal.

Some contractors checked the geometric accuracy with an independent set of control points. 
Overall, the location error was generally less than two pixels in relatively flat areas and up to three 
pixels in mountainous areas.

The resampling procedure employed was usually nearest neighbour but bilinear interpolation and 
bicubic convolution were also used. It is usually believed that nearest neighbour should be preferred 
when doing a classification because the original DN's are kept. However, in Action 1, good final 
results were obtained with any of the resampling methods.

2.3.2 Classification of satellite imagery

After geometric correction, hardly any other pre-processing was applied to the imagery. Exceptions 
were in Germany, in 1990, where improved classification accuracy was obtained using an edge- 
preserving smoothing filter. However, this filter was also tested in Spain by another contractor with no 
significant improvement.

Two methods were used to extract training data mainly according to the type of software used. The 
first method consisted of manually digitising only the training fields on the screen. The operator 
selected fields of an appropriate size (usually > 3ha) with the aid of a database, where all the segment 
information was held, then digitised the training fields taking care of selecting only the purest pixels, 
away from field boundaries. In the second method, the whole segments were digitised, then parcels 
were selected from the database and pure pixels were selected using a process which automatically 
removed boundary pixels. This process was mainly implemented when using PEDITOR. In one case,
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in Greece, an additional survey was carried out to collect a separate dataset for the training. Otherwise, 
the training data was always a subset of the ground survey segments. Then, the training data for each 
class was extracted and clustering was either automatically or interactively performed to sub-divide the 
class if necessary so that their statistical distributions were approximately Normal.

Areas corresponding to the ground survey segments were usually extracted from the image and placed 
adjacent to one another into a single file to facilitate training and running of test classifications. A single 
file containing the ground survey data was also produced after segments were digitised and converted to 
raster format. The image segments were classified using a maximum likelihood algorithm usually with 
area-weighted a priori probabilities with the weights determined from the ground survey results.

The next step was to classify the image. The regions of interest in Action 1 were statistical reporting 
regions usually around 20,000 sq. km in size. Total coverage of these generally required several satellite 
images acquired on different dates under different conditions of illumination and sometimes by different 
sensors. Under these circumstances, the classification process was done separately for each stratum 
within each image.

The methodology described above was applied in most cases. However, in France, another method was 
applied in the first years, it consisted of a combination of supervised and unsupervised classification with 
a "box classifier". Each "box" was refined by applying different thresholds. This method had the 
advantage of being able to control each step of the process but was very cumbersome to implement and 
was limited to the processing of only three bands. It was replaced with PEDITOR of which the main 
asset was a perfect adaptation to the methodology and automation, although it was not user friendly.

2.3.3 Classification accuracy assessment

In Action 1, confusion matrices were used to estimate the 'accuracy' of a classification compared to 
ground data. The term 'accuracy ' implies that the ground observations are themselves 100% 
accurate and therefore represent truth. This was not always the case although the assumption was 
made that the ground observations were sufficiently accurate for the disagreements in the confusion 
matrix to be ascribed to errors in the computer classification.

If a confusion matrix is based on a random sample of points, the magnitudes of the matrix will give 
unbiased estimates of the actual distribution of errors. The matrix can then be used to estimate the 
actual amounts of confusion between classes. However, confusion matrices are frequently drawn up 
using the pixel values used for training the classifier. These tend to give biased estimates of the 
relationship between the ground data and the classification. This is firstly because the training data 
may not be a random sample and secondly, because they were used to develop the spectral 
signatures used in the classification and are not independent observations.
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If several methods of classification are being tested, it is possible to use biased confusion matrices - 
derived for each classification and the training ground data - to compare the relative merits of the 
classifications but not to assess the actual performance. Such matrices tend to give erroneous estimates of 
classification accuracy. In the first years of Action 1, only the training pixels were used to produce 
confusion matrices. In most cases, confusion matrices were constructed using all the segment pixels. In 
other cases (e.g.: Castilla-Leon), random pixels were selected within the segments.

Confusion matrices produced with various methods in Action 1 made it difficult to compare 
classifications from different study areas or even classifications of the same area from year to year. Also, it 
was not possible in some cases to be sure that the confusion matrices were unbiased. This aside, the 
overall classification accuracies were between 60% and 70%. There was considerable variation of 
accuracy of individual classes in any one classification. The results presented in Table 2.1 were for the UK 
in 1992 and are typical in this respect. Average values, for Action 1, of user (mapping) and producer 
accuracy for each crop are presented in Table 2.2 and are generally rather low. Wheat obtained a higher 
accuracy, mainly because it was the most dominant crop. However, a lot of confusion occurred whenever 
differentiation between several types of wheat was tried. The same applied for barley. Crops covering a 
small area usually obtained mixed results depending on their characteristics. For example, rice, which is 
very localised with distinctive spectral characteristics, was accurately classified whereas tobacco which is 
usually much more scattered across the region was poorly classified.

One requirement of Action 1 was to be able to identify as many crops as possible. Depending on the 
location 5 to 10 agricultural themes, covering most of the crops of interest in the area, could be classified 
together with a few other non-agricultural ones.

Overall, although crops covering large area are more likely to be mapped best with classification of satellite 
imagery, it is really the spectral properties which will matter in the end. Thus, remote sensing was also 
particularly good for mapping crops with distinctive reflectance properties covering smaller areas, such as oil 
seed rape. However, the above accuracy figures indicate that area estimates made from pixel counts will not 
be satisfactory. Therefore remote sensing, on its own, is not a suitable technique for inventory work.

2.3.4 Timeliness

The time required by all the digital processing parts of Action 1 work depended mainly on computer 
power and availability of suitable software. Generally, there were no problems in accommodating 
this within the time frame required to deliver results.

2.3.5 Yield estimation by remote sensing

Estimation of crop yields by remote sensing was only a small component of Action 1 and really only 
progressed as far as determining correlation’s between yield data obtained from farmers and 
vegetation indices, computed from the same satellite images used for the area estimates. Vegetation
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indices are calculated from linear combinations of spectral responses in the red (0.6-0.7 pm) and near 
infrared (0.7-1.1 pm) wavebands. The vegetation index mostly applied in Action 1 was the so-called 
normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) which is defined as:

NDVI = (IR -R)/(IR+R)

where R and IR are the reflectance’s in red and near infrared wavebands respectively which are 
calculated from the pixel values in the satellite images. The Index uses the fact that increasing 
amounts of photosynthetically active vegetation causes a reduction in R because of absorption by 
chlorophyll and an increase in IR because of increasing leaf layers on the plant canopy. Therefore 
NDVI increases with the amount of photosynthetically active vegetation (PAV) on the land surface.

Table 2.2: Average digital classification accuracies for crops in Action 1

Crop Producer Accuracy User/Mapping Accuracy

All Wheat . 66% 61%

Soft wheat 25% 38%

Durum wheat 24% 50%

All Barley 45% 51%

W. barley 33% 39%

S. barley 31% 29%

Maize 42% 54%

Rice 56% 89%

Potatoes 39% 45%

Dried pulse 50% 57%

Oil seed rape 56% 65%

Sunflower 41 % 49%

Sugar beet 46% 57%

Cotton 46% 52%

Tobacco f  : 22% 18%

Grass 51 % 46%

Urban 49% 41 %

Wood 79% 82%
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The relationship between the NDVI and crop yield is indirect. In cereal crops, grain yield is related 
to the above ground phytomass. NDVI is correlated to the Leaf Area Index and hence to the amount 
of phytomass. It has been demonstrated empirically that there is a positive correlation between the 
NDVI and cereal yield at single dates for field-plot experiments. These relationships vary with time 
during the season and with location. However, a regression estimator, similar to that described in 
PART 3, for crop yield using the NDVI could improve yield estimates.

Yield estimation with remote sensing was attempted in France, Germany, Greece and Spain in 1989 
on a trial basis. Vegetation indices were calculated for the field parcels where crop yield data were 
available. The correlation’s were not used for improving yield estimates because they were very 
variable and generally low. This was mainly attributed to unsuitable timing of the imagery as many 
of the crops were already beyond the growth stages when correlation’s could be expected. Poor co- 
location of NDVI with yield data because of errors in geometric correction was also a factor. Poor 
data on crop yields in individual fields was also a problem. Resolving these difficulties was beyond 
the scope of the Action 1 therefore the methodology was not really developed and a more specific 
study is required to do this.
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CONCLUSIONS:

The error of geometric correction was frequently greater than the ±1 pixel specified 
for Action 1

This was mainly because of the effects of high relief in some areas or of low accuracy of 
available ground control

Resampling method did not effect the final results 

Overall accuracies of digital classifications were 60 - 70%

-  Mapping accuracy of digital classifications for individual crops varied considerably and 
was usually too low for area estimations to be based on pixel counts

The time required for digital processing could be accommodated to enable timely 
delivery of results

-  Yield estimation with remote sensing was not possible with the images acquired for Action 
1 because the timing was wrong

More development of a methodology for yield estimation with remote sensing is needed
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K g  3. Crop inventory with remote sensing

The methodology is presented fo r  improving crop estimates by combining ground  
siuyey data with digital classifications o f  satellite imagery using the regression 
estimator. The improvements o f  crop estimates are assessed. Cost-effectiveness o f  
remote sensing is discussed. Results are compared with official statistics and with 
those o f  USDA-NASS.

3.1 Methodology

3.1.1 Introduction

The area estimates obtained from ground surveys contain unbiased sampling errors. Areas measured 
from digital classification have no sampling error because they are based on pixel counts covering the 
whole of the study region but these are biased because of mis-classification. Nevertheless, 
relationships between the areas of crops and the digital classification results can be expected and this 
presents the opportunity to combine the two sources of information to obtain improved area estimates 
using the so-called regression estimator described by Cochran (1977). The first step is to determine the 
relationship between area estimates by ground survey and digital classification.

3.1.2 Relationship between ground survey and digital classification

The relationship between ground survey and satellite image measurements of crop areas is 
determined using the sample segments. The proportion of each crop (y^ in the sample segments was 
determined in the ground survey, described in PART 1. The equivalent proportions determined by 
digital classification (pj) were calculated, to give pairs of observations as shown in Figure 3.1. The 
relationship between the two sets of information is determined by the linear regression of y on p 
given by:

y = y +b (p ~ p )

where y  and p  are the sample mean values and b is the slope of the regression line.
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3.1.3 The regression estimator

In the case of the satellite imagery, p  can also be estimated from the digital classification. This so- 
called population estimate, p pop, is the proportion of pixels classified as the crop in the whole of the

region of interest. This value is used in the regression equation to produce a correction for the 
sample estimate of the mean crop proportion per unit area, y , and is known as the regression 
estimate, yreg, shown in Figure 3.2 and given by:

yreg = y + H ppop- p )

Figure 3.1: Sample of observations of crop areas by ground survey (y) and by digital classification 
(p), in the equivalent n segments
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Figure 3.2: Relationship between digital classification and ground survey for wheat in the UK.
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For large random samples (n>50) the variance is approximately:

Var(yng)=iVar(y)(l-.r% y) 

where r1 is the coefficient of determination.

The estimate of crop area in the study region and its variance are then:

^  reg t y r e s

and Var(Zreg) = D2Var{yreg)

When the region of interest is stratified, regression estimates are made for each stratum separately 
and combined as shown for direct expansion in PART 1.

Thus, the regression estimator improves the accuracy of the area estimates by adjusting the estimate 
of the mean proportion of crop per sample unit from y to yreg and reducing the variance.

The variance reduction is generally by far the main benefit, unless the ground sample is highly biased, 
and so is used as the measure of the improvement in area estimates using the regression method.

3.1.4 Neostratification imposed by satellite imagery

The application of remote sensing imposes additional requirements for sub-division of the region of 
interest because the digital classification has to be performed for each satellite image separately 
except when acquired by the same sensor and in the same orbit. This is because the images are 
affected by sensor characteristics and changes in illumination, atmosphere and ground surface 
properties as described in PART 2. Potentially, this means that separate classifications are required 
for each agronomically homogeneous stratum within each group of different satellite images. If a 
stratum is not covered by a single image, it must be divided. The position of the dividing line can be 
anywhere within the region of overlap of the images. The choice of position can be made to take 
account of the relative quality of the overlapping images, taking the line which uses more of the 
better quality image. It is also important to reduce the fragmentation of strata and this may also 
influence the positioning of the dividing line. This sub-division of the region of interest to 
accommodate variations in the satellite image coverage is a form of post-stratification because the 
boundaries of the satellite images are unknown at the time of sample selection. The process is 
referred here to as neostratification to distinguish it from the general concept of post stratification.
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TM scene 203-31

TM scene: 202-31

Strata: 1: Major river valleys. Irrigation 
2: Limestone uplands (paramos)
3: Arable plains. Mainly rainfed 
4: Mixed arable and vineyards 
5: Hilly land 
6: Mountains

'3b

Figure 3.3: Stratification, Landsat TM image coverage, and neo-stratification in Castilla-Leon 
(Valladolid and Zamora) in 1988-89
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Areas missed by image coverage can be treated as neostrata. If there are large areas covered by 
clouds, cloud shadows or haze, they can also be treated as neostrata. Note that it is also possible to 
deal with cloudy areas by creating a class "clouds" in the supervised classification, but this can 
induce a bias in the final estimates, unless it can be assumed that the distribution of clouds is 
uncorrelated with the land cover. Haze and cloud shadows can similarly be dealt with by sub
dividing the effected classes with a clustering algorithm prior to the supervised classification. Then 
a sub-set of classes will correspond to the land cover under haze or shade.

Figure 3.3 shows a relatively simple example of neostratification for the pilot region in Castilla-
Leon (Valladolid and Zamora) in 1988-89. The region contained 6 strata and was covered by two

)
Landsat TM scenes as shown in the top part of the figure. Any line in the overlap area can be 
considered for the neostratification. The line dividing the UTM zones 29 and 30 happened to fall in 
this area. To simplify operations this line was used to cut strata into neostrata. Neostrata marked 
with “b” were classified with image 202-31 and neostrata marked with “a” were classified with 
image 203-31. Neostrata 4b and 5b were merged for regression because they had too few segments, 
as well as neostrata 4a, 5a, and 6a.

For the purpose of making direct comparisons with regression estimates, it is necessary to rework 
the direct expansion of the ground survey data to conform with the neostratification. The new mean, 
yneo, will be slightly different from y . The new variance is Var(yneo) .  The relative efficiency of

the neostratification, rjneo = Var(y)/Var(yneo) , can be quite different from the value obtained for 

the original ground survey stratification.

3.1.5 Cost benefit of remote sensing

The ratio between the variances of the ground survey area estimate and the regression estimate gives 
the relative efficiency of remote sensing which is:

Var(Z) _ 1
n', s ~Var{Zrts) ~  l - r %

However, the same reduction in variance could also be achieved by increasing the size of the ground 
survey sample such that:

_ jVar(y) _ 
n"s ~ iV a r(y )  " n

where nj is the increased sample size. !
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Remote sensing will be economically efficient if the cost of ground surveying the additional n,-n 
segments is greater than the cost of the remote sensing part of the project, given by:

n(rireg ~ l ) P > R

where n is the original sample size, p  is the cost of surveying each additional segment and R is the 
cost of the remote sensing part of the project. The break-even value of the remote sensing depends 
on the relative costs of remote sensing (images, image processing etc.) and ground survey which 
will vary according to circumstances. In developed countries, it is commonly accepted that the 
break-even occurs when the relative efficiency is close to 2.

However, remote sensing provides more than an improvement of the statistical precision. There is 
also the adjustment of the area estimate itself. Additional information on the location of the crops 
and other land uses is given plus the imagery may also be used to carry out stratification. Therefore, 
although relative efficiency is the main tool to measure whether or not remote sensing has been 
economical, the value of the additional information must also be taken into account when assessing 
overall economic efficiency.

3.1.6 Implementation of the methodology

There were two approaches to implementation of the regression calculations used in Action 1. The 
first was to use commercially available spreadsheet and database software. This worked well in the 
smaller and less complex studies but was not sufficiently automated when study areas increased in 
size and when many neostrata were involved. This pointed to the need for development and 
application of specialised software - the second approach. To this end, JRC produced a program to 
facilitate the extraction of ground survey statistics and carry out the calculations for the regression 
estimator. The program, called MARS-PED, was developed from the software package called 
PEDITOR which was produced for similar work in the USA by USDA-NASS in the 1970s and was 
also used by some contractors. MARS-PED was designed to link with commercially available 
software for image processing (ERDAS) and a Geographic Information System (ARC-INFO). 
However, MARS-PED, despite its advantages and the successful application of PEDITOR in France 
and in Germany, was not widely used in Action 1. This was because further development is needed 
to provide a user interface more in accordance with current commercial standards.

The main source of variation between contractors was the sophistication of their approach to 
deciding whether or not the application of regression estimators was valid. Some contractors made 
no attempt to assess the regression relationships, particularly in the early years, and applied them 
regardless of their quality. Others developed guidelines which are discussed in PART 4.
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Improvement of estimates of main crop areas

There was considerable variation in the improvement of crop area estimates gained as a result of 
using the regression estimator from remote sensing. Area-weighted average relative efficiencies, as 
defined in PART 1, were calculated to summarise the results and to compare them for different crop 
types and geographical region, and to see if there were any consistent variations with time.

Table 3.1 below shows the area-weighted average of the relative efficiencies for each of the main 
crops of interest.

Table 3.1: Area-weighted relative efficiencies of regression estimates by crop

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Wheat 1.78 1.75 2.78 2.98 3.24

Barley 1.95 1.93 1.75 2.12 2.78

Maize 1.25 1.48 3.05 2.26 n/a

Oil seeds 1.95 3.03 2.50 2.62 n/a

Dried pulses 1.77 1.53 4.14 3.61 n/a

Dried pulses
Wheat

Oil seeds
Maize

Bariey
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In 1988 and 1989, the figures include all the data from the five original test sites. In 1990, data from Ile- 
de-France was added and the area of some test sites was extended. In 1991, the figures included data 
from: Centre, Ile-de-France, Castilla-Leon, Catalunya and Macedonia. And, in 1992, data from the 
United Kingdom, Belgium and Catalunya are included. The figures for the individual crops were 
calculated with data from at least four test-sites except for dried pulses (for which the coverage is only 
significant in Centre and Ile-de-France) and for 1992 (when only three sites applied the regression). In 
1992, figures are only quoted for wheat and barley because the area covered by the other crops, where 
regression was applied, was considered too small to give representative results.

The results show a general improvement in the relative efficiency with time. By 1990, the relative 
efficiencies were above 2.5 for all main crops except barley. The relative efficiencies of regression 
estimates for wheat and barley at each study site tended to depend on the relative dominance of the 
crop. For example in Castilla-Leon barley was the dominant cereal and was estimated with a relative 
efficiency of 2.1 compared to 1.5 for wheat in 1991. This contrasted with the United Kingdom in 
1992 where wheat was dominant and the relative efficiencies for wheat and barley were 3.7 and 1.0 
respectively. This was caused by spectral confusion between wheat and barley causing mis- 
classification of the satellite image, the effect being worse for the minor crop.

3.2.2 Variation of results across test sites

Table 3.2 below shows the area-weighted average of the relative efficiencies for each of the main test sites. 
There was a general improvement as a function of time because of improvements in Bavaria, Centre and Ile- 
de-France. The overall relative efficiency rose to 2.55 in 1990 and 1991. Results were less satisfying in 
Castilla-Leon and in Macedonia where no improvement was found. The worst results were obtained in 
Emilia-Romagna where there was a slight improvement in the second year but a serious drop in 1991.
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Table 3.2: Area weighted relative efficiencies of regression estimates by site and overall

1988 1989 1990 1991

Bavaria 1.52 1.88 4.27 *

Centre 1.70 1.81 2.34 3.32

Ile-de-France * * 3.63 3.17

Castilla-Leon 1.97 2.01 1.84 1.70

Macedonia 1.98 2.20 1.66 1.82

Emilia-Romagna 1.15 1.44 1,43 1.11

Overall 1.65 1.83 2.55 2.58/2.36

avaria
Centre

Ile-de-France

Castilla-Leon
M acedoniaRegions Years

Em ilia-R om agna

O verall

There was consistent improvement in relative efficiency with time when the work was carried out 
by the same contractor indicating that there was a general need for contractors to gain experience of 
the methodology, particularly at the beginning of Action 1. Such was the case in Bayern and Centre. 
Ile-de-France was done by the same contractor used for Centre. However, in the case of Emilia- 
Romagna, there was a change in the methodology in 1990 (the square segments were replaced by 
cadastral segments as for the methodology applied in the USA), and in 1991, a different contractor
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undertook the work. Consequently , the learning process as described before cannot be expected in 
the case of Emilia-Romagna especially for 1991. That is why figures for this region were not 
included in the computation for 1991 in Table 3.1 and two figures for the overall weighted relative 
efficiency of regression estimates are shown in Table 3.2 for 1991. The lower value includes data 
from Emilia-Romagna and the other is without.

An important component of the regional inventory programme was the transfer of technology. In 
Castilla-Leon and Macedonia the work was gradually shifted from internationally renown 
consultant companies to local contractors as the same time that the study areas were extended. A 
few more years would probably be necessary in order to assess if a good grasp of the methodology 
was achieved. However, the implementation of remote sensing in Macedonia in 1992 showed an 
interesting improvement with a weighted average relative efficiency of 2.27. The MARS-PED 
software was used that year and was another possible factor for improved application of the 
methodology. Contractors in Bavaria and Centre used parts of PEDITOR in later years of Action 1.

Thus it seems that the use of specialised software to assist the statistical analysis was more generally 
an important factor. Also in 1992, the weighted relative efficiency for the new site in the UK was 3.2, 
indicating the continued trend of improvement although no specialised software for analysis was used.

There was considerable variation of relative efficiency of regression estimates for different neostrata 
within test sites. Factors such as the farming system and field size could have influenced the relative 
efficiency sufficiently to account for differences in the area-weighted values between the sites. 
Detailed analysis to quantify these effects was beyond the scope of this work but would be useful in 
future, to assist the development of more specific guidelines for the application of the regression 
method with remote sensing.

3.2.3 Improved accuracy of crop area estimates vs. c lass area

The typical accuracies of crop area estimates made with combined ground survey and remote 
sensing can be estimated with the aid of Figure 3.4, below and Tables 3.2 and 3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Relationship of Coefficient of Variation (CV %) to area of crop (ha) and Relative 
Efficiency (RE) of using remote sensing in regional crop inventories in Europe

The relative efficiency measures the improvement in precision. Figure 3.4 shows how this translates 
into reductions in the CV of area estimates as follows. A relative efficiency of 1.0 represents no 
improvement thus the corresponding line in Figure 3.4 is the relationship between CV and crop area 
for ground survey, shown in Figure 1.5. The CV for regression estimates is given by:

^Var(yreg)
CV =reg -.100

But on average, y ~ y therefore

thus

cvgromiicv„g«-m  

I-TreCV ~ CVr reg  g ro u n d

On the logarithmic scales in Figure 3.4 this leads to a series of lines parallel to and below the line for 
the ground survey data. Lines for REs of 1.5, 2.0 and 5.0 are shown as examples. Taking the same 
example as in PART 1, for crops typically covering 100,000, 1,000,000 and 10,000,000 ha 
respectively at regional, national and EU levels. The corresponding expected CVs for area estimates, 
using remote sensing with RE= 2.5, would be 5.7,2.1 and 0.8%. A reduction of more than 30%.
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3.2.4 Cost-effectiveness

In 1988, values of relative efficiencies, corresponding to the threshold for cost-effectiveness, were 
computed for each test site and satellite sensor and are presented in Table 3.3. The figures were 
based on cost estimates by the contractors. The limit is when the cost of remote sensing equals the 
cost of increasing the size of the ground survey as described in the methodology section. The figures 
obtained are always less than 2 which is usually quoted as the break even point from former studies 
such as the remote sensing applications programme carried out by the USDA-NASS. When the 
values in Table 3.3 are compared with Tables 3.1 and 3.2 it can be seen that the relative efficiencies 
were generally well in excess of the thresholds indicating that remote sensing had become cost- 
effective by the end of Action 1. The threshold values also varied with satellite sensor and with 
geographical location in the Community. This reflects the difference in price between images from 
SPOT and Landsat TM and variations in the cost of ground survey.

Table 3.3: Thresholds values of the Relative Efficiency of using remote sensing in 1988

Centre

i SPOT 

TM

1.71

1.42

Hsij cm

1.54

1.35

Em ilia-R om agm i

1.37

M akedonia

2.00

1.86

C astilla-L eon

1.71

1.42

C ast i l la -Leon
M a k e d o n i a

E m i l i a - R o m a g n a
Bayer nTM CentreSPOT

3.2.5 Comparison with national statistics

Some contractors compared the area estimates in Action 1 with equivalent figures obtained by the 
national statistical services. The comparisons, summarised in Table 3.4 were not exhaustive and do
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not provide a rigorous basis for evaluating either set of figures. They are only presented to illustrate 
how Action 1 results might be used in the context of harmonising data obtained with a variety of 
methodologies, as is the case with figures produces by national statistical services, or to detect gross 
discrepancies. For the latter, the 95% confidence interval for Action 1 estimates provides a 
statistical threshold, to indicate when further explanation of differences between national and Action 
1 figures, is needed. Cases where the difference exceeded the threshold are indicated in the Table. 
The limits vary as a function of the total area of the crop as explained in Figures 1.5 and 3.4 and 
comparisons become less precise when the area of the crop is small. The regression estimates give 
narrower limits for the threshold, thus allowing more accurate detection of potential discrepancies. 
An example concerning harmonisation is the comparison between Action 1 figures in the UK with 
those obtained by the national statistical service in MAFF from an annual census by postal enquiry, 
direct to the farmers - a method not generally applicable throughout the Community. The results in 
Table 3.4 show that the MAFF Census figures for the test site are not significantly different from 
the Action 1 figures. Thus in this case confirming the consistency of the census.

3.2.6 Timeliness

It was not possible to carry out a rigorous analysis of the timeliness. This was because actual 
delivery times for results were not always apparent from the contractors reports. However, with a 
few exceptions which were related to occasional difficulties with satellite image acquisition, or 
matters of organisation, the regression estimates were available within acceptable time-frames. The 
technical implementation of the methodology per se did not create significant time delays.

3.2.7 Comparison with USDA-NASS results

Crop area estimation with remote sensing, using the regression estimator, was carried out in the 
USA from 1980 to 1987. There were a number of differences in the methodology. Firstly NASS 
used Landsat MSS imagery which had a spatial resolution of approximately 80m compared to the 
higher resolution of SPOT (20m) and Landsat TM (30m) images available for Action 1. Secondly, 
the method of producing the sample frame was very different. The USD A used segments which 
were defined by natural boundaries as described by Cotter and Nealon (1987). This meant that their 
sizes varied and much more effort was required to define the sample frame than in Action 1. The 
method for defining the segment boundaries was by photo interpretation of satellite images. A 
similar approach was adopted in Italy after 1990. Thirdly, Action 1 was mainly carried out by sub
contracts subject to commercial competitive tenders and let mainly to private companies whereas 
the USDA project was implemented centrally by NASS. Also, Action 1 was carried out against a 
background of the non-uniform approaches of different nations within the Community compared to 
the uniform approach in the USA. Both of these factors meant there was potential for much greater 
variation in competence and approach in Action 1 compared to the USDA project.
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Table 3.4: Action 1 estimates of crop areas expressed as a percentage of official estimates, by study site.

W heat 1 Barley 1 M aize 1 O ilseed rape Sunflower Sugar beet I D ried pulses
CENTRE 1988 I 1 i j |

Official stats (x 1,000 ha) 512
•

87.1  1 
113.20 [

140.4 56.9  I  
... 103.34 i  

100.18 1

83

_

25.6
95.70 .
85.94 ,

51.2  1 
98.63 ID irect expansion (% )____

Regression ( % )
106.62 101.78 97.23

99.8895.22 114.58 I - 105.77 107.42
M AKEDONIA 1988 (wheat only corresponds to soft! wheat) 1 1 1 S |

Official stats (x 1,000 ha) 
D irect expansion (%)

195.5
93.71

--------------- _ 30.4 16.3 10.3 5
89.14 108.59 183.50 . 18.00 .

Regression (%) 81.07 . 90.46 101.84 154.37 12.00 .

BAYERN 1988 (wheat and barley are respectively w inter w heat and w inter barley)
Official stats (x 1,000 ha) 152.2  1 88.7 148.9 28 29.4

98.64
7 1

D irect expansion (%) 105.39 101.58 104.70 96.07 64.29
40.00

1
Regression (%) 100.72 97.86 87.86
EM ILIA ROM AGNA 1988 (wheat only corresponds to soft whe at)
Official stats (x 1,000 ha) 
Direct expansion (%) 
Regression (%)

218.6  1 
93.69 I  
93.09 I

40.1  | 74.3 98.8
98.18
103.24

0.6 _ _ _ _ L
866.67 1 -  
833.33 I -

106.73 1
106.73 i

119.92
124.63 .

CASTILLA-LEON 1988 t  I | t
M  i I ' '  1

Official stats (x 1,000 ha) 
Direct expansion ( % )  
Regression (%)

127.2
93.55

_ 527
106.45

_ _ _ 73 _ _ _ _
68.49

_ --------------- | _ _ _ _ 30
16.67 •

34.2
99.42

J & 7  1  
42.78 1 -

94.34 104.93 Ii
CENTRE 1990 1 1 | | |  j

Official stats (x 1,000 ha)
Direct expansion ( % ) ____
Regression ( % )

928.5  I 169.5  I 275.5 95 234  I  
1 0 3 .2 9 1  
96.58 1

28.7 102.9 
. 99.42

89.99

~
109.13

106.06
I 116.34 1 -  

115.10 1
__ 89.19

104.69
_ 116.00 96.52

102.84 100.00
ILE-DE-FRANCE 1990 | 1

Official stats (x 1,000 ha) 
Direct expansion (%) 
Regression (%)

270.5
96.82
96.56

49.3
101.62
98.99

_ 56.3
110.48

107.28

_ 29.4 y  
91.50 ! 
90.48

24.8
126.61

108.87

44.0
84.59
83.41

64,9___

, 92.50 
73.04

~

BAYERN 1990 (wheat and barley are respectively w inter w heat and w inter barley)
Official stats (x 1,000 ha) 
Direct expansion (%)

144.2
99.72

_ 80.1
110.74

148.0
107.03

103.99

_ __ 44.0
103.41 i -----------  -

32.0 
98.44 . 
102.50

2,0___ _
100.00

_

Regression (%) 106.24 .

UK 1992 1 I 1 | i  1
Official stats (x 1,000 ha) 227.6 I 50.6 46.6 1

D irect expansion (%) 110.81 106.52 _ 94.85 1
Regression (%) 104.57 94.85 | i 1

Bold figures are those closest to the official figures
• indicates that the official estimate lies outside the 95% confidence interval of the Action 1 estimate

The results are reported by* Allen and Hanuschak (1988). In 1980 estimates for main crops were 
made for the states of Iowa and Kansas (356755 sq. km). By 1985 the area had been increased to 
cover eight of the main agricultural states adding: Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri 
and Oklahoma, an area of 1,353,510 sq. km. The remote sensing estimates were closer to 
Agricultural Statistics Board final estimate than the June Enumerative Survey 21 out of 35 cases. 
The relative efficiencies are summarised in Table 3.5 and show a general trend of improvement with
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time although there was considerable variation. Generally, the relative efficiencies were remarkably 
similar to those in Action 1. Possibly the hoped for improvement in relative efficiency by using 
higher resolution satellite images in Action 1 was offset by smaller field sizes in Europe or as 
previously mentioned, the potential was not yet fully realised because more time was needed by 
contractors in general to build up experience with the methodology and to develop full technical 
competence. Another reason for similarity of the results is that the sampling frame in the USA was 
probably no so different in practice to that used in Action 1 because the majority of segment 
boundaries in the USA would coincide with the road system. In the mid-western states, the roads are 
mainly set out to follow a regular square grid of 1 mile dimension and farms were originally 
homesteads based on so-called quarter sections of 160 acres.

Table 3.5: Relative efficiencies of using remote sensing in eight states of the USA in the remote 
sensing applications program of USDA-NASS.

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Corn 1.6 1.7 1.2 . 1.5 2.2 1.6 1-7 2.0

Cotton 3.3 2.4 5.3 3.5 8.0

Rice 4.2 2.4 3.2 2.0 5.4 4.2

Sorghum 1.3 2.6 1.5 1.5 2.1

Soybeans 1.4 1.9 1.2 1.4 2.6 1.9 2.0 2.3

Wheat 1.4 1.8 2.0 1.6 1.9 2.3 2.2 2.6
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CONCLUSIONS:

By 1990 the relative efficiency o f the regression estimator was usually above 2.5 for main 

crops and rising towards 3 by 1992

There was considerable variation in relative efficiency for each crop, tending to be higher 

when the crop was dominant in the site

Relative efficiency of remote sensing improved with contractor experience

Specialised software for statistical analysis assisted im provement o f results

Technology transfer was not completed and further improvements should be possible, 

raising relative efficiencies to above 3

Relative efficiency was very variable within sites and could be influenced by factors such 

as farm ing system and field size

On average remote sensing improved accuracy o f area estimates by more than 30% by 

the end o f Action 1

Remote sensing was cost-effective by the end of Action 1

Action 1 area estimates can be used to assist harmonisation o f data produced by different 

methods

Action 1 urea estimates can be used as indicators o f gross discrepancies in area estimates 

from different sources

Technical implementation o f remote sensing analysis per se did not create unacceptable 

time delay

Relative efficiencies o f Action 1 results w ere sim ilar to the USDA-NASS eight state survey

Benefits o f improved satellite imagery in Action J compared to ISD A -N A SS were 

probably obscured by variation o f technical competence in Europe which improved 

during Action 1
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4. Technical Factors Influencing Results

Technical factors influencing the accuracy o f  Action 1 results are identified and  
discussed. Where possible guidelines fo r  assessing fu ture projects are developed.

4.1 Accuracy of ground surveys

A high level of accuracy in the ground survey is fundamental for the success of all aspects of the 
Action 1 work. Errors affect the direct expansion estimates in PART 1; the training of digital 
classification algorithms in PART 2 and the coefficient of determination of regression estimates in 
PART 3. Errors in field work were of two types: mis-classification of the cover type and incorrect 
delineation of parcels.

Most of the problems concerning the mis-classification occurred when dealing with non-cropped areas 
(e.g. fallow and pasture land). There was some variation in the interpretation of the definitions for 
these classes across Europe and this caused the areas to vary more than expected from year to year.

In principle, 10 % of the segments were independently checked. However, no standard rules were 
systematically applied. For instance, the checked plots were not always randomly selected. In some 
cases segments with a lot of parcels or certain enumerators were preferably checked. Checking was 
done either by the supervisory staff or by a double survey using different enumerators in the survey 
team. When the government services undertook the ground survey, check results were not usually 
available and it was very difficult to assess the quality of the ground survey results. In some cases, 
photo interpretation of satellite images acquired for Action 1 and contemporary with the ground 
survey, were successfully used to identify field work errors. Examples are shown in Figure 4.1: field 
number 20, coded as wheat, contains a large patch of bare soil, that has escaped to the attention of the 
surveyor, may be because he looked from the road in the middle of the segment; the rest of the 
polygon has a rather heterogeneous response, and may correspond to several contiguous fields of 
wheat, which is not an error. The border between fields 14 and 17 is slightly mislocated. Field number 
5 contains an area with scarce vegetation, but it is not clear whether it is a survey error.

In a few cases, in difficult terrain, ground survey sites were incorrectly located. Thus, there 
were various ways of measuring the ground survey errors, which appeared not to be negligible in 
several cases. It was not possible to quantify ground survey errors from reported information. 
However, the general precision of ground survey in Action 1 was considered acceptable. The 
methodology of the ground survey was readily adapted for local conditions which mainly related to 
accommodation of variation in crop types and parcel sizes, as discussed in PART 1.
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Plot Cover Plot Cover Plot Cover Plot Cover

1 fallow 6 waste land 11 high scrub 16 barley

2 barley 7 waste land 12 barley 17 oast

3 wheat 8 peas 13 peas 18 fallow

4 rye 9 waste land 14 barley 19 fallow

5 barley 10 sunflower 15 wheat 20 wheat

Figure 4.1: Examples of satellite imagery of segments showing discrepancy with ground survey data

The optimum size of the sample segments depends on the average field size and the homogeneity of 

the land use. In general, it is better to have a large number of small segments but this increases cost 

and operational difficulties. An intuitive rule arising from the experience of Action 1 is to make 

segments large enough so that they include 20 to 30 field parcels on average. When the average 
number of parcels exceeds an upper threshold, the fieldwork burden can be reduced by quartering the 

segment and sampling a quarter chosen randomly. In Spain, a threshold of 50 parcels was used.
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CONCLUSIONS O N  THE GROUND SURVEY:

Field survey checks can be assisted by the photo interpretation of satellite imagery in 
areas where field sizes are large (> several hectares)

The precision of the ground survey methodology was generally sufficient for main crops 
with sample fractions between 0.5 and 1.5 %

The ground survey methods were flexible enough to adapt to local conditions

Definition of some land cover classes needs to be improved to enable more consistent 
interpretation across Europe

fL
RECOM M ENDATION FOR FUTURE GROUND SURVEYS:

-  Ground survey should be checked independently, preferably with double survey in a 
random sub-sample of segments
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4.2 Success of image coverage

At the beginning of the project, cloud cover was thought to be a serious limitation to the use of 
satellite imagery for regional inventories in central and northern parts of the EU. The number of 
images acquired for Action 1, within the specified time windows is summarised in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Number of images which were acquired within the time window specified for the 
identification of the crops of interest

France Germany Greece Italy Spain UK

1988 i 2/10,0/2* 10/10,0/2* 11/11,4/4* 5/6 13/13,1/2* n/a

1989 2/2 4/4 3/3 3/4 n/a

1990 26/26 0/3 4/4 3/3 3/5 n/a

1991 3/4 n/a _  5/5 2/2 5/5 n/a

1992 n/a n/a 2/4 n/a n\a 4/4

* The first ratio is about the SPOT imagery and the second TM; n/a not applicable.

However, experience with the MARS programme shows that this is rarely a problem with the current 
number of imaging satellites that are available and that cloud problems could be encountered in 
Mediterranean climates while suitable cloud free imagery could be obtained in Northern Europe under 
oceanic climatic conditions. Overall, 82% of the images acquired within the regional inventory 
programme were within the optimum window. This ratio was respectively 89% for SPOT and 75% for 
TM and suggests that the combination of programming and pointing capabilities of SPOT enabled more 
flexibility for acquisition of cloud free images at the desired date. Most of the remaining images were not 
very far outside of the acquisition window and were still used in the classification. Exceptional cases 
were in Germany in 1990 when no images could be obtained in June so the regression estimates could 
only be applied to summer crops, and in Spain in 1988.

Table 4.2 below shows the satellite coverage expressed as a percentage of the study area. The area not 
covered includes areas where no imagery was available and areas covered by clouds. Satellite image 
coverage was much better after 1988 and this is attributed to improvements in satellite programming. By 
1989, satellite coverage’s are all above or around 90% except for Italy in 1990. The number of 
operational satellites (1 Landsat and 2 SPOT) was sufficient to provide enough overpasses to acquire 
adequate cloud free imagery. The delivery time to contractors was reduced to about two weeks and was 
generally rapid enough not to inhibit the production of timely crop estimates. This contrasted with the 
earlier work by USDA-NASS where lack of timely imagery was a serious problem.
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At the beginning of Action 1, both TM and Spot images were acquired to see if the type of imagery 
influenced the quality of the results. The area-weighted relative efficiencies of regression estimates 
from TM and SPOT images, over the same area in Table 4.3 show that there was no consistent 
advantage from using one type of imagery rather than the other. Accuracy of the results depended 
more on the timing of acquisition in the agricultural cycle than on the type of sensor.

Table 4.2: Percentage of the study area covered by cloud-free satellite imagery

France Germany Greece Italy Spain UK

1988 88%, 97%* 80%, 90%* 90%,99%* 100% 95%,70%*

1989 89% 100% 100% 90% 99%

1990
■. -  . 
100% 90% 100% 82% 90%

1991 92% t n/a 100% 99% 90%

1992 n/a n/a unknown n/a n/a 100%

* The first figure is about the SPOT imagery and the second TM; n/a Not Applicable.

Table 4.3: Area-weighted relative efficiency of regression estimates from TM and SPOT over 
equivalent areas

i
SPOT TM I

r         _  :          ...

Centre 1.40 1.62 I
r::f f'% r f 'S r f

Macedonia 1.58 2.16 i

Bavaria 1.92 1.83

Castilla-Leon 2.03 2.11

Cast i l la-Leon
Bavar i a

Macedon i a
T M

Cen treS P O T
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CONCLUSIONS ON SA TE L U TE  IMAGE ACQUISITION:

Acquisition of improved to >90% coverage as vendors obtained 
experience and improved satellite programming

Imagery was usually acquired within the specified tiine-window

Cloud cover prevented image acquisition on a few occasions but the problem was not 
prevalent in any geographical location

Delivery times became acceptably short

There was 110 consistent advantage of SPOT over T \I imagery

RECOM M ENDATION O N  IM AGE ACQUISITION FOR FUTURE  
PROJECTS:

Centralised purchasing of images should be done if possible to assist co
ordination and programming of satellites

Use all available satellites to increase chances of acquiring high quality images w ithin the 
optimum lime-window
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4.3 Quality of geometric correction

Errors in geometric correction of satellite images causes a mis-match between ground survey 
observations and the satellite imagery. This affects the accuracy of the regression estimator in two 
ways. Firstly, by reducing the accuracy of the digital classification because the spectral properties of 
classes were not defined accurately in the training procedure. Secondly, the coefficient of 
determination of regressions can be reduced because the double sample used in the regression does 
not cover corresponding areas.

In general, contractors were not able to achieve enough precision in geometric correction to be able to 
ignore the mis-match. Also, there was evidence that some, particularly at the beginning of Action ! ,  
did not appreciate that actual errors could be much larger than the RMS values described in PART 2. 
This occurred when high order polynomial transform equations were used and when the ground 
control points were poorly distributed or low in number. It was not possible to assess the size of 
errors introduced into regression estimates by poor geometric correction. In any case, most 
contractors circumvented the problem by introducing manual shifting or even sometimes warping 
the ground segments to achieve a best fit to the image by visual interpretation.

(tf)
CONCLUSIONS ON GEOMETRIC CORRECTION:

There was evidence of technical incompetence by some contractors through inexperience 
which was later overcome

Small manual corrections were necessary to accurately co-Iocate ground survey and 
image data

RECOM M ENDATION REGARDING GEOMETRIC CO RRECTION :!

Processing chain should allow independent check of the co-location of ground survey and 
satellite imagery
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4.4 Quality of regression relationships

The quality of the regression relationships between ground survey and digital classification was one of 
the main factors influencing the improvement in crop area estimates and was very variable throughout 
Action 1. There was a tendency at the beginning for regression estimates to be made without regard to 
the inherent quality of the relationships. This also occurred later with inexperienced contractors, and in 
cases where neostratification resulted in few observations to produce the regression. Some contractors 
were concerned about the validity of the regressions they were applying and arrived at the empirical 
rules to help decide whether to apply them.

The initial recommendation that each regression should have at least 30 observations was not sufficient 
on its own to ensure high quality. Regression relationships are not useful when the coefficient of 
determination r2 becomes very low, as shown by the example in Figure 4.2 for barley in the UK. They 
become suspect when number of points is low and/or poorly distributed across a range of values. An 
example of this is shown in Figure 4.3. The r2 is very high but is caused by a single point where there 
was a high proportion of the crop in a segment. All the other points are scattered around zero. If the 
single point happens to be an error, then the regression estimate and the supposedly high relative 
efficiency may be spurious because the regression relationship is badly affected if the point is removed.

Another guideline is to look for consistency of the regression slope with the confusion matrix when 
the r2 is high. This is done by comparing the relative magnitudes of the row and column totals for a 
class with the slope of the regression. Take the example for wheat in the UK. In Table 2.1, the total 
number of observations classified as wheat was 173 and the total observations on the ground was 184. 
Therefore, wheat is slightly under classified by the image. This is consistent with the slope of the 
regression being near to one as is confirmed in Figure 3.2. When the image grossly over classifies, the 
slope would be much less than one and vice versa. In such cases, the regression estimate should be 
viewed with suspicion.
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y = 0.2865X + 0.067 
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Digital Classification (p)

Figure 4.2: Example of poor regression relationship, because of low coefficient of determination, r2.
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Figure 4.3: Example of an unreliable regression relationship, because of few and poorly distributed 
points

RECOM M ENDED GUIDELINES FOR APPLICATION OF THE 
REGRESSION ESTIMA TOR:

Coefficient of determination, r2 >0.3

A producer accuracy >30 % to ensure a sufficient number of well classified pixels

A sufficient number of non zero points in the regression, well distributed across the range

Slope of regression should be consistent with the ratio of row and column totals in the 
confusion matrix

y^7,6299x- 1,7437 
/  R2 = 0,9536

1 1  3 5

Digital Classification (p)
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4.5 Comments on Neostratification

In Action 1, the same neostratification was used for all the tasks concerning the application of the 
regression estimator with remote sensing, i.e. image classification, estimation of regression 
parameters, and application of these parameters to compute the corrected estimates. The variance of 
the final regression estimators should be lower by using different ones for each, but the procedure 
becomes more difficult to manage and it is not clear if the decrease of the variance makes up for the 
higher complexity.

For supervised digital classification, the procedure is easier and the computation is faster with a few 
large strata and can give as good results as a larger number of small strata if pre-clustering is 
performed to sub-divide land use classes which may have different radiometric properties in 
different areas of the image. For the estimation of the regression parameter b, large strata are 
strongly recommended in order to ensure that there are sufficient observations to give good 
regression relationships. If this is not possible then a reasonable solution to avoid these risks is 
amalgamate several strata to estimate b and then compute the regression estimates separately in each 
of the individual strata. If the estimates of regression parameters are not very reliable, even after 
aggregation of several strata, the ground survey estimates and their corresponding variances are to 
be kept for the computation of the final results. This can happen for minor crops concentrated in 
small areas.
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4.6 Relationship between classification accuracy and 
improvement in precision

Another reason why the regression estimates failed to improve the crop area estimates was when the 
accuracy of the digital classification was low. The RE and the corresponding mapping (user) 
accuracy was extracted for all of the regressions in the contractors’ reports. This resulted in over 
400 points; from all years of the project, except 1988 when no confusion matrices were produced; 
across all the study regions ; and, for all the crops. There were two problems with this data set. The 
first was that some of the regression relationships were of doubtful quality when judged by the 
criteria discussed in the previous section. It was not possible to eliminate all these by detailed 
examination of each one because the raw data were not available. However, the most likely spurious 
regressions are those with extremely high r2. Therefore, all those with r2 >0.96 (RE > 25) were 
excluded from the analysis. The second problem is that the mapping (user) accuracies are 
determined from sample observations and are therefore subject to sampling errors and bias if the 
sample was not random. It was not possible to assess these errors for each point. Therefore, only an 
approximate analysis of the data was done. The data were grouped into ranges of the mapping (user 
accuracy) and a box plot showing the variation of the RE in each range is shown in Figure 4.4.

Range %

□  0-9 

[E 10-19

■  20-29 

f l  30-39

■  40-49

□  50-59

□  60-69 

El 70-79 

H 80-89 

El 90-100

U se r  A ccu racy  R a n g e

Figure 4.4: Box plot showing 10,25,50,75 and 90 percentiles for the relative efficiency (RE) of 
regression for different ranges of mapping (user) accuracy of the digital classification
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The, results show that relative efficiencies increase with increase in the mapping accuracy, as 
expected intuitively. Relative efficiencies >2 are expected when the mapping accuracy increases 
above 50% and >3 when the mapping accuracy rises above 60%. There is greater variation in the 
RE as mapping accuracy increases. Part of this may be attributable to the use of different methods 
by contractors, to produce the confusion matrices.

Thus, the relationship between the regression and the classification accuracy is an important factor 
to look at. If the relationship is inconsistent with Figure 4.4, the reason should be investigated and 
corrected otherwise the regression in question should not be used. For example a case when the 
RE>3 and the mapping accuracy was less than 10% - much higher than the normally expected value 
of around 1.

CONCLUSIONS O N  RELATIONSHIP BETW EEN MAPPING  
ACCURACY AND REGRESSION ESTIMATES:

Relative efficiency increases with increased mapping accuracy of the digital classification 

Relative efficiencies >2 are expected when mapping accuracy >50 %

Relative efficiencies >3 are expected when the mapping accuracy >60%

RECOMMENDA TION FOR CHECKING FUTURE WORK:

Use Figure 4.4 to judge consistency betw een the digital classification and relative 
efficiency. Outliers indicate possibility of error in implementation of the methodology

Check that the confusion mutrixis based on a random sample. The column totals should 
be approximately proportional to the land cover areas and the row totals to the 
classification theme areas.
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4.7 Effect of different digital classification rules

Table 4.4: Areas (ha) of cover types in the same region of England estimated by different techniques 
using digital classifications and by agricultural census

CLASS PC-W 1 p c -u w 2 REG-W3 REG-LAY1* MAFF5

Woodland 35153 42834 29636 ±19% 29409 ±25% na

Inland Water 5510 4123 5744 ±58% 6279 ±44% na

Urban 111775 22518 82594 ±14% 70668 ±20% na

Wheat 210459 159938 238003 ±6% 236736 ±6% 227637

Barley 22839 93969 53900 ±27% 55502 ±24% 50585

Summer Crops 66990 105593 89888 ±13% 96494 ±15% 82587

Grass and Forage 192582 107509 130339 ±12% 124691 ±13% 114491

Rape 29946 29047 44244 ±10% 44095 ±11% 46643

^pixel count, area-weighted discriminant functions;  ̂pixel count, un-weighted discriminant functions ^regression estimate, 

area-weighted discriminant functions; ^regression estimate, un-weighted discriminant functions; '’MAFF agricultural census

The mathematical rule used in the digital classification process influences the classification results. In 
Action 1, the maximum likelihood algorithm described in PART 2 was used but results will be 
different if unequal a priori weightings are used for the discriminant functions. Table 4.4 compares the 
results from two maximum likelihood classifications carried out for the UK test site. The column PC- 
W was for class areas obtained by pixel counts following classification using discriminant functions 
which were weighted according to class areas, estimated from the ground survey and PC-UW was for 
equally weighted discriminant functions. The columns REG-W and REG-UW are the corresponding 
areas and their 95% confidence intervals estimated by regression. The MAFF column gives, where 
available, the areas estimated by the census carried out independently by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food. Comparison of the area estimates for each cover type shows that the pixel counts 
are widely different, influenced by varying the digital classification algorithm and hence the degree of 
mis-classification. The regression estimates on the other hand, are similar to each other and to the 
MAFF census figures. This shows that the differences caused by varying the classification algorithms 
were corrected by the regression technique.
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CONCLUSION ON INFLUENCE OF DIGITAL CLASSIFICATION

The regression estimate is relatively insensitive to variations in classification algorithm

Area estimates using pixel counts should never he used unless the mapping and producer 
accuracies are simultaneously > 90%
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This report is a synthesis of the work, the results and an assessment of the achievements of 
Action I of the MARS Project. The report consist of this stand-alone executive summary and 
five additional sections. The first three enlarge on the main elements of the methodology: 
ground survey, remote sensing and the combination of these using regression. These 
sections also present a synthesis of the results and comments on their accuracy. PART 4 
is an assessment of technical factors influencing the results. PART 5 is the Bibliography, 
listing all the contractors reports and other reference material which have been used to 
provide the basis of this work.


